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HARLES FILLMORE, cofounder and president of 
the Unity School of Christianity. At 84 his body 
is strong and his mind active and alert. He is 
called "Papa Charley” by many of the Unity 
workers, who love and admire him, and by his 
three grandchildren. His wit and keen sense of 
humor make him a welcome visitor and lec

turer in the field and a favorite speaker at Unity headquarters.



devoted

YRTLE FILLMORE, often called the "Mother of 
Unity” ; for it was through her desire to help 
others find health and prosperity that the Unity 
work was started. Beloved by Unity workers and 
students all over the world for her loving min
istry and her cheery, helpful letters. One of her 
great desires was to share Truth with children, 
much of her life to this phase of Unity work.



Be s id e s  Charles Fillmore, who 
I is president of Unity School, 

and Lowell Fillmore, Clara 
May Rowland, Retta M. Chilcott, and 
Rickert Fillmore, whose photographs 
and positions are given on the follow
ing page, there are a number of per
sons who directly supervise the var
ious departments.

There are thirty-five departments 
organized for convenience in han
dling the different phases of the work 
of Unity School. Some of these are 
quite small, consisting of only two 
or three persons; others comprise 
many workers. Each department is 
under the supervision of one person 
who is responsible for its work. This 
person’s first responsibility is to see 
that the department is conducted in 
accordance with Truth principles and 
that all the work is handled in a 
Truth way.

Each week a luncheon is held at 
Unity Inn and those in charge of 
departments attend. On these occa
sions the work is discussed from all 
angles and its unification is assured.

Frequently the department heads 
are called together to pray for guid
ance in making decisions in regard to 
the work or for a leading when some 
new idea or plan has been suggested.
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Confidentially
By Charles Fillmore

IT IS no easy task to write about oneself, especially when the 
call is for a personal life sketch, in which must appear those 
insignificant little things which are no different in the case 

of millions of others of the human family yet in which it is 
claimed that readers have particular interest.

"I winna blaw about mysel,
As ill I like my faults to tell,”

sang the Scotch plowboy when he found himself in the public 
eye; and this is probably the feeling we all have.

I am admonished to begin at the very beginning and tell my 
readers everything that has occurred, not only the events that have 
come to pass since the Unity idea was conceived but also the life 
incidents that formed the basis of its inception; that is, both a 
historical and a mental "parade intimate” of the Unity movement. 
To do this we shall have to recount many small and uninteresting 
matters that are common to most persons and that challenge also 
the preconception of some by references to previous incarnations. 
Every movement of far-reaching effect has antecedents reaching 
back into the past, beyond the beginnings of personalities.

Consulting the light of Spirit, I have been privileged to see 
states of consciousness formed by my ego thousands of years 
before its entry into this body, and I must measure the present 
status of myself not only by what the conscious mind registers 
but by what is stored up in the subconscious pigeonholes or brain 
pockets. So let us understand that we are taking notes of the 
minor episodes of an ego whose real identity has been veiled by 
sense in much of its history but is now being cleared up by the 
light of the Spirit. The darkness in which I stumbled for aeons



was the result of my willful obstinacy and laziness in searching 
for the light. When I found how accessible it was and how easy it 
was to open up the sunshine and enjoy its companionship, 1 was 
eager to have everybody take advantage of it, and that is why I 
am baring my heart to you, dear reader.

I was born into this present itinerary on August 22, 1854, at 
4 a. m. The place was an Indian reservation on the Sauk River, 
near Saint Cloud, Minnesota. My father was a trader with the 
Chippewa Indians; my mother a Canadian of English and Welsh 
ancestry. My father was born in Buffalo, New York. His only 
known ancestor that I ever heard of was John Fillmore, who as 
a boy of thirteen was kidnapped on the coast of England by 
pirates. He was on the pirate ship for eighteen years. Finally he 
and a companion tied the pirates while they were under the in
fluence of liquor and sailed the ship into Boston harbor, where 
the pirates were executed. This little incident in my family his
tory has often reminded me of what a lecturer on heraldry once 
said about his family tree: that he was somewhat timid about 
looking it up because he might find something hanging to it. 
A facetious member of the audience queried, "By the neck or 
the tail?”

My brother Norton was two years my junior, and we were the 
only children. My mother often told us of her hair-raising ex
periences alone much of the time among roving bands of Chip
pewa and Sioux Indians, who were nearly always on the warpath 
not only with each other but sometimes with the whites. One 
day when Father had gone to another trading post on the east 
side of the Mississippi River and she was alone with me in the 
cabin, a band of Sioux dashed up, grabbed me out of her arms, 
and rode off. She was of course nearly distracted but could do 
nothing. At sundown they brought me back unharmed. Such in
cidents made my early years romantic but crude and unprofitable.

When I was ten my life was crossed by what the doctors pro
nounced a fatal illness. It began with what was at first diagnosed 
as rheumatism in the right leg, which gradually developed into 
tuberculosis of the hip with many tube abcesses reaching to the 
bone not only in the hip joint but all over my legs and arms. How
ever I did not pass out but managed after years to get on my



feet, although my right leg was several inches shorter than the 
left and I was to all appearances destined to chronic invalidism.
I managed to get about with crutches and cane and attended 
school in a desultory way until I was eighteen.

As my father and mother were separated and without a per
manent home, I became restless and wanted other surroundings. 
In 1874 I went to Caddo, Indian Territory, where I had a cousin. 
In a few months I got a clerkship in the freight office of the 
Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Railway at Denison, Texas, where I 
lived for five years. I sent for my mother, and there we built a 
home. It was there I met Myrtle Page, who was teaching school. 
In 1879 I went to Leadville, Colorado, where I took a course in 
metallurgy and became a mining assayer, and then I located at 
Gunnison, Colorado. In 1880 I went back to Denison, Texas. In 
the spring after that year I met Miss Page at her home town, 
Clinton, Missouri, where we were married, after which we went 
directly to Gunnison, Colorado, our home for a season.

But the mining boom broke, and seeking new pastures, we 
moved to Pueblo, Colorado, where I engaged in the real-estate 
business. Here my two sons Lowell and Rickert were born. But 
I never seemed satisfied with my surroundings nor at peace with 
my work, and the urge to go elsewhere was always with me. 
So I began looking for a location, without knowing exactly where 
to look. We broke up our home in Pueblo in 1884, and we spent 
one winter in Omaha, Nebraska. However there was a constant 
inner urge to go to Kansas City and in the spring of that year we 
moved to this city, where we eventually found our ideal work.

The first few years here were spent in real-estate "plunging,” 
in which I was quite successful; but when the slump in land 
values came I lost all my holdings. It was during this period that 
we found the panacea for all our ills. The tubercular trouble with 
which Mrs. Fillmore had suffered from childhood became so ag
gravated that nothing availed, and we were considering returning 
to the mountains as a last resort. Then I had a strange dream: 
An unseen voice said, "Follow me.” I was led up and down the 
hilly streets of Kansas City and my attention called to localities 
that I was familiar with. The Presence stopped and said, "You 
will remember having had a dream some years ago in which



you were shown this city and told that you had a work to do 
here. Now you are being reminded of that dream and also in
formed that the invisible power that has located you will continue 
to be with you and aid you in the appointed work.” When I 
awoke I remembered that I had had such a dream and forgot it. 
Then we made Kansas City our permanent home.

At about this time Dr. E. B. Weeks, a representative of the 
Illinois Metaphysical College founded by Emma Curtis Hopkins, 
came here from Chicago and gave a course of lessons, which Mrs. 
Fillmore and I attended. Spiritual healing was the keynote of the 
lessons, and Mrs. Fillmore caught the idea that God was the 
source of her life and that she did not have to suffer the ills cf 
her ancestors. Her healing began at once, and in about a year 
she was in good health and began healing her neighbors. Although 
I was a chronic invalid and seldom free from pain the doctrine 
did not at first appeal to me. However I was in sympathy with 
Mrs. Fillmore’s continued demonstrations, in fact my interest be
came so pronounced that I neglected my real estate for the fur
therance of what my commercial friends pronounced a fanatical 
delusion. In April, 1889, just fifty years ago this month, I began 
the publication of a magazine that I named Modern Thought. It 
was metaphysical but not up to the standard that Unity magazine 
now seeks to sustain. Subscribers began to dribble in, and at the 
end of a year we had several hundred. That was the beginning 
of the literature output now known as "Unity.”

The establishment of a downtown office and the evolution 
of the local Unity Society is a long story. I gradually became more 
interested in the study and began to apply the healing principle 
to my own case with gratifying results. My chronic pains ceased 
and my hip healed and grew stronger and my leg lengthened until 
in a few years I dispensed with the steel extension that I had worn 
since I was a child. I can now truthfully say that I am on the way 
to perfect healing, although eighty-four years of age.

The most important phase of my experience however was the 
opening of my spiritual nature. I gradually acquired the ability 
to go into the silence, and from that source I received unexpected 
revelations and physical sensations. At first the revelations were 
nearly all through dreams. I developed a dream code through



which 1 could get information and answers of marvelous ac
curacy to my questions. I do not remember that I asked who the 
author of my guidance was; I took for granted that it was Spirit.

Then the mental and spiritual developed into sensations at the 
nerve extremities. I was informed by the Presence that I was 
beginning body regeneration as taught by Jesus Christ. Neither 
physiology nor psychology offers a nomenclature describing it. 
The first sensation was in my forehead, a "crawly” feeling when 
I was affirming life. Then I found that I could produce this same 
feeling in the bottom of my feet and other nerve extremities by 
concentrating my attention at the place and silently affirming life.

I spent several hours every day in this process, and I found 
that I was releasing electronic forces sealed up in the nerves. This 
I have done for nearly fifty years until now I have what may be 
termed an electric body that is gradually replacing the physical. 
It is even more than electric, and when certain spiritual emotions 
are imparted to it it fairly glows and blends with an omnipresent 
etheric atmosphere that is highly charged with life energy. My 
physical organism is being transformed cell by cell and the ulti
mate will be an entirely new body having all the perfections of 
youth in addition to ethereal life.

This, Spirit tells me, is the transformation of mind and body 
promised by Jesus. Paul called attention to it—"Be ye transformed 
by the renewing of your mind”—but he did not attain it. Now 
at the end of this age the spiritual and mental conditions of the 
race are ripe for the entering into this new life of all followers 
of Jesus in the regeneration. It is through this transformation and 
rearrangement of the atoms of the organism that the Christ body 
is formed in man’s consciousness. When the light of Spirit is 
allowed to enter the conscious and the subconscious minds a great 
revelation takes place and it is found to be a literal fact that 
"your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit which is in you, which 
ye have from God.”

Kansas City, Mo.
April. 1939





The Purpose of Unity

■ y

U NITY School of Christianity is an independent educa
tional institution, teaching the use of the Jesus Christ doc
trine in everyday life.

Its purpose is not to found a new church or sect, but to help 
men and women of every church and also those who have no 
church affiliations to use the eternal Truth of God.

The Unity teachings explain the action of mind, the connecting 
link between God and man. They explain how the mind affects 
the body, producing discord or harmony, sickness or health; how 
it brings man into understanding of divine law.

We suggest that you accept what, in our literature, appears 
to you to be Truth, and that you withhold judgment on the re
mainder until you understand it better. If you seek the Holy Spirit 
as your guide to Truth, you will know for yourself what is of God 
and what is of man.

As we keep on searching for Truth, we no doubt shall change 
some of our ideas, until everything short of the perfect will of 
God is dropped from our life and from our doctrine. There would 
be no difference of opinion among Christians if human ideas did 
not prevail widely, for there is but one Truth, and some day we 
"shall see eye to eye.”

A Unity center is an association of Unity students formed to 
provide and maintain a place of assembly, where the principles 
of practical Christianity, as set forth by Jesus Christ and interpreted 
in the light of present-day experience by the Unity School of 
Christianity, shall be taught under the direction of an authorized 
leader.

Unity centers and study classes are places of religious research 
for all regardless of creed; and places where helpful instruction 
in Christian living may be received.

Through the field department Unity School of Christianity 
offers an advisory service for center leaders, and authorizes the es
tablishment of Unity classes and centers.
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U N I T Y ’S FIFTY GOLDEN YEARS



The first group photograph of 
Unity workers. Charles and 
Lowell Fillmore are standing. 
Myrtle Fillmore is seated in 
the center. A t Mrs. Fillmore’s 
right is fennie H. Croft, who 
assisted in the healing work.

Charles Fillmore, whose crip
pled leg necessitated his wear
ing a steel extension about 
four inches high to match the 
length of the other leg.

I
u

Myrtle Page Fillmore in her 
girlhood, which was spent in 
Pagetown, Ohio. .

I
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Chapter 1

Inception of the Unity Movement
rrAccording to your faith be it done unto you.

T HE growth and spread of the 
educational movement known 
as Unity during a period of 

fifty years is itself a striking illus
tration of the spiritual principles that 
Unity teaches. It outpictures the high 
powers latent within man’s make-up 
and exemplifies the force and the 
growth of an idea. This year, April, 
1939, Unity celebrates its Golden 
Half-Century, its fiftieth anniversary. 
Its ministry of prayer and its teach
ing activity by means of its period
icals and centers now girdle the earth, 
and hundreds of thousands of persons 
have received instruction that makes 
religion of practical help. It now 
maintains a force of nearly five hun
dred active workers at Kansas City 
alone, who are engaged in spreading 
the vital truths of life that Jesus 
Christ taught in order that humanity 
may be enlightened, enriched, and 
blessed.

More than fifty years ago this 
movement had its inception in a very 
small way when a family living in 
Kansas City, Missouri, conquered its 
own problems of health and personal

finances through its conception and 
practical application of the principles 
that Jesus Christ taught. Charles Fill
more and his wife Myrtle, the found
ers of Unity, first healed their own 
ailments and then helped their neigh
bors. The idea spread and grew and 
grew.

The transforming idea was this: 
that God is Spirit or Mind. In Divine 
Mind are infinite ideas of life, love, 
substance, intelligence, Truth. Man 
has access to these ideas through his 
own individual mind. Thus he has 
direct contact with his source. God 
is the source of his life, and this life 
is unfailing, eternal.

The history of Unity is a record of 
faith. Without faith—absolute faith 
-—Myrtle Fillmore would never have 
been divinely healed more than fifty 
years ago of a medically "incurable” 
ailment. Without absolute faith she 
would never have been inspired to 
help her friends and neighbors 
through the medium of prayer. With
out faith Charles Fillmore would 
never have been moved to join in this 
good work and to consecrate his



whole life to the service of God, the 
loving, omnipresent Father, ever 
powerfully present in His earthly 
children. Without consecrated faith 
in the divine spark in them they 
would never have been able to carry 
on through those first years of the 
high enterprise. Without it the Unity 
movement would never have en
dured, expanded, flourished, and 
grown into the globe-girdling influ
ence for good in the lives of men 
that it is today.

When Myrtle Fillmore received 
her first inspiration that health, har
mony, and abundant supply were 
demonstrable through spiritual 
means, she was suffering from tuber
culosis of the lungs and given only 
six months to live. Mr. Fillmore was 
crippled seriously with tuberculosis 
of the hip, had curvature of the 
spine, and was partially deaf.

Now Charles Fillmore had already 
shown at a very early age that he 
was an individual equipped with 
courage, character, and initiative. 
When he was a lad about ten years 
old living at St. Cloud, Minnesota, 
he was afflicted with pains in his 
right hip, which at first were sup
posed to have been caused by his 
slipping on the ice while skating. 
However they continued and were 
pronounced rheumatism and finally 
tuberculosis of the hip joint. The 
afflicted leg withered and stopped 
growing, and the boy had to wear 
a steel extension with cork soles built 
up three and a half or four inches 
so that the afflicted leg would meas
ure up in length with its mate. The

doctors proph
esied that the 
abscesses on his 
leg would even
tually lead to 
his death.

Nevertheless 
this cr ippled 
young man was 
r e s o l v e d  to 
make his own 
w a y  i n  t h e  
world. He went 
to Texas and 
worked in a 
railroad office 
at Denison,  
where his job was to count cars; 
and he stuck to business. At night 
he would work overtime helping 
the cashier. His associates twitted 
him about this poor policy of doing 
more work than he was paid for. But 
he learned the cashier’s work, and 
one day the cashier took sick and 
young Charles Fillmore got the job. 
His mother, capable, wise, and re

sourceful — af
fectionately re
membered by 
all the early 
Kansas City 
Unity group as 
" G r a n d m a ” 
Fillmore — was 
wi th him in 
Texas; and at 
Denison he met 
Myrt le  Page. 
S he  w as a 
schoolteacher 
from Clinton,

Charles Fillmore, young 
railway clerk of Deni
son, Texas, who later 
married Myrtle Page, 
of Clinton, Missouri.

Myrtle Page, T itian- 
haired schoolteacher 
who was destined to be 
a cofounder of Unity.
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g o l d e n  y e a r s

Missouri, a young woman of such 
grace, intelligence, rare understand
ing, and lovable qualities that young 
Charles Fillmore fell in love with 
her and later married her at Clinton.

There was a mining boom in Colo
rado in the eighties, and the Fill- 
mores went out there to live. Their 
two older sons, Lowell and Rickert, 
were born at Pueblo. Charles Fill
more, alert and vigorous minded, 
was always on the lookout for in
formation, opportunities, new ven
tures, and was always contriving new 
ways and means for developing and 
furthering them. In order to arouse 
public curiosity in a real-estate en
terprise, so his son Lowell tells, he 
had a horse and wagon driven 
through the streets of Pueblo carry
ing the sign "Fillmore Real Estate 
Company,” an idea in advertising that 
was then quite novel. Charles Fill
more didn’t like to get into a rut. And 
even before he came to the study of 
Truth, with its inspiring doctrine of 
unlimited spiritual opportunities in
herent and omnipresent, he was char
acterized by a strong, courageous 
faith in himself and in every situ
ation.

When some mining prospects in 
Colorado turned out unfortunately, 
he brought his family to Kansas City, 
Missouri, to live. General business 
conditions were unfavorable in Colo
rado at that time, and there was a 
real-estate boom on in Kansas City. 
He relates that he was contemplating 
a return to Colorado when he had a 
vivid dream in which he was shown 
certain localities that he had seen in

an earlier dream some years pre
viously and had forgotten. In this 
second dream he was told that he 
had a work to do in Kansas City, and 
he then decided to remain. He was 
successful in his real-estate ventures, 
but when the boom collapsed he lost 
everything.

In 1886 the tide of the Fillmores’ 
lives was turned by their attending a 
metaphysical lecture given in Kansas 
City. Mrs. Fillmore’s family had been 
subject to tuberculosis and she had 
received her own early doom accord
ing to medical verdict, but from that 
lecture one idea stood out like a vital 
flame in Myrtle Fillmore’s mind:

"I am a child of God and there
fore I do not inherit sickness.”

From the start hers was a living, 
regenerating, absolute, unshakable 
faith. She accepted as simple, invio
lable truth that God’s will for her 
was that she should manifest His 
perfect life and wholeness. She was 
filled with a new courage, outlook, a 
new mind.

Charles Fillmore too eventually 
became interested, and with his char
acteristic vigor of mind he reached 
out to probe and absorb this dynamic 
new idea. He was badly crippled, 
some would have said hopelessly so. 
But he went resolutely to work on 
himself. He had had a vision, he had 
caught an enthralling glimpse of the 
powers of the mind and of the possi
bilities it presented to man, and he 
had dauntless faith. He worked and 
worked; through the life currents 
that he sent realizingly into it life



was quickened and renewed within 
the withered limb and in the helpless 
foot incased in its high-heeled shoe.

His progressive reclaiming of his 
own bodily health and strength would 
seem almost incredible to those un
familiar with miracles wrought by 
faith and prayer. He worked steadily 
in the realm of omnipresent, om
nipotent Spirit; he limped less and 
less—and he still continues to im
prove. There can be no doubt that 
he has actually grown new bone and 
tissue. Still active in the Unity work 
at the age of eighty-four, Charles 
Fillmore recently recalled that mem
orable lecture which he attended with 
his wife in March, 1886:

"It was a lecture on what is now 
called New Thought and was given 
by a Dr. E. B. Weeks who came to 
Kansas City from Chicago. Mrs. Fill-

Emma Curtis Hopkins, teacher of metaphys
ics, whose lectures had a profound influence 
on the life of Charles and Myrtle Fillmore.

more had tuberculosis and was not 
expected to live. Some of our friends 
recommended we go to the lecture, 
which we did. Mrs. Fillmore got the

idea there that she did not have to 
inherit this condition which was in 
her family, that God was her Father, 
and this gave her new hope. She 
began to mend right away.”

About that time Mrs. Emma Curtis 
Hopkins came to Kansas City and 
started some classes. The Fillmores 
attended these and were thus started 
on an earnest study of the Truth doc
trine. Mrs. Hopkins conducted what 
was called the Illinois Metaphysical 
College. Myrtle Fillmore accepted 
and practiced the doctrine whole
heartedly, her health continued to 
improve, and in less than two years 
she was completely well.

Then she found that she could 
help the people around her; through 
her prayers her children and her 
neighbors and their children were 
healed. Charles Fillmore attended 
the classes and lectures with her, 
although he continued in the real- 
estate business for about three years 
after first hearing of Truth. Then in 
1889 he came to a decision. He gave 
up his business in order to devote 
himself to the study and mastery of 
this new wonder-working doctrine; 
and he boldly decided to start a peri
odical publication expounding it. This 
he called Modern Thought. Thus 
the Fillmores found their lifework. 
The plan was Myrtle Fillmore’s, she 
was the originating spirit; Charles 
Fillmore, with his mental vigor, initi
ative, fearlessness, and genius for or
ganization, was the one to execute it.

They were then living in a house 
on Wabash Avenue, and of those 
early days of the Unity movement,
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when the somewhat harassed Fill
more home was literally uplifted to 
rest under the wings of the Almighty, 
Lowell Fillmore, the oldest son, has 
many vivid and interesting recollec
tions.

"I was not more than four or five 
years old,” says the eldest son, "when 
I remember my mother helping 
others. The first person I remember 
was an old Irishman. He lived 
across the street from us out on 
Wabash, and he was crippled and 
had to walk on crutches.

"This was just shortly after Mother 
had been healed and had begun help
ing her neighbors—I remember one 
of the early ones healed through her 
was our colored laundress, who had 
asthma. Anyhow this Irishman, 
whose name was Caskey, came to 
Mother. She would tell him to put 
his crutches down and walk, and he 
would say, 'How do I know I can 
walk ?’ But Mother would keep work
ing with him until he finally put 
down his crutches and walked across 
the room. When I saw him several 
years later, he was driving an ex
press wagon, and he jumped down 
off it and shook my hand. He was 
just like a young fellow.

"One person told another about 
his healing, and people from all 
over Kansas City started coming to 
Mother. I remember one day an 
agent came to sell picture frames and 
molding, and he had a suitcase filled 
with samples of frames to show. 
Mother always let everybody in, and 
he spread his things out on the floor.

"I wanted to see what he had,

and Mother told him, 'This is my 
little boy.’ He spoke to me and said, 
Well, my little boy will never see 
again.’ Mother talked to him and 
told him that it was God’s will for 
every one to see, and after a while 
he asked Mother if she would come 
to see his little boy who had cataracts 
on his eyes. So Mother went to see 
him, and she said his eyes looked as 
though they were covered with some
thing like the white of an egg. The 
second time Mother went to see him 
he could see well enough to come to 
the door and let her in. In just a 
little while his eyes were completely 
healed.”

Royal Fillmore, the third son, was 
born while the Fillmores lived on 
Wabash Avenue.

Before starting the magazine Mod
ern Thought neither Charles nor 
Myrtle Fillmore had had any expe
rience as a magazine publisher. But 
Charles Fillmore liked writing, and 
he had something engrossing and 
vital to write about.

"I had never thought of editing 
or writing until I got this idea,” he 
says. "But I saw that Christianity 
was not something just to be believed. 
It had to be lived. It was a science. 
And that was the foundation of the 
Unity School.”

He bought the paper for the mag
azine a little at a time; that is why 
the paper in the bound files of the 
early issues is not always uniform in 
color and texture. He would go down 
to the paper house and pick up the 
best value for the money he had and 
carry it home with him, In August,



1889, when the magazine was five 
months old, the office of Modern 
Thought was moved to the Deardorf 
Building at Eleventh and Main. For 
several years there were not more 
than a thousand subscribers for the 
magazine.

In April, 1890, Mr. and Mrs. Fill
more formed the Society of Silent 
Help, which has developed into the 
present Society of Silent Unity. For 
quite a while just the two of them 
sat together in prayer for those re
questing help, and later two or three 
others sat with them; while in April, 
1939, there were 104 Silent Unity 
workers at headquarters in Kansas 
City.

The name Unity was chosen for 
the work in this way. A year or so 
after the group began meeting in 
Kansas City, Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore 
had not yet found a name that suited 
them. In the spring of 1891 they 
were sitting together in the silence 
when suddenly the name "Unity” 
flashed into Charles Fillmore’s mind. 
He exclaimed, "That’s it!” and told 
others about it. "That’s the name for 
our work, the name I’ve been looking 
for.” The name was adopted and 
thenceforth used, and the name of the 
Society of Silent Help was changed 
to Society of Silent Unity. Mr. Fill
more relates: "The name came right 
out of the ether, just as the voice of 
Jesus was heard by Paul in the heav
ens. No one else heard it, but it was 
as clear to me as though somebody 
had spoken to me.”

Similarly, in the manner of a spir
itual revelation, the idea came to

Charles Fillmore of the "winged 
globe” that for so many years has 
been Unity’s emblem and that ap
pears on all the Unity letterheads 
and literature.

He says: "It is an ancient Egyp
tian symbol; and I remember that 
when I first saw it I felt that I had 
had something to do with it in a pre
vious incarnation. I went to a local 
artist by the name of Filleau and 
described to him what I wanted, and 
he made it under my directions.

"The winged globe or sun disk, as 
a religious symbol, had its earliest 
use in Egypt, but it is found in vari
ous forms in the religions of other 
races. It represents the relation exist
ing between Spirit, soul, and body. 
Soul gives wings to the body. Spirit 
is the enveloping principle, like the 
atmosphere in which both soul and 
body exist, and from which they 
draw their original inspiration.

"The winged globe is also a sym
bol of the earth and its soul. The 
earth has soul, as have its products 
of every description. All exist in the 
ether, the anima mundi, the divine 
mother. When the people of the 
earth lift up their thoughts to God, 
the Animus Dei or directive Spirit, 
then the planet takes wings into a 
higher radiation of universal life— 
the mortal puts on immortality.

"As man develops spiritual con
sciousness, he attains the realization 
of the soul as the wings of the body. 
Back of the soul is Spirit, which 
quickens and energizes the soul; that 
is, gives the soul wings. Artists paint 
their angels with wings, representing



in this way their freedom from phys
ical fetters. But the soul does not 
have wings like a bird. The life ac
tivity of the soul is quickened by 
Spirit until it rises above the thoughts 
of matter and floats free in the ether 
or fourth dimension, which Jesus 
called the kingdom of the heavens.” 

Regarding the use of purple ink, 
which was later adopted for all writ
ing and typing purposes in the Unity 
work, Mr. Fillmore explains: "Pur
ple means power, and our work was 
to show forth the power of God. The 
church of the day talked a great 
deal about God and about the past 
experiences of the prophets and

Myrtle Page Fillmore, who was divinely 
healed of tuberculosis after she had been 
given only six months to live.

saints, but the power of God seemed 
to have disappeared. We felt that we 
were to bring in a new dispensation

with the power of Spirit, and we used 
purple ink to express it. We did it to 
get the thought of power before the 
people.”

True to their strong, fearless na
ture, when Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore 
first decided to devote their life to 
spiritual work, they declared: "Since 
the power of God is doing this heal
ing and this work, we have no right 
to set a price on it. We shall trust 
God to recompense us.” This they 
did, and courageously took up the 
freewill offering plan that has been 
adhered to throughout the history of 
Unity’s spiritual ministry.

Modern Thought, later combined 
with Unity, was at first designed to 
be distributed at no fixed subscrip
tion rate, but this prevented its being 
entered at the post office at pound 
rates. All Unity publications were 
from the first kept at a low price in 
order that as many people as possible 
might be reached.

Sometimes it was nip and tuck so 
far as keeping the enterprise going, 
earning a living, and rearing and 
educating a family was concerned; 
but Charles and Myrtle Fillmore 
stuck to principle. There were three 
small boys in the Fillmore family, 
with good appetites, but "Grandma” 
Fillmore, who lived with them, was 
a good cook and resourceful; could 
make an appetizing and nourishing 
meal from a soup bone and beans. 
The boys grew up in an atmosphere 
of faith, work, and prayer. They had 
no candy money, for the postage 
stamps with which subscriptions were 
so often paid did not pass readily for



currency. But they were a happy, 
busy trio; and "We got by,’’ Son 
Lowell Fillmore comments now.

The recollections of Lowell Fill
more present in graphic phrases 
many salient pictures of those early 
days of Unity. His father would say, 
"Well, let’s go down to the rooms.’’ 
For there were always "rooms” for 
the publishing work and for meet
ings and prayer. After leaving the 
first office, in the Deardorf Building, 
Charles Fillmore had his quarters for 
printing, healing, and classes in three 
rooms on the fifth floor of the Hall 
Building at 820 Walnut Street; an 
auditorium for Sunday meetings was 
rented from the Knights of Pythias 
on the second floor of the same build
ing. Mrs. Emma Curtis Hopkins gave 
some lectures in this building. Young 
Lowell and Rickert enjoyed going to 
the meetings and seeing the people. 
Besides from the windows they could 
look "way down” to the street five 
stories below, and across the street 
was an old church and a fire station.

In their office in the Hall Building 
Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore had a small 
composing room where the type was 
set. A man who could set type was 
the first helper to be hired. The 
forms were sent out to a printing 
shop where the magazines were 
printed. At this time Charles and 
Myrtle Fillmore did practically all 
the work: writing the articles for the 
magazine, healing, teaching, editing, 
writing and addressing letters. Lowell 
Fillmore’s memory of his father and 
mother during those days is that they 
were always busy.

In 1898 an important epoch of 
growth began in the work when 
headquarters were moved to a two- 
story brick house at the top of a high 
bank at Thirteenth and McGee 
Street. Here the publishing work 
continued to be carried on under the 
name of the Unity Tract Society, and 
Lessons in Truth, the phenomenally 
popular treatise on Truth by H. 
Emilie Cady, was published. Here 
the Silent Unity work began to take 
organized form, one worker (agree
able to the plan of compensation 
through freewill offerings) being 
added to help the Fillmores. Here 
the truly remarkable healings brought 
to the Unity work and principles in
creasing interest and renown.

At 1315 McGee Street meetings 
and classes were held in the front 
and back parlor, the book stock was 
stored on the pantry shelves, type was 
set in the kitchen.

On McGee Street Father did most 
of the healing,” says Lowell. "I can 
remember how the reception room 
would be lined with people. He had 
some wonderful cures, and these 
cures had as much to do with the 
success of the work as anything. One 
after another came. One woman 
whose case was medically deemed in
curable is here in Kansas City today. 
She has outlived her family.”

Persons would appear from all 
over the country and descend upon 
the establishment to obtain divine 
healing and help of all kinds. For 
example, from California came a 
deaf boy who thought he was a 
prophet. All this put a strain on the



institution’s resources, but the house 
on McGee was large, with several 
upstairs rooms; so everybody was 
taken in, welcomed, fed, prayed for. 
"We wore shiny clothes,” recounts 
Lowell, "but we got by.”

Too there were some rather scary 
experiences as regards finances and 
similar material emergencies. While 
maintaining the office in the Hall 
Building Charles Fillmore had in
dorsed a note for a friend, which he 
was asked to pay, and the sheriff 
threatened to sell out the printing 
office; but nothing came of it. The 
Fillmores prayed and kept on work
ing. "We got by again.”

The Fillmore boys kept going to 
school, but worked for the enterprise 
after school hours and during the 
summers. While on McGee young 
Lowell finished high school and went 
to work for Unity regularly at five 
dollars a week, which he considered 
a tremendous sum of money. At this 
period the forms of the magazine 
were sent to Hudson Kimberly, a 
commercial printer, to be printed. 
At first a man by the name of Harry 
Church set the type; then two girls 
were employed. Mrs. Jennie H. Croft, 
who for years was an outstanding 
teacher and healer, worked with Mr. 
and Mrs. Fillmore; and also Mr. and 
Mrs. C. F. Shafer.

"When the work was in the house 
on McGee Street,” Lowell Fillmore 
recalls, "many things that I did as a 
part of the daily routine and that 
took me just a few minutes to do 
alone constitute whole departments 
now. I ran the small job press,

printed the envelopes and stationery, 
and helped write the letters. When 
the type was taken from our office, 
I would help load up the forms, take 
them to a commercial pressroom— 
not ours—and help unload them; 
then after the magazines were printed 
I would help mail them. We had our 
mailing list in galleys, the two girls 
who set the type would make proofs 
for us, and I would cut them length
wise and paste them together. We 
would buy the wrapping paper in 
big sheets, and had a cutter in the 
back room. I would cut the wrappers 
to the proper length, then fasten 
them to the desk with a clamp, and 
would then put them in the Dick 
mailer and address them.

"We hung copies of this mailing 
list upstairs on a closet door, and 
that was our subscription and look
up’ department. Every time we got 
a new subscription we would write 
the name on the bottom of the list.

"I was also the order-filling de
partment. I often found that we 
were out of some of our books, 
which had been printed but not yet 
folded or bound. So I would go and 
get the printed sheets of paper, fold 
them by hand, get them ready, and 
stitch them and trim them. We kept 
our finished stock in the office in the 
front room; the printed pages, covers, 
binding materials, and other things 
in the pantry of the old house. I 
would wrap and stamp the books 
and take them to the post office. 
Often my brother Rick would take 
them in his pony cart. We had time 
out to mow the lawn and run er-



rands.” At this time Charles E. 
Prather was manager of the estab
lishment, did most of the office work, 
and helped in the printing depart
ment as well.

In 1901 the Fillmores taught a metaphys
ical summer school in Manitou, Colorado, 
the classes being conducted in a tent.

In 1901 the Fillmores went out to 
Manitou, Colorado, for the summer 
months. The meetings at Manitou 
were held in tents, and Charles and 
Myrtle Fillmore gave lectures. Mrs.

A group of Truth seekers led by Charles 
and Myrtle Fillmore (at the right).

Annie Rix Militz and Judge Clark
son, of Omaha, also lectured. "We 
had a royal time there, and Rick took 
pictures,” Lowell Fillmore recalls. 
“We didn’t have a darkroom, so at

night we would go down to the creek 
and develop them in the ice-cold 
water.”

The family "had a fine time,” and 
their idea of ever-present spiritual 
help was catching on. True, some of 
the neighbors in Kansas City thought 
they had odd beliefs and considered 
them "nutty,” as the son Rickert 
phrases it, who is now manager of 
Unity Farm and secretary of Unity 
School of Christianity; but the out
standing fact was that they had 
faith in the power of prayer. Their 
prayers were answered. They had 
helped themselves, and they helped 
other people through faith. Such evi
dence was bound to command atten
tion and a widening helpful influ
ence.

In discussing the way the work has 
grown, Charles Fillmore asserts mod
estly but earnestly: "We thought we 
would just help our neighbors and 
the people locally, but it must be 
that Spirit needed us, because the 
work spread and grew marvelously. 
This is the method by which Unity 
has succeeded: Every person who is 
helped by Unity passes the news on 
to others. Every mail brings new in
quiries, every meeting new faces.”

Myrtle Fillmore passed on to the 
invisible side of life on October 6, 
1931, nearly ninety years of age. 
Forty-five years before, when medical 
science had given her up to die, 
through sheer faith she had set aside 
the death sentence; and she spent the 
years that followed in helping others 
through the exercise of that simple 
faith in Christ’s teachings to which



she attributed her own healing.
Meanwhile Unity has become an 

institution that has extensive hold
ings on Tracy Avenue between Ninth 
and Tenth Street in Kansas City, and 
the outlying 1,300-acre Unity Farm 
on United States Highway No. 50. 
Starting with a small composing 
room in which type was set for one 
publication, Unity School now has a 
printing plant that issues seven peri
odicals. Numerous books presenting 
the Unity teaching, besides leaflets 
and booklets, are on their list of pub
lications. All this is a development

from the days when, because of her 
own miraculous healing and quick
ened faith, Myrtle Fillmore began 
praying for others and personally an
swered in longhand every letter re
questing help; when Charles Fill
more, crippled but inspired with a 
high purpose, tireless, fearless, was 
holding meetings and buying small, 
variegated lots of paper on which to 
print his budding magazine. Some
times it was nip and tuck, but the 
Fillmores’ faith was in a higher 
power and they held true to prin
ciple.



A  corner of the healing room 
in which Silent Unity now 
meets to do its healing work.

Charles and Myrtle Fillmore, as they sat 
in their accustomed places in the Silent 
Unity healing room.

Unity headquarters at 1315 Mc
Gee Street in 1898. Here the 
spiritual ministry of Silent Unity
hpo/irt tn  t/ ibp n p f tn i tp  rh/ih#



Chapter 11

Silent Unity: The Society of Prayer
rrI will come and heal.”

Y

CHARLES and M yrtle F ill
more desired to share with 
others their conception of 

Christ’s "good news.” Faith in God 
as the one omnipresent power was 
the fundamental requisite, and prayer 
was the crux, core, and sinew of 
those first healings which started the 
Unity movement. Prayer is the crux, 
core, and sinew of Unity activity to
day. Unity’s prayer ministry is the 
backbone and breath and pulse of all 
of Unity’s endeavors.

At the start Myrtle Fillmore per
sonally answered all letters request
ing help, giving the constructive af
firmations that were being used by 
the small group in Kansas City, con
sisting of Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore and 
as many friends and neighbors as 
were interested. This group, known 
as the Society of Silent Help, began 
its ministry in 1890. Besides the Kan
sas City members persons in other 
towns "sat in” at the hours of prayer 
observed by the Silent Helpers; and 
in the April, 1890, issue of the maga
zine Modern Thought a new depart
ment was instituted with Myrtle Fill

more as editor, which was devoted to 
the activities of this prayer group. 
The following editorial note ex
plained the purpose and scope of the 
Society of Silent Help:

All over the land are persons yearning 
for Truth, yet so dominated by the sur
rounding error that they find it almost 
impossible, without a helping hand, to 
come into harmony with the divine Spirit. 
To open a way for those and to help 
overcome their sins, ills, and troubles is 
the object of the Society of Silent Help. 
The wonderful success of absent healing 
demonstrates that bodily presence is not 
necessary to those in spiritual harmony. 
Jesus said: "If two of you shall agree 
on earth as touching anything that they 
shall ask, it shall be done for them of my 
Father who is in heaven.” Those who 
have had experience in asking under- 
standingly know that this is absolutely 
true.

Hence a little band in this city have 
agreed to meet in silent soul communion 
every night at ten o’clock, all those who 
are in trouble, sickness, or poverty, and 
who sincerely desire the help of the 
Good Father.

Whoever will may join this society, the 
only requirement being that members 
shall sit in a quiet, retired place, if pos
sible, at the hour of ten o’clock every



night, and hold in silent thought, for not 
less than fifteen minutes, the words that 
shall be given each month by the editor 
of this department. The difference in the 
solar time, between widely separated 
places, will not materially interfere with 
the result, for to Spirit there is neither 
time nor space, hence each member should 
sit at 10 p. m. local time.

That first "class thought” for the 
month of April 15 to May 15, 1890, 
was: "God is all goodness and every
where present. He is the loving 
Father, and I am His child and have 
all His attributes of life, love, truth, 
and intelligence. In Him is all health, 
strength, wisdom, and harmony, and 
as His child all these become mine 
by a recognition of the truth that 
God is all.”

In this same issue the invitation to 
ask for help was extended to "every 
soul in the universe. If you are sick, 
troubled, or unhappy from any cause 
whatever, sit in the silence with us 
every night, and for a short time for
get all your external thoughts. Give 
yourself up to the spirit within for 
but a little while, and we assure you 
your heart will be lighter at the end 
of thirty days, if not in less time.” 
A column, "Healing Testimony of 
One Day,” was included in the So
ciety of Silent Help department of 
the magazine, in which many testi
monials of the efficacy of prayer were 
related.

The work of the new department 
began quickly to grow. In the maga
zine’s next issue, May, 1890, the 
healing prayer period was changed to 
9 p. m., since Mrs. Fillmore found 
that many people living in the coun

try districts wished to become mem
bers "but were prevented by the late
ness of the hour of communion.” 
Mrs. Fillmore editorially commented 
thus on the growth of the movement:

Although the Society of Silent Help 
[as an organization] has been in exist
ence but thirty days, it has in that short 
time demonstrated its efficacy as a factor 
in the new dispensation. Its potency in 
opening the way for the Spirit of truth 
will increase in proportion to its mem
bership—purity and persistence of in
dividual thought being always under
stood. At the end of one year there 
ought to be at least five thousand people 
in this country alone who will give fifteen 
minutes each evening to the silent com
munion with the Spirit of good. With 
that number of earnest souls holding the 
thoughts of Truth, every member should 
be lifted above sickness, sorrow, and 
poverty.

The purpose of the movement and 
the question of membership were 
thus commented upon: "It should be 
understood that this department is 
not intended for trained teachers, al
though many of them might be ben
efited by sitting in the silence each 
evening, but the object is to start into 
spiritual unfoldment those who are 
so situated that they cannot have 
personal teaching.”

The Bible quotations used show 
the healing consciousness of the Soci
ety of Silent Help: "I will take sick
ness away from the midst of thee.” 
"I am the Lord that healeth thee.” 
"The Lord hearkened to Hezekiah, 
and healed the people.” "I make 
alive . . . and I heal.”

In August, 1890, editorial com
ment was made on the splendid re-



The cojounders of Unity in the Fillmore 
study, as they shared some happy experi
ence connected with the work.

ports of healing from those who 
were "sitting” with the Society of 
Silent Help. Myrtle Fillmore ex
pressed again the purpose of the 
group:

The ultimate of this Society of Silent 
Help will be a realization of the God 
presence so intense that all the error 
of mind and body of those who come 
under its power at the hour of sitting 
will be wiped away. On the plane of 
Spirit space is as if it were not, and 
those who go into the upper chamber of 
their minds will be as if they were gath
ered together in one place, as were those 
at Jerusalem on the Pentecostal day, and 
"all will receive the gift of the Holy 
Spirit.”

In 1891 the name was changed to 
Society of Silent Unity.

The October, 1892, Unity con
tained a letter to "Each Member of 
Silent Unity,” which is given here be
cause it presents the tenets of this 
prayer group and shows the strides 
that it had taken since its beginning. 
Silent Unity was now taking shape 
as an organization, and the Unity 
movement was finding that it needed

organization because of its size. Here 
is the letter:

There is within you a Principle which 
will at your recognition spring forth and 
make your existence full of joy and hap
piness. This Principle is the source of 
your life, your health, your intelligence, 
your love; and you manifest it just in 
proportion to your acknowledgment of 
these qualities. This principle is God. It 
is free to do as it wills and all of its 
creations are like it in character. You are 
made in its image and likeness, conse
quently you are free. That is, God does 
not rule over you or make laws for you. 
You make your own laws and are gov
erned by them. This God principle is the 
source of the life and wisdom which you 
manifest, but you make your own com
binations. If you have believed that you 
had life and wisdom independent of such 
a cause, and have separated yourself in 
consciousness from this one source of all 
existence, and are suffering the conse
quences in mental inharmony and bodily 
discord, you can only find relief by again 
identifying yourself with it. . . . Jesus 
Christ called this principle the Father. . . .

The only difference between you and 
Jesus is that He had absolute faith that 
the Father principle would respond to 
His word. . . .  It is very important to 
know that the Spirit of truth simply 
reminds you of the Christ possibilities 
within yourself. . . .

To show forth these possibilities of 
health, strength, prosperity, and fullness 
of joy, you must by your word acknowl
edge them as yours now, then the Spirit 
of truth abides with you and drops down 
to you each day some new and more beau
tiful ideal for your achievement. The 
only object and aim of this Society is to 
get people to place themselves mentally 
where Spirit can suggest the Truth to 
them, then they must take up these sug
gestions and incorporate them into their 
own lives by their word. . . .

Those who hold this Jesus Christ ideal



constantly before them, and affirm both 
silently and audibly that what He mani
fested can be manifested by all, thereby 
become themselves the Helper, the Com
forter, and they emanate an invisible life 
substance that connects and helps to free 
from beliefs of sickness and other errors 
all those who are holding similar 
thoughts. This substance is itself an ac
tive principle, and forms currents of life 
and intelligence that flow into the minds 
of all who make themselves receptive by 
the right mental attitude.

It is an axiom in metaphysics that all 
ideas held in mind sooner or later pic
ture themselves forth in condition or 
form. . . .

Now that you know the law of mani
festation you can paint the picture anew 
in brighter colors by holding the right 
ideals in mind. . . .

Jesus Christ recognized the power of 
co-operative thought when He said, 
"Where two or three are gathered to
gether in my name, there am I in the 
midst of them.” . . .

As a member of this Society you are 
expected to become an emanating center 
for this Spirit of truth which the Father 
pours out through you in the name of 
His ideal Son, Jesus Christ.

In February, 1893, U nity  magazine 
announced that the organization was 
receiving as high as fifty letters a 
day, and in addition to the 9-p. m. 
silent hour it also announced a new 
time of healing: noon meetings from 
12:15 to 12:45 p. m. for the benefit 
of those seeking to demonstrate over 
negative conditions.

In the March, 1893, issue of U nity , 
the "love offering” plan was ex
plained, and the Unity principle was 
set forth of making no fixed charge 
for the prayer ministry, a principle 
that has been adhered to in the Silent

Unity work throughout its history. 
The editor wrote:

The most delicate question which the 
servants of Truth have to meet is that of 
remuneration for their services. . . .
However, a most vital point necessary to 
success in this way is never to complain 
even to oneself at the apparent lade of 
remuneration. . . . We have no hesi
tancy in assuring full remuneration to all 
who will work for Spirit faithfully ac
cording to spiritual methods. . . .  If you 
treat the same family for years, teach 
them, give them books, and do all things 
in your power for their spiritual eleva
tion and they give you only thanks in 
return when you need food and clothes, 
still continue your praise of Spirit for 
providing for you so generously. This 
may seem advice most inconsistent but 
there is a metaphysical law at its base 
that will prove itself in abundant supply 
from some source. It may not come direct 
from those to whom you have ministered, 
but Spirit will see that it comes if you 
are faithful in holding a steady rein on 
the subtle mental current that floats things 
into your environment.

As the volume of correspondence 
increased, all the letters were at first 
not answered personally. In the issue 
of U nity  magazine for February 15, 
1897, the Silent Unity message was:

All who desire to be fully identified 
with us are invited to send in their names 
with a brief description of their trouble. 
We cannot undertake to answer all such 
letters personally, but will respond in the 
silence as Spirit directs. . . .

We are always glad to hear from mem
bers, and it is good for them to write, 
but the time of the central secretaries is 
so fully occupied that they cannot per
sonally answer the many letters received, 
but they always send the spiritual re
sponse to supply the needs which are dis
cerned from the letters.



This method of dealing with seek
ers after spiritual help was continued 
until 1904, after which time all let
ters were specifically answered. The 
Unity movement was growing, its 
message of omnipresent spiritual 
help was spreading, the Unity nucleus 
in Kansas City had become a large 
organization. About this time Unity 
moved from 1315 McGee Street to 
913 Tracy Avenue.

In the January, 1909, issue of 
Unity were presented pictures of the 
headquarters of Silent Unity, of the 
Unity parlor, the Unity auditorium, 
and the Unity printing office. The 
members of the Society of Silent 
Unity at the central headquarters 
were thus listed: Charles Fillmore, 
president; Myrtle Fillmore, secretary; 
and Fayette M. Drake, Miss Edna L. 
Carter, Mrs. E. M. Sage, Miss Lena 
Bishop, Miss Wilda Beal, Miss M. J. 
Petersen, Mrs. Sophia Van Marter, 
assistants. The necessity was stressed 
of joining in meditation upon the 
class thought and silently holding it 
for at least five minutes in order to 
make the spiritual Unity connection. 
Then "if ye shall ask anything in my 
name, that will I do.” In this same 
issue the number of the scattered 
membership of Silent Unity was 
given as twenty thousand.

Weekly Unity for February 19, 
1910, editorially stated regarding the 
Silent Unity work: "An average of 
over one hundred letters is received 
daily, and many of these bear testi
mony of healing and spiritual uplift 
received by those who have asked the 
Society’s aid in demonstrating that

God is the health of His people and 
their sure, unfailing help in every 
time of need.” A note in Weekly 
Unity for June 16, 1910, gave the 
total number of letters handled by 
Silent Unity during the two weeks 
ending June 11 as 1,482. In the July 
28, 1917, Weekly Unity the registered 
number of Silent Unity workers ac
tive throughout the world was given 
as forty thousand.

Since prayer is continuous in Silent 
Unity, some one is on duty giving at
tention in prayer to every need pre
sented, whether through letter, tele
phone, or telegram, every hour of the 
day and night.

Silent Unity received in one year 
recently six hundred thousand re
quests for help. All mail is kept 
strictly confidential, as all workers 
are taught to recognize the sacred na
ture of every letter received.

Unity now maintains one of the 
largest switchboards in Kansas City 
and can be directly reached any hour 
of the day or night. In 1937 Silent 
Unity received 18,883 local telephone 
calls and 11,593 telegrams. Tele
grams are telephoned direct to the 
Silent Unity telephone room the mo
ment they are received at the Kansas 
City telegraph office, and the needs 
are given instant attention in prayer.

The thought of that telephone 
room at Silent Unity has brought a 
tide of calmness, assurance, courage, 
faith to many distressed persons, near 
by and far away, when caught in a 
sudden dilemma or serious trouble. 
Always, at any hour of the day or 
night some one is there beside that



telephone at Unity headquarters, in
stantly accessible, prepared to contact 
and realize instantly, completely, the 
Power that is always ready and avail
able to meet every need. This thought 
served to calm, strengthen, and sus
tain a certain woman who, in the 
middle of the night, telephoned 
long-distance to Silent Unity from a 
hospital in London, England; the 
divine help came through to her, and 
she passed through her physical or
deal successfully.

The thought of that telephone 
room is utilized by many of the 
workers themselves, and they are 
quick to phone in for spiritual 
strength and receptivity when the 
need comes. A certain member was 
traveling with her mother in Canada 
when, on an excursion boat, the aged 
woman fell backward sharply strik
ing her back, shoulders, and head. 
The injuries seemed extremely seri
ous, medical aid seemed likely to be 
slow and inadequate, and they were 
in a strange country and unable to 
understand the French patois that 
was in general use around them. At 
first the Unity worker felt alone and 
panicky. Then she remembered the 
omnipresent Power on whom she had 
been trained to rely and His conse
crated servants, who without ever a 
moment’s cessation or deviation con
stantly serve as His faithful chan
nels: she remembered the telephone 
waiting to ring that very moment at 
Silent Unity in Kansas City. She put 
in a call. Reassurance, steadiness, 
peace of mind, were instantly re
stored in her. Her mother responded

immediately, there were no fractured 
bones or torn ligaments such as the 
doctors had grimly prophesied, and 
the two travelers resumed their pleas
urable trip.

An outline of the daily schedule as

Music adds sweetness and solemnity to 
the Silent Unity healing meetings.

it is now carried on in Silent Unity is 
here presented by a member of the 
present force:

"At five minutes to eight each 
morning the workers hold a conse
cration silence, which lasts until 8:15. 
Starting at 8:30, every consecrated 
worker in turn goes into the healing 
room for half an hour, taking with 
him all the names that have come to 
his desk for prayer, plus the names 
that have come in during the last half 
hour through the telephone room, as 
well as any emergency names that



have been telephoned from the mail
opening department; and also the 
names in any telegrams that have 
been received. As the worker leaves 
his desk to go into the healing room, 
he places on the desk of the worker 
who is to follow him a picture of Je
sus Christ, indicating to him that the 
next half hour is his time of conse
crated prayer. However if an urgent 
call is received one or two other 
workers join in prayer with the one 
who is serving in the healing room. 
From 11 to 11:30 those workers who 
have established a healing conscious
ness meet in the healing room for a 
healing service. The initiates meet in 
classrooms where they are instructed 
in the principles of healing as taught 
by Unity School. It takes approxi
mately three years to prepare an 
initiate for the healing ministry. 
From 2:30 until 3 each afternoon the 
entire group, with the exception of 
those who are caring for emergency 
calls in the phone room, meets for 
general instruction and study.

''In addition to the 11-o’clock heal
ing meeting and the continuous 
prayer silences throughout the 
twenty-four hours of the day, there 
is the 9-p- m. healing meeting. Many 
persons all over the world join us at 
this hour in speaking the prayers for 
health and prosperity given each 
month in the Unity publications. We 
feel that the rapid spread of the 
ministry during the early years was 
due to the concentrated power gener
ated by those who joined with us in 
this 9-o’clock prayer.

''Each letter written to Silent Unity

is opened and blessed by one of our 
letter openers and then sent to our 
filing room, where a card record is 
kept for every one who writes to us. 
The letter is then sent to the Silent 
Unity healers for answer. It is again 
prayerfully considered by the worker 
who gives special attention to the 
need, and a reply is written. Unless 
otherwise instructed, we continue to 
pray with our correspondent every 
day for thirty days after receiving a 
request. This part of the ministry is 
sacred and secret, and the things that 
our correspondents communicate to 
us are never mentioned to others.”

In Silent Unity the point is stressed 
that ''the Father abiding in me doeth 
his works.” The members do not 
work with a consciousness of self for 
the sake of personal advancement but 
as channels through which Spirit ac
complishes its perfect work.

The recollections of Fayette M. 
Drake, the oldest healer at Silent 
Unity in point of continuous service, 
are highly interesting and significant 
in that they represent a striking pic
ture of the organization’s growth. 
Mr. Drake recalls:

''My service with Silent Unity be
gan in a small way in November, 
1905. At that time the Unity force 
was made up of the following mem
bers in addition to Mr. and Mrs. Fill
more: Charles Edgar Prather and 
Lowell Fillmore in the business of
fice, Mrs. Jennie H. Croft in the 
library, Miss Emma Luke in the mail
ing department, and Fred Kelley in 
the printing department.

"Mrs. Croft, in addition to her



duties in connection with the library, 
also handled the Silent Unity corre
spondence that was not attended to 
by Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore. This cor
respondence had increased to such an 
extent that she was no longer able 
to keep up with it, and I was called 
upon to assist, which I did by taking 
letters home and answering them 
during my spare time.

"I came to Silent Unity as one of 
its regular workers on January 7, 
1907, by which time the work had 
developed to such an extent that a 
working force of four, consisting of 
Miss Edna Carter, Mrs. F. E. Sage, 
Miss Imelda Shanklin, and Mr. C. F. 
Shafer, had become necessary to carry 
it on. I came in as the fifth one, and 
continued writing letters until Jan
uary 8, 1908, when I was assigned to 
the card files, which then contained 
about two thousand names.

"My work was to open all the Si
lent Unity mail as it came from the 
post office—it had increased to about 
one hundred letters a day—make a 
list of the offerings received, make a 
healing list containing the name of 
each person desiring help, pull the 
cards and enter the date of the let
ters upon them, make such new 
cards as were necessary, and then de
vote the balance of the time to writ
ing letters or dictating them to a 
stenographer.

"Since that time the growth in all 
departments has been steady but sire. 
I remember hearing Charles Fillmore 
say in those early days that the time 
would come when there would be 
twenty-four workers in Silent Unity.

Looking back from the present, we 
may not consider that to be much of 
a prophecy; but looking ahead at 
that time required sublime faith and 
inspired courage as well as a vivid 
imagination.”

The qualifications for active work
ers in Silent Unity are high. All work
ers are specially trained, and many of 
them have been identified with Truth 
since childhood. Clara May Rowland, 
the present director of Silent Unity, 
began her work there as an initiate. 
Several members of Silent Unity have 
been in the department more than 
twenty years. Many who later under
took the leadership of Unity Truth 
centers in various cities received their 
spiritual preparation during a period 
of service in Silent Unity.

The director of Silent Unity says: 
"During my connection with the de
partment I have read letters testify
ing to the healing of almost every 
known physical ailment, including 
cancer, tuberculosis, blindness, deaf
ness, and so on. It truly has been 
proved to us that 'with God all 
things are possible.’ Our faith makes 
a bridge for us across the inhar
monious appearances or limitations 
of the natural man to the place in 
our consciousness where we see the 
man as he is: the child of God, free, 
whole, perfect. He who really has 
placed all his faith in God need not 
fear the outcome.

"Here is one point that we try to 
keep in mind: 'I speak not from my
self: but the Father abiding in me 
doeth his works.’ We practice the 
presence of God until we truly know



that 'in him we live, and move, and 
have our being.’ In this conscious
ness we are able to transcend condi
tions as they appear, and we truly 
see each individual as God sees him: 
pure, whole, alive, and alight with 
the glory of the Father’s presence.

"We prefer the word 'omnipres
ent’ to 'absent’ in speaking of our 
prayers for healing; for they are 
given in the realization that Spirit, 
which is the one and only healer, is 
omnipresent. The Spirit of God is 
here with and in us and also with 
and in those to whom we are minis
tering. In Spirit there is neither dis
tance nor separation. We speak the 
word, and the Holy Spirit in the in
dividual does the renewing, healing, 
restoring work in him. Such treat
ments are just as effective as those 
mediated through personal contact or 
a personal interview.

''We feel that thousands of per
sons all over the world are just as 
much a part of this work as we are. 
Having been helped by our ministry, 
they help us to help others. Their 
prayers are helping us and ours are 
helping them, and such a construc
tive force is being generated and 
broadcast that any one who listens 
in’ in faith is certain to be blessed 
and healed.

"This is a universal work. Not 
only can you be healed, prospered, 
and illumined through awaking to 
the knowledge of the Christ in you 
but you can bless and heal the 
multitudes.

"Our financial needs are met en
tirely from the love offerings sent us

by grateful correspondents, and 
words cannot express our apprecia
tion of these gifts. However let no 
one hesitate to write because of lack 
of money. We are glad to pray for 
any one who needs help. We want to 
send the Christ message of light to 
all people. The small group that in
stituted the Silent Unity ministry 
adopted the love offering plan, and 
no charge has ever been made for 
our ministry. For half a century our 
faith in God and His people has been 
justified, expenses have been met, 
thousands have been helped, and the 
work has grown. With more than 
six hundred thousand correspondents 
in all parts of the world, this organ
ization virtually bands the earth with 
prayer; therefore those who wish to 
join Silent Unity in prayer may do so 
at any hour of day or night.”

All over the world adherents of 
Silent Unity at 9 o’clock every eve
ning join in repeating and meditating 
upon the current class thoughts that 
are published regularly in all the 
Unity periodicals. These statements 
for illumination, healing, and pros
perity comprise the affirmative 
prayers that are used. They are liv
ing, vital words bearing a healing, 
prospering blessing to all people 
everywhere.

At 11 o’clock in the morning a 
prayer for world peace is broadcast 
by radio, sent forth as a benediction 
on all mankind. Every individual 
everywhere is invited to unite in de
claring the word of faith: "Liberty, 
justice, righteousness, and peace are 
now established in the name of Jesus



Christ.” Every worker in Silent Unity 
and every other department of Unity 
School pauses in his work, stands, 
and joins silently in the prayer, which 
is audibly transmitted through loud
speakers to every room of the build
ing. This regular spiritual discipline 
inevitably effects a change in the con
sciousness of the workers, stabilizing, 
harmonizing, uplifting, and it charges 
the atmosphere with a peaceful and 
happy quality.

At 12 o’clock noon a prosperity 
prayer service is held. The prosperity 
class thought is spoken audibly, re
peated silently, and meditated upon 
until every soul is quickened with the 
realization of God’s inexhaustible 
substance. Then the prospering word 
is sent forth into the busy world in 
the assurance that whosoever is re
ceptive to it and accepts it is richly 
blessed. Every Silent Unity worker 
and every loyal member speaks the 
word for prosperity at the noon hour 
in the full belief and conviction that 
when man learns to understand and 
accept God’s providence there will 
be no strife, greed, want, or war.

Since the time element does not 
enter into Spirit, since prayer is con
tinuous in Silent Unity, and since this 
organization has more than six hun
dred thousand correspondents in all 
parts of the world, any person may 
unite with this spiritual force at the 
time specified for the periods of 
prayer, local time, knowing that he 
will instantly attain beneficial results 
according to his receptivity.

The following are some general 
instructions always given to new

correspondents with Silent Unity:
The Purpose of Silent Unity, Our work 

is to direct people’s attention to the pres
ence and power of God within, and to 
speak true words that will awaken them 
to a consciousness of His presence and 
His healing, life-giving power. There is 
no other helper than your own Lord, and 
He is within you. Seek Him with your 
whole heart.

When we speak of all help coming 
from within we do not mean to discourage 
any one from asking aid of us when he 
feels he needs that aid. The fact that we 
are in the work of helping others shows 
that we believe such a work is needed. 
You expressed faith in God by seeking 
deliverance through prayer. You expressed 
faith in Silent Unity by turning to us as 
the channel of helpfulness in this, your 
hour of need.

You will first learn that He is within, 
and then to have faith in Him, an un
derstanding of the Truth concerning Him 
and of your relation to Him. To give 
this help and instruction is our work. If 
we can be of assistance to you at any time 
in the realization of your indwelling Lord, 
do not hesitate to ask us for it.

You Can Be Healed. You can be healed 
by the Truth even if everything else has 
failed. "All things are possible with 
God,” therefore all may be healed. Write 
us freely as to just what you most desire. 
All correspondence is strictly confidential.

Trust. Be true to God, who is Spirit 
and who heals in spiritual ways. Strength
en your faith in God by thinking about 
the power of the Spirit.

Think Health. Cease dwelling in 
thought upon disease. Stop talking about 
it. Put it out of your mind entirely, and 
give your friends to understand that you 
do not want it mentioned.

Be Cheerful. Look on the bright side. 
Stop all worry and anxiety. Put care and 
fear far away. Praise the good everywhere 
—in men, women, and children—and 
overlook the evil.

Be Strong. Never think about any organ



of your body as weak or diseased. Begin 
at once to build up your organism by 
giving it your strongest thoughts.

Pray. Prayer is fundamental in spiritual 
healing. "Going into the silence” is but 
another way of carrying out the injunc
tion of Jesus: "Go into thy closet [inner 
consciousness] and pray to the Father in 
secret, who will reward thee openly.”

Repeating statements of Truth with 
closed eyes is a form of prayer. All are di
rected to daily prayers as the open door 
to spiritual healing.

Pray "believing that ye have received, 
and ye shall receive.” In Spirit you receive 
what you ask for at once; then give thanks 
for it, and the way for its outer mani
festation will be quickly opened.

Do not think too much about results. 
Give your attention to learning the law 
and to applying it to your daily living; 
then the good results will come.

Silent Unity does not use hypno
tism, mesmerism, spiritualism, me- 
diumship, or clairvoyance. In its min
istry it never tries to influence any 
one to follow any prescribed course 
of action. Silent Unity’s prayers aim 
to establish an individual in the do
minion of the Holy Spirit; when that 
is done he will be led to do what is 
right. As regards praying for others 
Silent Unity adheres to this rule: 
"People sometimes request us to write 
to friends or relatives who may or 
may not wish our help. We do not 
minister to any one against his will, 
nor write letters to people unless they 
first write to us.”

In cases where a person asks for 
prayers for another person, Silent 
Unity requires that if the one who 
needs help has not developed faith, 
some one near to him in sympathy 
and interest become the center

through which faith may work. All 
the healing done by Jesus was per
formed in accordance with this law 
of faith. He gave the healing word, 
and those who were made whole by 
Him received their healing through 
faith. Some were healed through 
their own faith. In other cases the

Clara May Rowland became the director 
of Silent Unity in 1916, a responsibility 
for which her early training prepared 
her well.

faith of some friend was the agency.
"We use the word 'prayer’ instead 

of 'treatment.’ Praying, meditating, 
reading passages of Scripture, sitting 
in the silence, and holding words are 
all for the purpose of making the 
consciousness receptive to Spirit, to 
the word of Truth, the word of God.

Tens of thousands of spiritual 
healings of almost every variety of 
mankind’s physical and material dis
orders have been recorded in the files 
of Silent Unity, and the Unity period
icals regularly report healings and 
demonstrations of Truth.

Mrs. Rowland, had the advantage



of being trained from earliest child
hood in the principles of Truth. She 
was brought up to use the spiritual 
law; to know that we have to meet 
all kinds of experiences in life but 
that we can always meet them vic
toriously and happily with Truth.

Mrs. Rowland recalls that when 
she was a young girl of about 
eighteen her aunt was taken ill. Her 
father was unable to go just then to 
see the sick woman, so he sent his 
daughter. Her aunt’s home was quite 
a distance away, it was snowing, and 
she found her aunt seriously sick. 
She knew nothing about calling in a 
doctor or using medicines for such an 
emergency, for such things had never 
been done at her home. Her father 
had performed healings, and she 
had accompanied him on some of 
his visits; so now she telephoned 
him. He still could not come, but he 
assured her that she herself could 
meet the situation. Thus she found 
herself thrown on her own resources. 
All that she could do was to use 
Truth and conduct the healing her
self—and Truth was victorious.

It is such training as this from 
childhood that has developed the 
leaders in the Unity work. Myrtle 
Fillmore was particularly eager to 
have Truth principles taught to chil
dren and inculcated in their minds 
before their mental habits and atti
tudes were formed, before their 
minds had been distorted by the false 
beliefs, concepts, valuations, and 
standards so prevalent in the material 
world of "appearances" that sur
rounded them. Coming to Silent

Unity when just out of school, Clara 
May Rowland had the privilege of 
working in close association with 
Myrtle Fillmore. And out of this 
long association she is able to give 
intimate and revealing glimpses into 
that illumined spirit who helped to 
found and develop the Silent Unity 
ministry and the entire Unity work.

"Myrtle Fillmore was a radiantly 
alive person,” says Mrs. Rowland. 
There are two rather steep flights of 
stairs leading to the Silent Unity 
quarters on the third floor of the 
administration building, and the 
Fillmores lived in an apartment in a 
near-by building. "She was up and 
down the stairs a dozen times a day,” 
relates Mrs. Rowland, "never fa
tigued by the climb but going as if 
wafted—enjoying it, breathing deeply 
and freely. I have never seen any
body else take those stairs so easily, 
quickly excepting Lowell, who al
ways takes them two at a time.

"Because she enjoyed deep, free 
lungfuls of fresh air so much (and 
perhaps it was partly the school
teacher in her) she had a habit of 
going to the windows up here and 
opening them wide. 'Dirty air is like 
a dirty face,’ she would say. 'Better 
freshen and cleanse it.’ She had a 
way of stopping and patting people 
on the shoulder as they worked. It 
would be different ones every day, 
but before long she would have been 
around to everybody. She was vitally 
interested in everybody, in all the 
workers here, and she seemed espe
cially to understand and inspire the 
young men. Perhaps it was because



her own children had been boys.
I remember a young man working 

in Silent Unity who was folding and 
wrapping mail, and he wasn’t doing 
so very well at it. Silent Unity would 
have thought there was no place for 
him here and would have let him go; 
but Mrs. Fillmore somehow found 
out that he was of a mechanical bent, 
a natural mechanic, and she began 
bringing him various little articles 
to repair. After a while he was es
tablished as a most competent me
chanic, and a real need was taken 
care of right here at Unity School. 
None of the rest of us would have 
detected or foreseen this, and we 
should have lost him from our work. 
Mrs. Fillmore understood boys. She 
encouraged and inspired in their 
youth such men as Richard Lynch 
and Irwin Gregg, taught them pa
tience, and I doubt whether they 
otherwise would have been held in 
the Unity work. Frank B. Whitney 
had a brilliant, restless mind, but she 
stood back of him until he got into 
his right work. Some one was needed 
to see intuitively the hidden gift.

"Mrs. Fillmore considered every 
person a vital part of the work. She 
felt that everybody who was con
nected with it, or who wrote to us, 
or who came to visit headquarters 
was a part of 'our family.’ She 
liked to take folks—visitors—over to 
Unity Inn for meals and to show 
them through the departments of the 
plant. She had a universal conscious
ness and a strong family feeling. She 
would come to the office at ten in 
the morning, go home for lunch,

then be back at two o’clock, and 
work until late in the evening, at
tending to voluminous correspond
ence. She always had a competent 
secretary, to whom she usually out
lined the replies to her letters; but 
she wrote long personal supplements 
to nearly every one of them. She 
enjoyed doing it.

"She loved beauty and color in her 
surroundings and in her dress. In 
later years she dressed beautifully; 
she liked clothes of good materials 
and texture and cut on good lines. 
She was always a picture to look at, 
in her delicate, harmonious colors, 
with her soft white halo of hair, and 
sweet, radiant, rapt expression.”

Mrs. Rowland says that she has 
never seen any one so appreciative 
of the simple little things that were 
done for her as Myrtle Fillmore was. 
Innumerable handkerchiefs, scarves, 
art objects, and other things came to 
her from everywhere as tokens of 
love, and she was radiantly delighted, 
appreciative of the beautiful spirit 
that went into the giving. She re
ceived trinkets of all kinds, bracelets, 
cameos, pins, real lace shawls. That 
has never happened to any other per
son here. It was her spirit of ap
preciation that brought them to her. 
Occasionally she would have a girl 
go with her to her apartment and 
help her pack a bagful; then would 
go down the aisles here in the office 
distributing things among the work
ers. She loved to share and would 
spend a great deal of time and 
thought in finding just the right per
son to give each thing to. Hers was
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At this desk Myrtle Fillmore wrote per
sonal replies to many of the letters that 
asked help from Unity.

a spirit of real love and appreciation.
It was of course Myrtle Fillmore’s 

own miraculous healing that led her 
to the unwavering conviction that 
divine power is always at hand long
ing to express bounty and perfection 
in the life of anybody and everybody 
who is receptive, and it was this con
viction which led to the organized 
ministry of prayer that is now known 
around the world. Hence this ac
count of the Silent Unity work would 
not be complete without the inclu
sion of some of the typical letters 
that during her long years of service 
Mrs. Fillmore wrote so voluminously 
to correspondents seeking help.

She wrote little for publication, but 
her letters reveal unforgettably her 
deep spiritual nature, her love for 
all mankind, and her understanding 
of the human weaknesses, foibles, 
problems, and tragic appearances

that so many of us must meet and 
conquer; her sincere kindliness of 
heart and invariable graciousness and 
friendliness toward all; and above 
all her strong, unwavering, lpving 
trust in the great omnipresent prin
ciple of all life that Jesus taught us 
to know intimately as "our Father.’’

Here are a few examples of these 
missives that Myrtle Fillmore, out 
of her illumined spirit and unques
tioning faith, wrote to those who 
needed and asked for help:
Our dear F------• G------: Your demon
stration over the burn was a good one, 
and I know it encouraged you.

One thing Truth will do for you, as 
you form the habit of actually using it in 
practical ways as you go about your work, 
will be to give you a mental alertness, 
and a co-ordination of thought arjd re
port from the senses and muscular action, 
so that these so-called ''accidents’’ can’t 
take place. There will be accuracy of 
thought and accuracy of movement, so 
that you may just seem to do intuitively 
that which makes everything come out 
right. In the beginning it is well to prac
tice putting your whole attention right 
into whatever you may be doing. Tp have 
mind and interest in one realm, and 
physical activities in another, does not 
result in executive ability. Our blessings
are with you. Yours in love and truth,

*  *  *

Our dear Mrs. P------: The box, in which
we found some beautiful American Beau
ties and a gay and friendly parrot, matched 
us before your letter came. We weren’t 
sure just what you had intended until 
your letter came—but we were enjoying 
both flowers and parrot just the same! 
Then the letter came and we knew they 
were ours.

I’ve never before seen such a clever 
and beautifully done parrot, and I have 
been sharing him with all the folks in



Silent Unity, by swinging him from one 
of the light cords up near the front of 
the large letterwriting room, where many 
of the folks pass going to and from 
meetings and in consulting the heads of 
departments. Now, I’m taking him over 
home, to our little apartment, to add to 
the happiness of our leisure hours, and to 
greet the other members of the Fillmore 
family as they bob in for a few moments.

I gave one of the roses to one of our 
girls who also does this paper work. The 
others are on my desk, where they cause 
passers-by to stop to see if they are 
"real.” So you may know you are receiving 
many blessings, as your love gifts cheer 
us. . . . So we all unite in saying thank- 
you and in declaring that the same all
providing Father who takes such good 
care of us is also taking good care of you.

Now, let’s get at that grocery business
of yours! Are you and Mr. P------in the
grocery business because you really like 
it and feel it your best way of serving 
others and expressing yourselves ? Do 
you really feel that it is God’s business, 
and that He is Senior Partner, and that 
you should commune with Him often, 
and follow His leading in all that you do ?

Do you take a spiritual invoice often 
and go over the entire store, blessing the 
building, the fixtures, the stock, item by 
item, the books, the accounts, the firms 
from whom you purchase, the customers 
and their homes and business? Do you 
give special attention, while in communion 
with God and in the assurance that you 
are using divine light and power and 
substance and love, to those things which 
seem to be lacking in profitable activity? 
In short, is your business conducted as 
you feel that God would have it—posi
tively helpful, radiantly attractive, free 
from all gloom and depression which 
worry and negation would make? Do you 
go into the store each morning, just as 
you would do a thing for God and just 
as you would deal with His children?

Do you take a vital and personal in
terest in every one who comes into the

store? Do you bless all that you sell, and 
ask God to bless it to the good of those 
who take it; and also the money you 
receive in payment, knowing it to be the 
manifestation of God’s loving care?

Do you look over the store, to make 
sure that the goods you have are the best 
to be had, and the most helpful to those 
who are to use them? Do you keep in
formed as to the best and latest ways of 
preparing and serving meals, so that you 
can speak of these things as a customer 
buys? Do you call attention to the help
ful hints that are given in the news
papers, on preparing it, and to the splen
did magazine articles that are featured 
these days? Do you learn something of 
interest, concerning the companies which 
put out the various products, so you can 
speak of it from time to time, as folks 
buy the goods? These things help to es
tablish friendships, and to stir interest, 
and to definitely associate your place with 
the things required in homes.

Building up a business is more than 
purchasing certain canned goods, and 
beans and sugar, and matches and soap, 
and putting them on the shelf. You 
must put life into every part of the store, 
and then radiate this life toward your 
customers. Make them feel that you are 
there to give them the best possible service 
and food, and that you really love your 
work.

To increase our earning capacity, and 
our income, we must keep increasing our 
ability, and adding to our funds of 
knowledge and loving interest. Prosperity 
is daily growth, and the manifest returns 
come as we keep the way open.
"Then give to the world the best you have, 
And the best will come back to you.”.

*  *  *

Our dear E------ P------: Surely, we are
learning something of what the Resur
rection means, aren’t we? I assure you 
that I do appreciate the love and bless
ings of the dear ones whose blessings 
infold me daily. I feel that these expres
sions of love, on every side, hold me up,
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and keep me safe and happy, during the 
season of dealing with race beliefs. 
Through the indwelling Christ mind, 
awakened into expression through the 
loving interest of Jesus Christ and the 
many dear ones all about me, I am rising 
out of the limitations of sense and race 
beliefs, and putting on the life more
abundant, proving that all which does not 
measure up to the Christ standard is pow
erless to remain with one who has out
grown it.

★  *  *

Our dear Boy F---------R---- ■' We love to
think of you as "our boy” because it 
brings us close in Spirit, in the one 
Spirit that is over all and in all and 
through all in blessing. We love to 
think of "The Home” not as a hospital 
in the ordinary use of the term, a place 
where people go to get well; but as a 
healing center of God, where God’s own 
dear ones are finding the light within, 
flooding their being just as the sunlight 
floods your rooms because there are so 
many openings to let the light shine 
through. We know that more and more 
of you boys are finding the way that 
opens the windows of the soul and lets 
the light shine out into your body tem
ples and on into the world.

Your letter speaks to us of your faith 
and your hearty co-operation in prayer. 
Continue steadfastly in prayer and know 
that all good is yours now. We shall 
expect a splendid report in thirty days 
telling of your progress.

*  *  *

Our dear V ------ N ------ / You know
how pleased I am to declare the Truth
for C------; I always think of her as
God’s child of wonderful gifts. We 
know that all of her sincere efforts are 
bringing fruits that nothing can mar. "I 
know thy works (behold, I have set be
fore thee a door opened, which none 
can shut).” Her affairs are in the keep
ing of love and divine justice. She must 
not let anxious forebodings cast their

F I F T Y

shadows. Darkness just fades away in the 
light. In the one infinite Mind there is 
only goodness—there is only freedom 
and joy in Godlike expression. Tell
C------  to continue to look steadfastly to
her indwelling Lord as her wisdom, her 
success, her all-loving companion. . . .

I love you, every one, and I know the 
loving Father, God, is bringing into your 
lives all good.

In bringing about a perfect healing, 
you must open your mind to the perfect 
pattern of your life and your body which 
God has implanted in you, and which 
has never suffered from accident or 
injury. The perfect pattern is the spir
itual reality of you, and it is ever seek
ing to direct the life forces and the sub
stance of your organism—that God may 
be glorified in your health and whole
ness and joyous activity.

Knowing this perfect self and identify
ing yourself with it, you will give up the 
past. . . . You must practice daily, often; 
see yourself whole and free, looking into 
every part of your body and praising the 
perfect structures as functioning. In this 
way you will cast out all the negative 
suggestions and re-educate the cell struc
tures.

Another thing, you must give up the 
personal pride and the resentment which 
makes you to feel and be disturbed by 
what others think about you. You still 
give some power to these untrue beliefs, 
you see—so long as you feel that others 
can hurt you or depress you. Just know 
that anything outside of you, which is 
not inspired by the Truth, cannot reach 
you or harm you. Don’t waste one 
thought or one bit of your energy in 
resisting (mentally or in words or atti
tudes) what others may think or say. 
Bless those who do not yet understand, 
and just know that they are seeking to 
express their love. Receive the love, and 
ask the Spirit to separate it from the 
negative qualities which you do not want! 
Declare that God’s love is being poured 
out to you from everywhere, and that in



it there is no "pity,” nothing to weaken 
or discourage. Just don’t "tune in” to 
receive anything from any source which is 
not life-giving, strengthening, and joy- 
inspiring. You can keep yourself so 
poised in the Christ mind that you will 
become the radiating center, and those 
who are with you will be quickened and 
illumined and set free—they will feel a 
new inflow of power, life, prosperity.

This is the secret of your success and 
health, you see—getting such a clear 
realization of God’s presence and perfect 
work in you, that you transform your
self. . . .  As you realize this truth, you 
will be at peace, and will know that God 
qualities respond to your thought and 
words; so you can bless others, and give 
them the things they need—without tak
ing all that personal responsibility. Don’t 
assume so many burdens—burden-bearing 
isn’t for God’s children, and it wastes 
one’s strength.

Remember, your children’s Father is 
God, and He loves them, and has pro
vided abundantly, lavishly for them, and 
will find ways to bring these blessings to 
them. Your part is to help them to know 
God as Father; and to acknowledge bless
ings, and to expect them, because these 
will help them to glorify the Father in 
their lives.

I am sure that you are holding only the 
kindliest thoughts, and blessings, for the 
children’s father. Remember, he is only 
another of God’s children, and it may be 
he hasn’t yet learned enough of the di
vine Father’s ways to make him capable 
of fatherhood. So just free him, and 
bless him, and know that the Father is 
leading him in the way he should go. 
Don’t fix him in the habits of the past, 
but know that he can become a channel 
through which love will bless you. But 
keep your faith and expectation in God, 
and leave it with him to find the chan
nels. Yours in love and Truth------

* * *
Our dear F------- IF------ : God in the
midst of you is a tower of strength and

stability. His wisdom guides you. His 
love harmonizes and uplifts you. You 
rise triumphant out of every trial.

Dear friend, do not contend with neg
ative conditions in the outer or give them 
the substance of your thought. When you 
think about them you build up adverse 
states of mind that keep your good from 
manifesting.

With your understanding of Truth 
principles you know that the way to 
change conditions is first to change your 
thinking to conform with the good, the 
Truth. The supply is always more than 
equal to the demand under the providing 
law, so instead of wondering about where 
your place is, center your faith in the 
all-providing mind of God, and give 
thanks that the blessings of the Spirit of 
plenty are now made manifest for you. 
The Spirit that multiplied the loaves 
and fishes for Jesus is even now increas
ing your substance. Divine substance 
builds up and renews your body, and is 
manifested in your affairs as plenty to 
meet every need.

This word will be helpful to you:
"I am one ivith Almightiness. My en

vironment is God.”
Center your attention upon principles, 

and not upon personalities in the exter
nal. Refuse to let thoughts of personality 
come between you and your conscious
ness of God as your all-sufficiency in all 
things.

We are rejoicing with you in the over
coming of false states of mind, and de
clare for you strong words of courage, 
faith, strength, wisdom, plenty. Forgive 
yourself as well as others. Open your 
whole being to the inflow of the Holy 
Spirit and the law of good will work 
for you in a glorious way. God is your 
help in every need. God does your every 
hunger feed. God dwells within you, 
guides your way, through every moment 
of the day. God loves and blesses you, 
and we love and bless you.
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Our dear Mrs. H. J. T----- : Be strong,
dear one. Be full of faith. Take an op
timistic attitude and hold to the realiza
tion that greater is He that is in you than 
he that is in the world. Through "Christ 
in you,” you have the power to over
come negativeness of whatsoever kind. 
Adverse conditions have no power to 
dominate you. Refuse to let them get the 
upper hand. "Christ in you” is infinite 
power, and as you depend upon this inner 
helper you are bound to come out on top.

The law is that the supply is always 
equal to the demand. By looking to God 
(divine law direct) you open all the 
avenues through which the universal good 
can bless you and supply your needs.

*  *  *

Our dear F------ W ------: There is some
thing God has in store for you to fill the 
place that the radio has taken; for God 
never takes away from His children any
thing without giving them something else 
in its place. Your part is to open the way 
to receive your good.

When you no longer seek personal love 
and refuse to depend upon the love of 
others, but instead make conscious at- 
one-ment with the universal, impersonal 
Christ love, you will find the real love 
coming to you far beyond anything you 
have ever conceived.

Jesus said, "Whosoever would become 
great among you shall be your minister 
. . . even as the Son of man came not to 
be ministered unto, but to minister.” 
Those who are much beloved are the 
ones who forget the personal self and do 
good to others for the sake of loving to 
minister unto the Christ in all people.

You are trying to be open and recep
tive and also obedient to the leading of 
the Spirit. This is good.

Hearing is another mode of knowing. 
When you open your "mental ears” to 
the "still small voice” of God-Mind, and 
dissolve all the material thought bar
riers that have shut you off from the 
source of your good, a corresponding

freeing work will take place in your 
physical ears, and you will be healed.

Have unbounded faith in the providing 
law to open new avenues of supply for 
you, and to prepare for you paths of 
success and happiness.

We are praying lovingly with you and 
for you. All the wisdom, joy, strength, 
substance that the Father has is yours.

*  *  *

Our dear A ------ : A happy medium and
proper balance are the most safe courses. 
One can maintain peace, poise, and
equipoise, and still make the best pos
sible progress—in fact these are very,
very essential to growth, unfoldment,
progress, the attainment of the goal of 
perfection. Some one has said that "order 
is heaven’s first law.” So seek to estab
lish order and balance in your own con
sciousness; then your outer environment 
will become heavenly.

"Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and 
his righteousness; and all things shall be 
added unto you.” This is the only sure 
way to find your good.

*  *  *

Our dear E------ T------: Your blessing
is appreciated, the love of so many dear 
ones keeps me on tiptoe to be and do all 
that my vision inspires.

We are interested in all the good you 
are doing. "To them that love God all 
things work together for good.” All that 
does not measure up to divine perfection 
is transformed and transmuted through 
the law of good, and we are as free to 
use that law as we are to use the laws 
of mathematics or music or electricity. 
God’s all-providing substance is as free 
as the air we breathe; we may appro
priate it and let it pour through into 
every apparent lack.

The Society of Silent Unity may be 
compared to the Pool of Bethesda, to 
which the multitude went for its



healing waters in the time of Jesus. 
Such pools and healing shrines are 
found all over the earth today, but 
the sick must visit them personally 
to be healed. Silent Unity brings the 
healing pool to the sick wherever 
they may be.

In the 5th chapter of John it is 
reported that Jesus saw a man lying 
beside the pool at Bethesda, who had 
been infirm for thirty-eight years and 
asked him, "Wouldest thou be made 
whole?” The sick man replied, "Sir, 
I have no man, when the water is 
troubled, to put me into the pool.” 
One naturally thinks that Jesus would 
have helped him into the water 
where the healing virtue was sup
posed to exist; but Jesus did nothing 
of the kind. He knew that the heal
ing virtue lay in the man’s faith 
reinforced by the spiritual radiation 
set up in the ether by the concen
trated thoughts of the multitude who 
had been there for healing. Jesus 
added His faith to this etheric, dy
namic life power, and spoke the 
words "Arise, take up thy bed, and 
walk. And straightway the man was 
made whole, and took up his bed and 
walked.”

Silent Unity has thousands of cases 
that parallel this, and they are not 
miracles.

By fifty years of continuous con
centration of thought by many con
secrated souls the spiritual ethers are 
continuously "troubled,” or as Unity 
might say, "vitalized,” as was the 
Pool of Bethesda, and those who in 
mind enter this spiritual-life pool are 
restored, even as the paralytic

was restored by Jesus Christ.
When we speak the healing word 

for those to whom we minister the 
same power that Jesus used is ours, 
because we work in His name. 
"Again I say unto you, that if two 
of you shall agree on earth as touch
ing anything that they shall ask, it 
shall be done for them of my Father 
who is in heaven. For where two or 
three are gathered together in my 
name, there am I in the midst of 
them.”

When Jesus resurrected His body 
He did not fly away to some distant 
heaven. He was "carried up” into 
the heavens or, as we might say in 
radio terms, broadcast into omnipres
ent space, where He is today. He 
retained His interest in His earthly 
friends sufficiently to help them catch 
a boatload of fish and build a fire on 
the beach and prepare for them a 
breakfast of bread and fish. This 
very practical interest has continued 
to this day, as we are proving.

We should remember that Jesus 
is a very close companion and helper 
of those who seek to know and keep 
the spiritual laws that He taught. 
Silent Unity thinks of Him as our 
Elder Brother who is bringing to 
bear His understanding of Spirit and 
its power to help in every way those 
for whom we ask His co operation. 
All things are possible to those who 
believe:

"If you have faith as a grain of 
mustard seed, ye shall say unto this 
mountain, Remove hence to yonder 
place; and it shall remove; and noth
ing shall be impossible unto you.”
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Charles Fillmore has been the editor 
of Unity magazine since its incep
tion in 1889• Many of his inspired 
writings have appeared in it.

An impressive service is the blessing of the mail. Not 
a piece of mail leaves Unity without a special blessing.



Chapter III

Unity’s First Publication: Unity
"How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him 

that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace.”

HEN the idea of print
ing a magazine was 
conceived by Charles 

and Myrtle Fillmore to disseminate 
the Truth doctrine, in lieu of pre
vious publishing and editing ex
perience they relied with complete 
faith upon the guidance of Spirit. 
Besides they were students, and in
vestigative. During the first years of 
the magazine its pages were open to 
all schools of metaphysical thought; 
but it is interesting to note how they 
never deviated from the one clear- 
cut purpose of their spiritual mission. 
Glancing through the early files of 
Unity’s first periodical, one is struck 
by the freshness, clarity, consistency, 
and integrity of the editorial con
tents. What was then presented, if 
reprinted, would "weigh up” essen
tially with what is being printed in 
the Unity publications today. Truth 
is eternal, unchanging.

In April, 1889, the first issue of 
Modern Thought was published. This 
first issue evidenced the fact that 
Charles Fillmore was making a seri

ous study of contemporary thought, 
and under the heading "Our Mis
sion” he stated editorially:

Modern Thought occupies an anoma
lous place . . . and being somewhat 
of a pioneer in the field, it has to over
come the precedent and prejudice of 
generations of religious journalism. That 
a publication devoted to the develop
ment of man’s spiritual nature could be 
liberal enough in its ideas to embrace the 
good in all sects and systems, has not 
heretofore been deemed a possibility.

We believe, however, that the spiritu
ally progressive men and women of the 
age are desirous of coming into closer 
fellowship with all laborers in religious 
fields, and that this class has outgrown 
the creeds and dogmas of sect. . . . The 
development of that principle of love and 
charity, so thoroughly taught and exem
plified by Christ, just as certainly sweeps 
men into universal brotherhood as does 
the river its sands to the sea. When this 
Christ principle is freely developed in 
man, he sees good in all things, and he 
feels that it is presumptuous in him to 
assert that anything that God created is 
not good in its place.

The time has arrived in the evolution 
of man on this planet, when works and 
not words are the true measure of worth;
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and as man grows in intelligence he 
finds this to be the only correct gauge 
by which to test the innumerable sects 
and schools that make up the world’s re
ligion. "By their fruits ye shall know 
them’’ is the unit of measure for the 
moral and spiritual universe. . . .

The teaching of Christ rightly under
stood and applied will lead the human 
family back to Eden, but so long as men 
haggle over the meaning of the letter 
and overlook the spiritual import, so 
long will they distort and misinterpret 
the divine message.

It is for the independent Christian, or 
the independent thinker on any line of 
spiritual philosophy or science, that Mod
ern Thought has a word. There is not a 
periodical in all the land devoted to this 
class. Papers and magazines there are by 
the thousands, the acknowledged expo
nents of this church and that society, each 
claiming to point out to man the true 
path; but where is there one that accords 
to its contemporaries the full measure of 
truth to which they are entitled?

Modern Thought hopes to perpetuate 
its existence by showing the good in all 
religions and philosophies, and by dem
onstrating to men and women that they 
can acceptably serve God without being 
bound hand and foot by creeds of church 
or beliefs of isms. All these have good 
within them, and are doing the work 
needed on their respective planes, but 
that any church or ism has a copyright 
on God’s Truth is preposterous. Perfec
tion, being the prerogative alone of di
vinity, can never be attained; hence more 
or less error inheres in all the inspirations 
of men. The gentle dew of heaven hangs 
in glistening beads from the heads of 
golden grain and sparkles in the meshes 
of the wily spider’s web; but in either 
place the morning sun reflects His glow
ing face; so God has planted Truth in 
the hearts of all men, and the measure 
of that Truth is known by its reflection. 
Hence we have but one standard by 
which to estimate the truth or error in the

beliefs and creeds of men, and it can be 
applied successfully to them all—

"By their fruits ye shall know them.”

Thus clearly at the beginning 
Charles Fillmore expressed the tol
erance, open-mindedness, integrity of 
spirit, and consecration of purpose 
that was to characterize his and 
Myrtle Fillmore’s lifework and the 
spreading tide of the whole Unity 
movement.

In Modern Thought for May, 
1889, a special department was given 
over to Christian Science, although on 
page 12 of the same issue an article 
by Charles Fillmore discussed several 
points on which he did not agree 
with the Christian Scientists. In an
other column, "Notes and Com
ments,” the editor commented on 
certain typographical errors in this 
wise;

We may not be able, outside a print
ing office, to convince our Christian Sci
ence brothers and sisters that matter really 
exists, but shall have no trouble in back
ing our position when once its portals 
are passed. What outside was a dream, a 
shimmering illusion, the Maya of the 
Buddhist, becomes cold, metallic facts 
within, endowed with a creative power 
that coins words and phrases, and plays 
such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
as makes the angels weep. In the face of 
such facts it were useless to beg our 
readers’ pardon for the many typograph
ical errors in our last issue.

This printed admission and com
ment is illustrative of the poise and 
the strong vein of native humor that 
is so characteristic of Charles Fill
more and that runs through the en
tire Fillmore family. They are



"folks,” true to their purpose and 
keen-witted but friendly and happy, 
and they understand, appreciate, and 
like other "folks.” Perhaps it is these 
genuine qualities of the spirit, the 
likability, companionability, interest 
in others, tolerance, magnanimity, 
generosity, and ability to smile at all 
human foibles and absurdities, in
cluding their own, that has helped 
them to "weather” the times when 
the externalities seemed difficult, as 
much as has the sterner stuff of cour
age and dauntless faith. Any one 
who has heard Charles Fillmore teach 
a class or preach a sermon is familiar 
with the flashes of humor that sud
denly enliven the air; in his writings 
likewise this humor flashes out un
expectedly from time to time. This 
trait helps to make life happier 
and more enjoyable for both the 
possessor of it and for the people 
around him. Charles Fillmore keenly 
enjoys a good joke—and is not averse 
to telling one that is on himself. So 
perhaps it is not out of order here 
to take a little "time out” from 
weightier themes to relate an anec
dote or so that reveals this salient 
characteristic in the cofounder of 
Unity.

Lowell Fillmore tells this one on 
his father in connection with a little 
colored boy who appeared in the 
neighborhood where Lowell and his 
brother Rick played as small chil
dren. They played with the little boy 
all day, and at dinnertime, when 
they came in to eat, the little boy 
didn’t seem to remember where he 
lived. They mentioned this at the

dinner table, so Myrtle Fillmore sent 
her husband out to find him. Mr. 
Fillmore brought the little colored 
boy back with him and they fed him, 
but he still couldn’t remember where 
he lived.

After dinner, when it looked as 
though he would have to stay all 
night, Myrtle Fillmore went into the 
kitchen, took down the tin tub, 
heated the water, and commenced to 
scrub the little boy.

As she washed him she talked to 
him and told him about God. She 
said, "You know God is always with 
you; wherever you go, you can’t get 
away from God.” Just then Charles 
Fillmore walked into the kitchen, 
and the little boy pointed to him 
and said, "Is that God?”

The next morning Charles Fill
more took the little boy into the 
colored district and went from door 
to door with him until he found his 
home.

Charles Fillmore tells the follow
ing story on himself. Ffe was asked

This is how Charles Fillmore appeared in 
1901, before he shaved his beard.



by the editorial department (after 
Unity School had grown to the ex
tent that it had an "editorial depart
ment”) to have a picture made. So 
he went downtown, and the photog
rapher kept him sitting in the chair 
quite a while. He got tired of sitting 
there, and he closed his eyes and 
went into the silence as he waited. 
The photographer dodged in and out 
from under his little black cloth, 
worried and perplexed, but finally in 
desperation exploded, "Won’t you 
please try to look a little more in
telligent?”

Another anecdote explains the 
reason why Charles Fillmore shaved 
the beard that he used to wear habit
ually in Unity’s earlier days. He was 
to be in an entertainment given by 
the Unity Society and was scheduled 
to sing an Irish song dressed as an 
Irish washerwoman. His beard 
marred the effect of his costume, so 
he shaved it off.

"I was a great hit at the show,” 
says Mr. Fillmore. Perhaps that is 
why he never let his beard grow out 
again.

His exceptional spirit of tolerance 
and magnanimity is illustrated by an 
incident which, several years ago, 
might have threatened the peace, 
brotherhood, and harmonious good 
will that is the very foundation and 
the heart and core of the Unity work. 
An outside teacher made subtle ef
forts to win a following among the 
Unity workers—besides trying to 
procure a copy of Unity’s mailing list 
of correspondents and of the ad
dresses that were held inviolate.

When Charles Fillmore heard of it 
he did not rant, become angry, or 
threaten vengeance. "There surely is 
enough room in the world for every 
one who wishes to serve God,” he 
said calmly. "There cannot be too 
many servants of God.” He was not 
even angry with his own workers 
who had been listening to the new
comer’s arguments and persuasions. 
But he made it clear to them that 
those engaged in the Lord’s business 
could not be busy in two camps and 
that stealthiness, deceit, and evasion 
certainly are not earmarks of a ser
vant of the Lord. Charles Fillmore 
believes in making up one’s mind and 
then acting accordingly.

To return from this digression, in 
the May, 1889, issue of Modern 
Thought was inaugurated a "Chil
dren’s Department” edited by 
"Philo,” an idea that was later to 
expand into Unity’s juvenile maga
zine Wee Wisdom. That Charles 
Fillmore was primarily interested in 
bettering the conditions of the world 
was evidenced by his including, in 
addition to metaphysical discussions, 
frequent hints as to the practical ap
plications of metaphysics in such ar
ticles as "The Laboring Man’s 
House,” "At What Age?” (dealing 
with sex education for children), ar
ticles on the social and political 
trends of the time (a particular in
stance being his discussion of Edward 
Bellamy’s celebrated novel "Looking 
Backward”), and such editorials as 
"The Law of Heredity,” "The Sec
ond Coming,” and "Truth Bows at 
No Human Shrine.”



Harry Church, was the first printer who 
was employed by Unity.

A notice printed in the issue of 
August, 1889, announced that the 
office of Modern Thought had been 
moved to Room 32, Deardorf Build
ing, Eleventh and Main Street, Kan
sas City. Already this movement 
founded on prayer had grown suf
ficiently to warrant the renting of 
an office for business purposes. In 
the September-October issue a want 
ad was inserted: "Wanted.—We
want the services on this paper of a 
young man or woman who can set 
type, and who is interested in the 
reforms we advocate. To such a one 
we will give a home and small 
wages. Address Chas. Fillmore, Kan
sas City, Mo., care of Modern 
Thought.” Through this ad was en
gaged Harry Church, Unity’s first 
hired printer.

In this same issue a "Mental Sci
ence Catechism” was presented by 
W. J. Atkinson, Ph. D., and many of 
the questions and metaphysical an
swers are as much to the point today 
as they were fifty years ago. Thus: 

"Why are man’s possibilities un
limited ? Because he is created in the 
image and character of omnipotence. 

"What will be the result of his

recognizing his true relation to God ? 
He will see that he has unlimited 
authority to draw from the unfailing 
life source of God just what he 
needs to build himself in present 
health, strength, and beauty. . . .

"What is absolute Truth? The 
truth that all is good and there is no 
evil. . . .

"What then is the remedy for all 
our ills? It is intelligence and under
standing. Let the race learn that all 
its ills are the result of its unripe 
intelligence and that error, sickness, 
and death are not positive forces. To 
know Truth is to relieve the world 
of its ills.”

A little editorial note in the issue 
for December, 1889, revealed the 
need of helpers and also revealed 
Charles Fillmore’s devotion to his 
work. He wrote:

We beg the pardon of our contributors 
and readers for the typographical and 
other errors that appear in these pages. 
Could they understand that everything 
but the typesetting is done by one man, 
and that that one man also labors in 
another field for the support of himself 
and family, they would certainly judge 
leniently. Our correspondents should also 
be charitable and not expect prompt re
sponses to their letters—in fact they 
should consider themselves fortunate if 
they get any response whatever.

In the February, 1890, issue of 
Modern Thought a "Bible Study” 
department was instituted, with a 
metaphysical interpretation of the In
ternational Bible lessons for the cur
rent month. It has continued as a 
regular feature in several of the 
Unity periodicals.



The April, 1890, issue introduced 
another new department, one devoted 
to the Society of Silent Help, which 
has been a feature of the magazine 
throughout its publication.

Modern Thought was published 
in newspaper style, was about the size 
of the present Weekly Unity, and 
contained sixteen pages. In July, 
1890, the name was changed to 
Thought and the magazine was given 
a book instead of a newspaper 
format, something like the present 
Unity. Most of the writers in the first

issues used initials or pseudonyms. 
Charles Fillmore wrote under the 
name "Leo Virgo.” The last two or 
three pages of the periodical were 
given over to a listing of metaphys
ical literature and to advertisements 
of various religious publications.

In June, 1891, the first issue of 
Unity appeared, after the name 
"Unity” had been selected by Charles 
Fillmore as the right name for the 
work. It was an eight-page paper,

about the size of the present Weekly 
Unity, and usually carried a meta
physical artic le  repr inted from 
Thought; but it was started with the 
idea of being a special organ for 
the growing "Society of Silent 
Unity,” which, up to this time, had 
been known as "Society of Silent 
Help.” The current "class thought” 
was printed on the first page, and 
extracts from letters to Silent Unity 
were given.

Thought continued to be published 
concurrently with Unity. In it meta
physical articles, reviews of meta
physical books, testimonials, and 
Bible lessons were given.

In March, 1892, the size of Unity 
magazine was changed, the number 
of pages being increased from eight 
to sixteen. In the June, 1894, issue 
announcement was made that adver
tisements would no longer be pub
lished in this magazine, and that 
"books will be reviewed only when 
in harmony with our thought.” In 
an editorial Charles Fillmore stated:

With this number Unity begins its 
fourth year. In its infancy it was a small 
circular made up of short extracts from 
Thought and, meeting with a welcome, it 
soon grew into a regular publication, until 
now its circulation is three times that of 
its parent [about three thousand]. We 
contemplated combining the magazine 
with Thought in the form of a semi
monthly or weekly publication, but will 
make no change at present. However, it is 
our intention as soon as the way opens 
to make it entirely independent of 
Thought in subject matter and have its 
columns devoted to the Society of Silent 
Unity and such points of Truth as are 
suitable for beginners. We want all sub-



scribers and members of Silent Unity to 
feel that they are equally interested with 
us in this good work, for we are assured 
by Spirit that we have all entered into a 
co-operative colony on the mental plane 
that will at the right time have its repre
sentative in the visible. This visible hab
itation will not be undertaken, however, 
until we have learned to know the Father 
so thoroughly that we are willing to 
trust everything into His hands and give 
up ourselves and all our possessions into 
His keeping. . . .

To maintain the religious dignity of 
the doctrine we advocate, we must hold 
to the pivotal thought that it is a spir
itual ministry, and not a new system of 
healing. The healing that follows an 
understanding of the doctrine is not good 
in itself, and should not be proclaimed as 
good—it is the effect of good. It is so 
easy to get the minds of the people cen
tered on healing as the object and thus 
lose sight of the renewing of the mind 
through righteousness—right thinking, 
right doing and living. It is true that 
most people are brought into the light 
through the desire for bodily healing, and 
it is perfectly legitimate to promise them 
that this will follow a reception of the 
doctrine; but the tendency on the part of 
healers is to give curing too much prom
inence, and thus the world comes to re
gard the divine doctrine of Jesus Christ 
as merely a new departure in materia 
medica. This feature became so prominent 
in the advertising columns of Thought 
and Unity, and it was so rapidly increas
ing, that we were compelled to call a 
halt. We never object to printing the dig
nified announcements of those who trust 
to the Spirit of God to do that which is 
needful for the people whom the Father 
may draw unto them; but we do have 
qualms of conscience when we give place 
to alluring bids for healing patronage 
that smack loudly of patent medicine 
methods.

Realizing that by so doing we can raise 
the standard of the doctrine we advocate,

we have decided to discontinue display 
advertisements, and in their stead print 
regularly a "Teachers and Healers’ Direc
tory.” There will be no specific charge 
made for the carrying of names in this 
directory. We leave the compensation to 
the Spirit of justice working through each 
one. We want to co-operate with all true, 
honest, faithful Christian workers, and 
will do any right thing to further the 
cause. We are one with you in advo
cating the doctrine of Jesus Christ, and 
the only title we need is "Christian 
Teachers and Healers.” Let us be true to 
this modest yet dignified title, and im
press upon our patients that it is their 
spiritual welfare that concerns us first, 
last, and always—that when this is made 
right the desirable things of the external 
shall be added.

In September, 1895, the publisher 
announced the consolidation of 
Thought and Unity in order further 
to concentrate the work: "Commenc
ing with the next number [October], 
our magazine Thought will be con
solidated with Unity, which will be 
issued semimonthly at one dollar per 
year.”

In the February 1, 1896, issue an 
editorial note indicated the start of 
the idea that several years later (in 
1909) was to take form in Weekly 
Unity.

"Many of our friends have asked, 
and are still asking, 'Why not make 
Unity a weekly?’ To this we respond, 
It all depends upon you. The present 
subscription list is 6,500, which will 
not warrant a weekly the size of 
Unity.”

The issue of Unity for June 1, 
1896, appeared in magazine form, 
small size, and carried this announce
ment:



"Unity begins its seventh year with 
this number and, as you see, it has 
become a magazine. Bless it and pass 
it along.”

In the October 15, 1895, issue of 
Unity, the term "Practical Christian
ity” was first used under the mast
head, thus:
"Devoted to Practical Christianity.” 

During 1897 there was no radical 
change in Unity. It was still pub
lished in the small magazine form, 
the printed organ of the conception 
of Christ’s doctrine that had been 
practically developed under the lead
ership of Charles and Myrtle Fill
more, and also the organ of the 
prayer ministry of the Society of Si
lent Unity. Requests for Silent 
Unity’s help were increasing in num
ber. But the work continued to be 
maintained on the love offering basis.

Besides the "Class Thought” and 
the thought to be held at noon 
each day, a "Daily Word” was given 
for use each day of the week—indi
cating the origin of the idea that was 
to grow into another separate maga
zine (now Daily Word) several years 
later, in 1925.

In the December 1, 1897, issue of 
Unity, an editorial once again clearly 
expounded the ideals and standards 
of Silent Unity regarding compen
sation:

We are again asked to state our posi
tion in the matter of healers and teachers 
charging stated prices for their services.

Our views on this point have been so 
frequently set forth that it seems like 
reiteration gone to seed to again men
tion it, but the subject is one that agi

tates many people in and out of the work, 
and should be given the widest con
sideration.

Our position is that there is no per
manent healing without the instruction; 
hence we are engaged in a ministry, in
stead of a business. If it is a ministry, 
then, those who invoke the healing power 
recognize God as its source, and upon 
Him they call for wisdom in their work, 
and unto Him they look for guidance.

We are engaged in a spiritual dispen
sation for the healing of souls. We do 
not heal bodies, and our work is not based 
upon such a premise. If it were, we 
should adopt commercial methods. The 
argument is frequently advanced that pa
tients are healed of stinginess by charg
ing them. If this be true, most of them 
have been thoroughly healed of this be
lief by the doctors before they fall into 
our hands.

Another argument is that we are culti
vating pauperism by not making every
body pay a schedule price for every 
prayer and every thought and every word 
that we send forth in their behalf. If 
this be true, all the members of all the 
churches in the land are drifting into 
pauperism, because they all contribute to 
the support of their ministry as they see 
fit. They are never compelled to pay for 
religious services according to the laws 
of the commercial world. The religious 
institutions of this whole country depend 
upon the freewill offerings of the people 
for their support. Why, then, should 
there be criticism of like methods by 
those who take up that same ministry, 
with the revival of the healing feature, 
which rightly belongs to it?

It certainly is no new or startling 
demonstration to be provided for in the 
service of God. . . .

Do not infer that we condemn those 
who charge, or that we think they are not 
doing the Lord’s work, because we know 
that they are; according to a certain 
standard. The question is, Cannot the 
standard be raised ? We believe it can,



George E. Carpenter came to Unity head
quarters in 1927 and soon afterward was 
made associate editor of U n ity  magazine.
He is a frequent radio speaker, teaches a 
large Bible class for men, and is on the 
Unity Training School faculty.

and we hope to see our ministers have 
just as much faith in the generosity and 
justice of God’s people as do the many 
orthodox evangelists who are provided 
for year after year.

The founders of the Unity move
ment and of Unity magazine en
joyed the very satisfying experience 
of witnessing the attainment of the 
spiritual ideals and objectives that 
they had promulgated at the begin
ning. Unity magazine throughout its 
fifty years of history, until the present 
day, has continually adhered to the 
high principles that inspired it, has 
grown steadily in influence, and has 
prospered. It is rated one of the lead
ing metaphysical periodicals of the 
world. Charles Fillmore is still the 
editor.

George E. Carpenter has been the 
associate editor since 1928. In speak
ing of the purposes and ideals of

Unity magazine at the present time, 
Mr. Carpenter says:

"This magazine is one of seven 
periodicals now published by the 
Unity School of Christianity, but its 
mission remains distinctive. It started 
out fifty years ago as the Unity 
movement’s first periodical, but it is 
more than that today. It started out 
to be a sort of clearinghouse for 
metaphysical ideas and to promul
gate the doctrine of Jesus Christ as 
interpreted by various schools of 
thought. This was found to be im
practical, and Unity was soon de
voted entirely to spreading the Jesus 
Christ message as understood by the 
leaders of the Unity movement.

"To me today Unity magazine does 
not seem to be a mere magazine so 
much as it is a channel through which 
divine power flows. Our chief con
cern is to keep this channel open and 
not to do anything to impede the 
flow of power through the words 
printed in Unity’s pages. We still 
carry at the masthead the statement 
that it is a magazine 'devoted to 
Christian healing.’ It is still con
cerned not only with the healing of 
the body but primarily with the heal
ing of the mind. For instance, it is 
concerned with the healing of the 
sick pocketbook, and with the spirit
ual healing of all the inharmonies, 
lacks, and needs that crop up to 
afflict mankind in the complicated 
life of the modern world.

"There is one Helper and one 
source of help, and the list of heal
ings is as varied and long as the list 
of human ills: increased prosperity,



protection from harm, restoration of 
harmony, assurance amid the uncer
tainties appertaining to childbirth, 
freedom from the drink habit and 
from other undesirable habits, and 
so on indefinitely. This is evidenced 
by the testimonials we publish as to 
actual help received through spiritual 
means in all kinds of cases of human 
trouble. People need to learn that 
there is not one power to find a 
man a job, another power to help a 
woman be a better wife and house
keeper, another power to heal a sick 
baby: it is all one Power.

''Unity is our magazine for ad
vanced students,” said Mr. Carpenter. 
"However the greatest difference I 
have been able to detect between the 
advanced student and the beginner is 
that the former applies Truth more 
regularly, faithfully, and consistently 
to more of life’s problems.

"The 'Help from Silent Unity’ de
partment continues to be a vital fea
ture of Unity magazine. It consists of 
excerpts from letters written by Si
lent Unity to persons who have asked

Silent Unity to pray with them. We 
publish no fiction in Unity magazine, 
only accounts of actual experience in 
demonstrating help through spiritual 
enlightenment and spiritual means.

"In 1938 another department was 
added to the magazine. This depart
ment, which has proved to be prac
tical and popular,” said Mr. Carpen
ter, "is known as the 'Parents’ Ques
tion Box.’ It is conducted by Zelia 
M. Walters, and its purpose is to 
help parents in training their chil
dren by showing the application of 
Truth principles.

"Before the copy goes to the print
ers it is always blessed with this 
statement: 'Unity magazine, you are a 
radiant messenger of the Christ light, 
and you go forth to heal and to bless.’

"Unity ]magazine’s message is that 
the divine help is always here, await
ing man’s recognition and acceptance. 
Unity seeks to lead all men every
where to the mighty realization ex
pressed in the first line of The Prayer 
of Faith: 'God is my help in every 
need.’ ”



MY L O V E  T O  T H E E
(A d a p te d  f ro m  " T h e  R o sa ry ” )

By Myrtle Page Fillmore

W

The hours I’ve spent with Thee, dear Lord, 
Are pearls of priceless worth to me.

My soul, my being merge in sweet accord, 
In love for Thee; in love for Thee.

Each hour a pearl, each pearl a prayer, 
Binding Thy presence close to me;

I only know that Thou art there, and I 
Am lost in Thee.

Oh, glorious joys, that thrill and bless!
Oh, visions sweet of love divine!

My soul its rapturous bliss can ill express 
That Thou art mine, O Lord!

That Thou art mine!





Chapter IV

Contribution of H. Emilie Cady 
to the Unity Movement

"I will be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt say.”

Y

ANY of the outstanding 
articles in the early issues 
of Unity magazine were 

written by H. Emilie Cady (later 
collected in book form under the 
title Miscellaneous Writings; in 1939 
changed to How 1 Used Truth), and 
she was specially invited to write a 
series of articles that was later to be 
collected as Lessons in Truth. This 
latter exposition of Truth principles 
was so lucid and so forceful that it 
was adopted as Unity’s textbook for 
beginners, still continues to be used 
as such, and was eventually trans
lated into French, Italian, German, 
Norwegian, Dutch, Swedish, and 
Spanish and was also printed in 
Braille. For this reason some space 
should here be reserved for Doctor 
Cady’s contribution to the growing 
Unity movement.

Lowell Fillmore furnishes some in
teresting facts as to how Lessons in 
Truth came to be written:

"Father and Mother had never 
seen Doctor Cady, who lived in the 
East, nor heard of her until a little

book that she had written fell into 
Mother’s hands.”

The title was "Finding the Christ 
in Ourselves,” and it showed so much 
spiritual discernment on the part of 
the author and presented Truth so 
simply that Myrtle Fillmore was 
greatly impressed with it. She gave 
it to Charles Fillmore to read, and 
he also was impressed. So they wrote 
to Doctor Cady and invited contri
butions to Modern Thought and 
U nity.

As a result, in the January, 1892, 
issue of Unity appeared an article by 
H. Emilie Cady, "Neither Do I Con
demn Thee.” This later became a 
chapter in the book How I Used 
Truth. In the April, 1892, issue of 
Unity the article "Oneness with God” 
was printed, also to be included later 
in How I Used Truth.

In the March, 1892, issue of Unity 
had been printed an extract from a 
letter written by Doctor Cady to 
Myrtle Fillmore, which gave a 
glimpse of Doctor Cady’s busy life, 
her method of treatment, and her



supreme consciousness of Truth:
You are at times disheartened because 

you see so little result from your efforts. 
Why should you condemn or criticize 
yourself for your failure to be perfect or 
to accomplish something? God does not. 
Peace, peace, my sister. It is all right. 
The Master is doing His own work 
through you every moment that you give 
yourself wholly to Him. "Speak the 
word only.” You are bothering about 
results because you do not see them. That 
is His part, not yours.

Yesterday had been a most busy day. 
I had been going all day from one per
son to another, each one in some trouble 
or sickness or discouragement, and I 
closed the day’s work with a little talk in 
a home for bad (?) girls, in which I 
gave to about twenty-five of the younger 
sisters words of love and encouragement 
instead of reproaches. When the day’s 
work was done and I was in my own 
home with Him (oh, the sweetness of 
these hours alone with Him, our Father!), 
I said: "Dear Lord, I commit all these 
various cases to Thee. I do not know 
that I have helped any of these troubled 
hearts a bit, but Thou knowest I have, 
in each case, given them the very best I 
knew how to give.” And as I looked into 
His face great tears trickled down my 
own at the thought of my weakness and 
insufficiency. Quick as a flash He said 
unto me, "Well done, good and faithful 
servant . . . enter thou into the joy of 
thy Lord.” As much as to say: "My 
child, you went forth with love and tried 
to do faithfully and unselfishly My work. 
Now do not waste one moment thinking 
it over, for I, all unseen by you, have 
poured the living bread and water through 
it to My fainting, famishing children. 
The work is Mine, not yours, and it is 
all well finished by Me.”

We are told, "Delight thyself also in 
the Lord; and he shall give thee the 
desires of thine heart.” It is not while 
we are worrying about our results or

failures that we get our desires but while 
we are delighting ourselves in Him—just 
resting in Him, saying, "Dear Father 
while I am trusting, Thou art working, 
and Thou canst not fail.” . . . Hold your
self in peace and quietness with Him. "In 
quietness and confidence shall be your 
strength.” The moment you are able to 
possess your soul in patience and in har
mony you will begin without effort to 
radiate health and harmony and all good; 
and whoever is looking to you for help 
will draw from you just the help they 
need even if you never give a set treat
ment.

As to your struggles in overcoming 
self, the "old man,” the carnal mind and 
desires, cease forever from the striving. 
The more you "resist” this "old man” 
the stronger he will seem to grow. As 
long as you strike vigorously at your 
shadow on the wall so long it will strike 
back, but turn your face away from it 
towards the light and the shadow disap
pears. We need to take our eyes and 
thoughts off our mortal weaknesses and 
failures and keep them fixed on the per
fection of the Christ that ever abideth in 
us. Even when you seem to fail most ig- 
nominiously, just say, "That is nothing 
at all, not worth a moment’s notice or 
regret. Christ in me is still perfect.” And 
when you thus cease to look at the im
perfect self even long enough to chide it, 
it will die a natural death from want of 
recognition.

Christ—the Christ in you, not alone in 
Jesus—says: "Be of good cheer; I have 
overcome the world.” Your world, your 
physical, mortal, troublesome self, is 
already overcome by the Christ part of 
you. He is the master now; He reigns in 
your mortal body and circumstances now. 
It only needs that you recognize it in 
order to make it manifest and that your 
daily life be as pure, as holy, as perfect 
as was that of Jesus.

Whenever, then, you find yourself 
fighting against the old self, just stop 
and quietly begin to "reckon yourself



g o l d e n  y e a r s

dead indeed unto sin” ; begin to say 
mentally: "The flesh is overcome already. 
I, the Christ, the real I, have overcome 
the world and the flesh. I am dead in
deed to sin, to lust, to selfishness, and 
alive only unto God.” Say this until all 
other thought drops away and you will 
find indeed the very mind of Christ per
vading your entire being. This is to over
come by faith instead of fighting. It is the 
only sure and effectual way. "This is the 
victory that overcometh the world, even 
our faith.”

In the November, 1892, issue of 
Unity magazine Doctor Cady’s 
"God’s Hand,” (later to be included 
in the book How I Used Truth) was 
published as the lead article.

In the August, 1894, issue of 
Unity, another letter of Doctor 
Cady’s was printed, in which she 
wrote:

My heart leaped within me when I 
read some time ago in your answer to a 
correspondent: "We do not need to bat
tle for the right or for Truth. We do not 
need to resist evil. There is a higher way; 
just be still and know,” and so forth. I 
was so glad to have that thought given to 
the hundreds of persons who maintain 
that they must resist evil in order to over
come it. "This is the victory which over
cometh the world, even our faith,” and 
faith does not need to strive or battle. 
And then all my soul blessed you when 
you said, "We will no longer print ads 
or personal puffs.” Will not Spirit do its 
own advertising if trusted? If Spirit de
sires to heal through me, does not the 
same Spirit live in those it would help 
through me, and will it not bring the 
supply and demand together if fully 
trusted? Surely. Oh, how the mortal 
needs this lesson of being willing to sink 
out of sight if only Spirit is manifest! 
How hard it is for this John the Baptist 
to say, "I must decrease but he must 
increase.” God does abundantly bless you

for having taken the stand, Fear not. 
With great desire He has desired from the 
beginning to manifest Himself through 
you as your supply of money, without in
tervention of human hands outside of 
yourself. "Faithful is he that calleth you, 
who will also do it.” To me the same 
call came four years ago, and well have 
I known ever since that that is my work 
in the world: to prove to the multitudes 
that the God within them is their supply, 
and that it must come forth from within 
to each one, independently, as his very 
own supply. I know that we are free to
day from the law of poverty and want, 
and further, from the law of work-and-get 
pay-for-it. We are freely justified by His 
grace (or free gift). Let us stand if all 
the world turns the other way, for there
unto has He called us. I was mightily 
strengthened a few weeks ago by the 
extracts from "Out of Law into Gospel” 
in Thought. I am going to write again. 
May I send some little message through 
Thought?

In the same issue of Unity maga
zine was printed a letter from a sub
scriber suggesting a simple course of 
lessons:

There are some who are taking your 
paper for the first time and do not as yet 
even understand the principles of divine 
healing. Would you be so kind as to 
have one of your clearest writers, one 
who understands the first principles, and 
the uninformed mind of a student, write 
an explanation of this grand Truth in 
very simple form and in simple, clear 
words; it would be a great help to some 
I know of. H. Emilie Cady or Mrs. 
Militz or Mrs. A. W. Mills, I am sure 
would respond most gratefully if you 
would request them.”

Thus Doctor Cady’s renewed in
spiration to write was coincident with 
the widely felt need for a clear ex
position of Truth. These two letters 
reveal the deciding factors in the



publication of one of the most in
fluential metaphysical books that has 
ever been published, Lessons in 
T ruth.

At first Doctor Cady was doubtful 
about undertaking the task. She wrote 
to the Fillmores, explaining that she 
was a practicing physician as well as 
a metaphysician and that she inter
viewed people all day, treating them 
for their spiritual ills as well as their 
physical ailments. She claimed no 
literary talents and was very doubtful 
about her ability to write such a book 
of lessons.

However Charles and Myrtle Fill
more had no doubts as to her spir
itual understanding nor as to her 
ability to express in a simple way the 
Truth principles that she was putting 
into practice each day; so they kept 
urging and encouraging her to try. 
Finally she consented, and her letter 
was printed in the September, 1894, 
issue of Unity, as an announcement 
of the forthcoming series of lessons:

Dear Mr. Fillmore: Yours, asking me 
to write a consecutive course of lessons 
for Unity, received. These are the words 
given to me in reply: "Now therefore go, 
and I will be with thy mouth, and teach 
thee what thou shalt say.”

So there is nothing left for me to say 
but yes. I will send you the first one in 
time for the October Unity if you will 
let me know when it has to be in for that.

I shall not give any stilted or set form 
of lessons, but just the utter simplicity 
of the gospel in words which the way
farer, though a fool, may understand; 
for I believe that to be the need of the 
hour. Will this be satisfactory to you?

"All-Sufficiency in All Things"

(later included in How I Used- 
Truth} was published in Unity for 
September, 1894. And in the Octo
ber, 1894, issue of Unity was printed 
the first lesson in the new series by 
Doctor Cady, "Statement of Being.” 
"Thinking,” the second lesson, ap
peared in the November, 1894, issue; 
"Denials,” the third lesson, in De
cember, 1894; "Affirmations,” the 
fourth lesson, in January, 1895; 
"Faith,” the fifth lesson, in February, 
1895.

These lessons met with an extraor
dinary response from the readers of 
Unity. Other lessons had been used 
in the magazine, but none of them 
caught on as did these "lessons in 
Truth” by Doctor Cady.

There was such a demand for them 
that about 1896 Charles Fillmore de
cided to print them in booklet form, 
four lessons to each booklet.

Lowell Fillmore recollects the 
time, in 1902 and 1903, when the 
Unity work was still in its infancy, 
when he was "look-up” boy and 
office boy and also sewed the backs 
on these Lessons in Truth booklets 
with yarn of various colors, tying a 
bow in the middle.

At that time the Unity work was 
carried on at 1315 McGee Street, in 
a house that had been owned by a 
Missouri River steamboat captain. 
The printed sheets of Lessons in 
Truth were kept on the shelves in the 
pantry, and it was part of young 
Lowell Fillmore’s job to keep these 
folded and bound and ready for 
mailing. Sometimes he would run 
short of copies and would have to



stop and sew more booklets into 
their covers before he could get his 
orders out. Sometimes he would 
work at this one item all day, sewing 
enough copies to last for several days.

"I don’t believe that Father and 
Mother realized in those days,” says 
Lowell Fillmore, "how the work was 
going to grow. That is, they felt that 
they had been told by Spirit to do 
this work, and that it was a great 
work, but they never planned or 
thought how big it might become.”

Evidently Charles and Myrtle Fill
more were too busy each day doing 
the things that came to them to do 
and that seemed important and nec
essary, to stop and speculate much 
about the future. They didn’t even 
pause to anticipate the effect that 
Lessons in Truth was to have on the 
world or that it would be translated 
into seven different languages. But 
they did know that it was a good 
book and that it presented in simple 
form the fundamentals of Truth as 
they saw it, practiced it, and taught it.

The book is the text adopted by 
Unity School for beginning students, 
and a special week is now set aside 
each year for intensive study of this 
book by all Truth students every
where. During the period of con
certed spiritual study it is as if a 
great chain were invisibly forged to 
unite the hearts of all men in under
standing, tolerance, love, and peace; 
as brothers all, sons of the one 
Father.

For many years Doctor Cady re
ceived hundreds of letters annually 
from people all over the world who

wrote to her for advice and help. 
She answered them, but when she 
found the task increasingly difficult 
she asked Lowell Fillmore to open 
and answer the letters for her. This 
he still does, sending on to Doctor 
Cady any letters that he thinks should 
be called to her attention.

Charles and Myrtle Fillmore did 
not meet Doctor Cady until about 
1927, when they visited with her in 
the East. Doctor Cady has never vis
ited Unity headquarters although she 
has been asked to come to Kansas 
City and to teach at the Training 
School. She prefers to live very 
quietly, devoting her time and ener
gies to study and meditation.

In an interview with Doctor Cady 
that Ernest C. Wilson printed in 
Progress magazine he commented on 
her intensely but very sanely religious 
approach to Truth and said: "Just 
the name H. Emilie Cady is the very 
personification of Truth to thousands 
because of the endless chain of re
newed hope, higher standards of life, 
and changed personality that have 
resulted from the study of her writ
ings.’’

This has been evidenced by the 
great number of testimonial letters 
that has continued to come to Unity 
School during the years. From all 
over the world and the length and 
breadth of this country they come, 
bearing testimony of lives helped 
and strengthened; of physical ail
ments, money problems, domestic 
difficulties, all kinds of inharmonies, 
adjusted for people through the study 
of her inspired Lessons in Truth.



Myrtle Fillmore and her sons Royal, 
Loivell, and Rickert. In her own boys 
Mrs. Fillmore saw the spiritual needs 
of children, and in 1893 she founded 
Wee Wisdom, a character-building 
magazine for boys and girls.

fane Palmer, for seven years associate 
editor of Wee Wisdom in 1930 became 
editor of the magazine. The same year 
she was made associate editor of 
Weekly Unity.



Chapter V

Wee Wisdom: A Truth Magazine 
for Boys and Girls

"Suffer the little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me.”

V

BACK in the earliest stages of 
the Unity movement Myrtle 
Fillmore had an experience 

that produced the inspiration and 
the idea that later was to develop 
into the periodical Wee Wisdom 
(published at times also under the 
title of Wisdom), Unity’s magazine 
for boys and girls.

It was not exactly a dream; accord
ing to Mrs. Fillmore, it was more in 
the nature of a vision. She seemed 
to be before a large audience of peo
ple, great numbers of whom were 
children. Restless, noisy, undisci
plined, the youngsters were swarm
ing and pushing around in the great
est confusion. Myrtle Fillmore was 
in a reminiscent mood the day she 
related the experience to the present 
editor of Wee Wisdom. Her eyes 
glowed with the light of love as she 
told how deeply this experience had 
impressed her; for she genuinely 
loved children and felt that the won
derful Truth principles to which she

had dedicated her life should em
brace the children also and should 
bring forth, in orderly fashion, the 
blessings required to fill their needs.

"Who will take care of the chil
dren?’’ she asked.

"And then,” she continued, "it was 
just as though a force back of me 
were pushing me to the front of the 
throng, and this message came to me 
clearly: 'You are to take care of the 
children. This is your work.’ It was 
as if a voice spoke to me. Then I 
woke up.”

But the imprint of the vision re
mained. From that moment Myrtle 
Fillmore knew that one of the most 
important parts of her work was to 
bring the Truth message to children 
while their minds were quick, eager, 
impressionable, flexible, and uncor
rupted by too much contact with the 
world. It is during childhood that 
our life habits are mainly formed 
and most strongly grooved. So to this 
task of helping children she de-



voted unflagging interest throughout 
the years of her spiritual ministry. 
That her endeavors worked out prac
tically is attested by the fact that 
many of the present leaders in the 
Unity work were brought up from 
earliest childhood in the knowledge 
and practice of Truth. In other lines 
of work too, young Truth students 
have grown up knowing how to 
apply Truth principles victoriously 
in developing the traits of courage, 
honesty, fairness, self-reliance, per
severance, and unselfish co-operation. 
Mrs. Fillmore felt that such knowl
edge and training especially estab
lished and equipped young people to 
meet whatever vicissitudes might 
come to them in whatever field of 
earthly experience.

The issue of Wisdom for January, 
1914, contained a contribution that 
was destined to be as memorable, as 
widely known and influential, as any
thing that ever was printed in a 
Unity publication. This was a set of 
simple verses by Hannah More 
Kohaus that made its initial appear
ance in Wisdom under the title of 
The Truth Child’s Rosary” and was 

accompanied by a page of comment 
by "Aunt Myrtle” (Myrtle Fill
more) . Here are the verses as they 
were originally published, as a series 
of couplets:

God is my help in every need;
God does my every hunger feed.

God walks beside me, guides my way, 
Through every moment of the day.

I now am wise, I now am true,
Patient, kind, and loving, too.

All things I am, can do, and be 
Through Christ, the Truth that is in me.

God is my health, I can’t be sick;
God is my strength, unfailing, quick.

God is my all; I know no fear,
Since God and love and Truth are here.

And here is the comment that 
Aunt Myrtle” wrote to accompany 

the verses:
The six little verses given above are 

for you to put on your memory string, 
like beads that some little children are 
given to count so as to help them re
member good things.

Every one of these six rhymes is a 
little prayer that will help you to re
member how to be wise and brave and 
true and well.

Once upon a time [in the summer of 
1901] when Royal (my youngest boy) 
was a laddie, we were summering at 
Manitou among the mountains. One day 
he wandered off all by himself to ex
plore the wonders of the "Crystal Park,” 
way up on one of the high peaks.

All went merrily till the sun hid be
hind the mountains and left dark shad
ows standing around. Then he thought 
of home and sought for the path by 
which he came, but no path could be 
found. Terror seized him at the thought 
of a night lost in the mountains, with 
possibly wild beasts for company. Then 
like a light breaking into his mind, he 
remembered this verse of the little 
prayer:

"God walks beside me, guides my way,
Through every moment of the day.”
It was like somebody coming to show 

him out and he felt calm and trustful. 
Then, do you know, he looked round 
and there was the path, just as plain as 
could be, that led right down to the 
street. And you can ask him yourself, if 
this little prayer has not helped him out 
of lots of tangles.

Mrs. Leedy says she has had it printed



on cards and has given them to the 
children of Seattle, and it has done 
wonders. She lets them pick out the 
verse they like best, and that pleases 
them. In a family of three children, 
every one took a different verse and 
made beautiful demonstrations. One little 
girl liked "unfailing, quick,’’ and it 
helped her do things right away— 
"now.” One little boy demonstrated over 
"fights” with one line. Another made his 
father stop whipping him with the line, 
"Patient, kind, and loving, too.” Some 
healed themselves of fear of darkness, 
instantly, with the second couplet; some 
of timidity and bashfulness with the 
fourth one. She says the more she works 
with it the more marvelous it grows. So, 
my Wisdoms, use these little verses and 
they will always work like magic for 
the good.

First used to inspire children with 
a sense of the Father’s never-failing 
presence, it is now known as The 
Prayer of Faith, a prayer loved and 
used by Truth students of all ages 
everywhere. Various persons have 
claimed its authorship, but Hannah 
More Kohaus is the name of the 
woman who really wrote it, and she 
granted permission to Myrtle Fill
more to publish it in Wisdom. After 
that printing of it in January, 1914, 
almost every issue of Wee Wisdom 
has carried a reprint of the famous 
verses. It has also been used in the 
other Unity periodicals, and has been 
printed on cards and distributed by 
the hundreds of thousands by Silent 
Unity. Shortly after its initial appear
ance in Wisdom Hannah More Ko
haus wrote the following message to 
Myrtle Fillmore, in which she gave 
Unity continued permission to use 
the verses in their work:

3265 Broadway, Chicago, 111.
February 17, 1914

Dear Mrs. Fillmore:
Just a line to express my grateful thanks 

for the marked copy of Wisdom. Am so 
pleased the children are being helped by 
the simple lines. It was the first output 
from my pen after being born into the 
Truth of Being. Am so thankful it is 
proving practical. Wisdom is a splendid 
magazine for the young. You have a glo
rious mission, for "as the twig is bent 
so the tree is inclined.” The "new race” 
rests upon the salvation of the children. 
He who loved little children and bade 
them come unto Him is with you in your 
work for them. Thus are you truly 
blessed. With repeated thanks for the 
book, I am sincerely and gratefully yours,

H a n n a h  M o r e  K o h a u s .

The fact that Myrtle Fillmore was 
a devoted mother and that her own 
three boys Lowell, Rickert, and 
Royal responded quickly to Truth, 
stimulated her interest in training 
young minds to grasp the Christ 
teaching and incorporate it into daily 
practice so that they might develop 
into adults with a native comprehen
sion of the spiritual principles of life 
given by the Master. Mrs. Fillmore 
was sincerely convinced that chil
dren’s minds are not too immature to 
appropriate and understand the di
vine nature of all being; indeed, on 
the contrary, "of such is the kingdom 
of heaven.”

Wee Wisdom is Unity School’s sec
ond oldest magazine, and the name 
chosen for it indicates its significance 
and purpose: "wee bits of wisdom 
for boys and girls.” Already the early 
issues of Modern Thought had been 
carrying a department for children



edited by Mrs. Fillmore after she had 
caught her first vision of spiritual 
help to fill the needs of children. 
This department had attracted an in
creasing number of readers, and in 
the April, 1893, issue of Unity mag
azine announcement was made of the 
forthcoming publication of Wee 
Wisdom as a separate periodical:

In response to a quite general demand 
on the part of our friends and subscribers, 
we shall commence the publication in 
June of a monthly paper for children. It 
will be called Wee Wisdom, and its ob
ject will be the simplification of the 
science of Being so that "even a little 
child” can understand it. This may seem 
an easy undertaking but none more diffi
cult, yet more important, was ever at
tempted. We shall not make an elaborate 
effort in the beginning, hence the paper 
will be modest in proportions—a four- 
page sheet at 35 cents a year, or three 
subscriptions for one dollar. Its principal 
feature will be the International Bible 
lesson study for children and youth, 
written up by one who has a happy fac
ulty of making very clear the most ab
struse metaphysical questions. [Annie Rix 
Militz, founder of the Home of Truth 
movement, was the contributor of these 
Bible lesson interpretations.} Other fea
tures will be added and the paper en
larged as the demand warrants.

In the May, 1893, issue a second 
announcement stated that the Wee 
Wisdom magazine could not be pub
lished for thirty-five cents a year and 
that the subscription price must be 
advanced to fifty cents a year. In 
August, 1893, the first issue of Wee 
Wisdom was published. It was a 
small eight-page paper, and contained 
the first installment of a story, "Wee 
Wisdom’s Way,” written by Myrtle

Fillmore, which ran serially in the 
magazine during the first year of 
Wee Wisdom’s life. The editorial 
policy of the new juvenile magazine 
was given in a note to contributors, 
printed in the February, 1894, issue.

Contributors to Wee Wisdom  should 
remember that we are teaching Christian 
metaphysics, hence every contribution 
should lead up to the operation of mind. 
Children understand these higher laws 
much more readily than do older per
sons, and no one need fear being too 
metaphysical if the language is simple.

One of the earliest features of 
Wee Wisdom was "The Little Pil
lows,” which included a four-line 
verse for each day in the week. These 
were "thought pillows,” peaceful and 
reassuring, for busy little brains to 
take to bed with them at night. The 
February, 1895, issue of the maga
zine carried an explanation of the 
"thought pillow” idea, by means of 
which all bothersome witchlike 
thoughts might be transformed into 
good fairies and angels: "If you want 
to know the 'down' with which these 
pillows were filled—it was changed 
every night and there never was any 
lack of new—just take your Bible 
and see how many kind, loving things 
Jesus said when on earth.” This same 
idea was later varied in the form of 
"Happy Thoughts for Morning, 
Noon, and Night,” and survives to
day in "Happy Thoughts for the 
Week.”

An indication of the young maga
zine’s financial plight is shown by an 
editorial announcement in the com
bined June-July issue, of 1895, which



explained that Wee Wisdom must 
be reduced in size. We quote:

With the next number Wee Wisdom  
will begin its third year, and we presume 
that many of its readers will be disap
pointed to see it reduced in size. The fact 
is that this little paper costs us more 
than we get for it, and during the past 
two years the cash outlay over and above 
the income has been seven hundred dol
lars; not allowing anything for editorial 
services. It has been a debatable question 
whether to discontinue its publication, 
raise the subscription price, or cut its 
size. We are daily reminded by apprecia
tive letters that it is doing a good work 
among the little ones, so we dismissed 
the idea of discontinuing its publication. 
It was not deemed wise to raise the 
price, so the one thing is to reduce its 
expense until it shall at least pay printing 
bills. The subscription list is steadily in
creasing, and just as soon as the income 
is sufficient, the former size will again 
be issued.

For many years Myrtle Fillmore 
had to contend with financial prob
lems and with external arguments as 
to the advisability of proceeding with 
this venture for children. But she had 
received her vision, was sustained by 
her faith, and "did accordingly.’’ She 
refused to yield to discouragement or 
to countenance a discontinuance of 
the magazine. It must be kept going 
in order that as many children as 
possible might learn Truth and learn 
how to practice and live it. For the 
sake of Wee Wisdom’s message and 
its spread through the world she 
spared herself no labor. She edited 
the magazine, personally wrote much 
of its material, supervised all its de
partments, reared her own boys ac
cording to the principles the little

A t one time the Fillmore family oc
cupied this house at 428 Elmwood Ave
nue. In the picture you see Royal, Lowell, 
and Myrtle Fillmore.

magazine advocated, and trained 
them practically to take a hand in 
running the magazine. Its birthday 
issues were generally in charge of 
"the boys.” Through her own chil
dren she felt a close kinship with all 
children. And since all children are 
akin in their aspirations, hopes, ef
forts, and problems, space was gen
erously given in the first issues of the 
magazine to Truth adventures (as 
well as to some very human ones) in 
the home life of the Fillmores.

It was doubtless with the idea of 
training her sons for the day when 
they would eventually take over the 
work of Unity’s growing ministry 
that Myrtle Fillmore gave them so 
much responsibility in getting out 
Wee Wisdom. Throughout the early 
years of the magazine their ideas and 
enterprises were encouraged, stimu
lated, and given space. Small stories 
were written by them, with drawings 
by Rick. Each year in August, when 
the magazine was given over to the 
children, one or all of them became 
"editor.”



August, 1901, the birthday issue of 
Wee Wisdom, was edited by "the 
boys,’’ Lowell, Rickert, and Royal, 
and contained nothing but material 
provided by Wee Wisdom readers. 
Rick wrote and illustrated a poem, 
which his brothers named "Rick’s 
Bug House” because it was about 
bugs, birds, and animals. Annie Rix 
Militz regularly wrote the juvenile 
Bible lesson interpretations, but for 
this birthday issue they were "con
tributed by the children of the Ala
meda, California, Home of Truth.” 
And there were pictures of the three 
young editors: Lowell sitting in a 
chair in a very pensive mood; Rick in 
a high collar with a ribbon on his 
coat; Royal with a large Windsor tie.

In the August, 1905, birthday issue 
Royal was the editor and commented 
editorially: "Well, I have finished
getting all the stories and letters to
gether and have only to write this 
little message to my friends. The 
stories and letters are fine, and some 
of the authors have used original 
grammar and spelling. I will have 
the material printed as they wrote it.”

In 1912 the Booster Club was 
started in Wee Wisdom, a depart
ment concerned with youthful integ
rity and zeal, which has continued to 
be a popular and helpful feature of 
the magazine to the present time. 
Royal Fillmore was the first secretary 
of the club and answered the letters. 
A pin exploiting "the three wise 
monkeys,” ("See no evil, hear no evil, 
speak no evil”) usually referred to 
as the "monkey pin,” became the 
badge of membership in the club.

In August, 1913, the name Wee 
Wisdom was changed to Wisdom, 
and the magazine included a depart
ment for "Youth,” one for "Wee 
Wisdom,” and a "Home Depart
ment” for parents. But in August, 
1915, the original name was resumed, 
as well as the original idea of pub
lishing a magazine for little folks. 
Myrtle Fillmore was still the editor, 
and Blanche Sage Haseltine, who 
now also wrote the Sunday school 
lessons, was the associate editor.

Blanche Sage Haseltine, whose par
ents had been closely identified with 
the Unity work in Kansas City since 
its beginnings, and who were active 
in the local Unity Society through its 
years of development, was another 
Unity worker trained in Truth prin
ciples from childhood. She enjoyed 
a close association with Myrtle Fill
more under the latter’s spiritual 
leadership, and for several years con-
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At the age of four Ralph Barton did this 
drawing for W e e  W isd o m .

tributed one of Wee Wisdom’s most 
popular features, "The Spartans,” 
which made its initial appearance in 
the July, 1924, issue under the head
ing "Blanche’s Corner.” After Mrs. 
Haseltine passed to the invisible side 
of life in 1935, her son, Curtis Has
eltine, took over this feature in the



magazine, and it is still a favorite 
with young readers.

Many persons who have later done 
outstanding work in the world were
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youthful readers of Wee Wisdom 
and contributed to its contents. In its 
birthday issue for August, 1930, the 
magazine printed some interesting 
reminiscences along this line:

Long, long before any of you were 
born, Wee Wisdom  was going out each 
month to boys and girls, bringing them 
joy and gladness, and teaching them how 
to live happy, helpful lives. Those boys 
and girls are now grown. Some of them 
are the fathers and the mothers of some 
of you; some of them are the fathers and 
the mothers of your friends, and yet 
others have made places for themselves 
in the big world of affairs. Wee Wisdom  
feels a special interest in the lives of all 
those who at any time have belonged to 
the Wee Wisdom  family.

We have been looking over some of 
the old volumes of Wee Wisdom. In the 
very first volume we found the picture of 
a chubby little boy of three years. His 
face was so bright and so sunny that we 
read the little story that Wee Wisdom  
printed about him. His name is Ralph 
Barton. . . .

Ralph Barton [later a well-known artist 
and caricaturist, whose work became 
widely known both in this country and 
abroad] began his art work at a very early 
age. In volume 2 of Wee Wisdom  is one 
of his sketches, which was drawn when 
he was only four years old. As a child he 
enjoyed long strolls with his parents on 
Sundays. Ralph’s sketch shows the moons 
of the week nights chasing the sun

around to Sunday. We are reprinting 
Ralph’s sketch for you.

We opened volume 5 of Wee Wisdom, 
and there on the third page we found a 
little sketch of three puppies, fast asleep. 
The initials signed on the sketch was 
"D. P. L.” . . . We looked . . . and there 
was the title of the story, "My Pet Pup
pies,” and underneath was this line: 
"Written and illustrated by Dorothy P. 
Lathrop.” This wee writer and artist is 
now a book illustrator. Perhaps many of 
you have enjoyed her work in your favor
ite books.

It happens that Dorothy Lathrop 
was awarded the Caldecott Medal 
for her illustrated "Animals of the 
Bible,” chosen as the most distin-

One of Rickert Fill- 
more’s childhood  
contributions to W e e  
W is d o m .

guished picture book for children 
published in 1937. This medal is 
awarded annually by the children’s 
and school librarians’ section of the 
American Library Association at its 
annual convention, which in 1938 
was held at Kansas City, Missouri— 
most fittingly from Wee Wisdom’s 
point of view, as this tribute to one 
of Wee Wisdom’s early contributors 
lent glamour to the magazine’s birth
day anniversary.

In the same article that described 
young Wee Wisdom contributors 
who later achieved a wider success 
the editor of the magazine pro
ceeded :

We turned over a few more pages and 
came to this: "Wee Editors’ Sanctum, by 
the Boys of 'Ye Editor.’ ” Myrtle Fill-



more was Wee Wisdom’s editor, and the 
boys who helped edit this department 
were Lowell and Rick and Royal Fill
more. Wee Editors’ Sanctum gave a 
chatty little talk . . . and we are giving 
you one paragraph from that column:

"Wherever you are there is joy and 
happiness, for you all know the secret 
of happiness. You know that it is not in 
the place, in the weather, or in what you 
have; it is in your own self, and if you 
think happy thoughts you will be happy.”

One of "Ye Editor’s” sons loved to 
draw. We turned on a little farther in 
volume 5. A little sketch tucked down in 
the corner of the page caught our eye. 
Under the sketch was this line: "Rick’s 
photograph of 'Wee Editors’ at work.” 
We are reproducing this sketch for you 
also. More of Rick’s work appears in 
volume 4. In that volume we found a 
full-page drawing entitled "Rick’s Idea.” 
Mrs. Fillmore laughed when we showed 
her this drawing and asked her to tell us 
about it. This is the story that she told us:

"One day Rick came to me with those 
little drawings and said, 'Mother, I think 
it’s about time we had some new draw
ings for our pillow verses, and I have 
made you some.’ So we put Rick’s pillow 
verses in Wee Wisdom that month.”

We are sure that you will enjoy Rick’s 
brownie.

Rick went on with his art work as he 
grew to manhood {studied abroad] and 
for several years did the greater part of 
the art work on Wee Wisdom.

Since about 1930 Rickert Fill
more has been absorbed by his work 
as manager of Unity Farm and secre
tary of Unity School of Christianity. 
In 1929 he was governor of the 15th 
District, Rotary International, an of
fice that took him into fifty-four cities 
of the Middle West to address local 
Rotary clubs. In addition he is a di
rector of the Kansas City Art Insti

tute—a busy little "Wee” who has 
grown up to be a very busy, active, 
public-spirited man!

The article telling of these youth
ful contributors proceeds:

In another volume we found a picture 
of a two-year-old boy, taken with a great 
Saint Bernard dog. The dog is taller than 
the boy. The little boy’s hand is caught 
in the shaggy fur of his friend and pro
tector, and on the dog’s face is a look of 
pride. . . . We stopped to read the story, 
which is entitled "Bleucher.” Bleucher is 
the dog’s name, and the little boy was 
Billy Heitland. The story was written by 
Billy when he was eleven years old. . . . 
We asked Mrs. Fillmore to tell us about 
him. She said: "That little boy is Wil- 
mont Heitland who illustrates for some 
of our popular magazines.” . . .

We put the books back on the shelf 
with a heart full of gratitude to the 
Father who walks with little children and 
helps them to grow to be useful, happy 
men and women.

Throughout its history from 1893 
until the present time Wee Wisdom 
has had but three editors. Myrtle 
Fillmore, whose devotion to Truth 
and love for God’s "little ones” 
everywhere inspired the venture, con
tinued as the magazine’s faithful 
editor and spiritual mainstay from 
1893 until August',1 1919, when 
Imelda Octavia Shanklin took over 
the work. Miss Shanklin, whose spirit 
of loving devotion to Truth carried 
the magazine to new heights of ac
complishment, continued as ‘ 'editor 
until February, 1930, at which time 
she resigned her position with the 
Unity organization as editor in chief 
of the Unity publications as well as 
editor of Wee Wisdom in order to



devote her entire time to writing 
along metaphysical lines. During her 
editorship Wee Wisdom expanded 
its circulation until it was being read 
in all foreign countries where Eng
lish is spoken. When Miss Shanklin 
resigned, Jane Palmer, who had 
served seven years as an associate 
editor on the magazine, was made 
the editor.

This magazine, which was started 
for the purpose of teaching children 
to know Truth and to apply it prac
tically in their daily life, has contin
ued to grow steadily and has now 
come to a high rating in the field of 
periodicals published exclusively for 
children. Myrtle Fillmore’s vision is 
becoming manifest! About three 
quarters of a million children are 
now reading Wee Wisdom. It is sold 
on the newsstands. During the last 
eight years it has definitely entered 
the educational field, where it is high
ly regarded. It is regularly used on 
the reading table of many schools be
cause of its art projects, music, handi
craft, and program material. The 
"Writers’ Guild” (a page of poetry 
contributed by child readers), pages 
on cooking, sewing, drawing, and 
puzzles, besides cutouts, and similar 
play material provide suggestions and 
"things to do” for the restless, de
veloping children.

"But it is because of its character
building quality that the magazine is 
most esteemed and most effective,” 
says Jane Palmer, the present editor. 
"Teachers have reported that the be
havior of children on the playground 
changes with the introduction of

Wee Wisdom. One of the best things 
about the magazine is that the ma
terial is free from preaching,’ and is 
handled in such a way that the ma
jority of parents and teachers—and 
children too!—do not even class it as 
a religious publication. However its 
one purpose remains the one that in
spired Myrtle Fillmore to start the 
magazine nearly fifty years ago: to 
teach Truth to the children who will 
be the men and women of tomorrow. 
In so far as possible every feature in 
the magazine must contribute to this 
purpose.”

In December, 1935, Wee Wisdom 
was enlarged and its format changed 
to make it more attractive to chil
dren. Its subscription price is now 
one dollar a year, but nothing is 
spared to make it one of the most 
attractive illustrated magazines pub
lished for boys and girls. It now 
costs Unity School several thousand 
dollars to get out a single issue of 
Wee Wisdom, a significant commen
tary on the time, in 1895, when Myr
tle Fillmore would not allow the 
magazine to be discontinued merely 
because it was going "in the red.” 
When asked how the School can 
afford to sell such an expensive mag
azine at such a low price, Unity’s 
reply is that it is Unity’s contribution 
to the children of today—who will 
be the citizens of tomorrow.

About two hundred children now 
write each month to the "Good 
Words Booster Club,” which still re
tains as its insignia the original 
Booster pin with its design of "the 
three wise monkeys.” It was in April,



1927, that the Booster Club work was 
connected up with the idea then being 
used in the "Good Words Club” in 
Weekly Unity and the name of the 
club changed to "Good Words Boost
er Club.” The young club members 
were to be Boosters for good 
thoughts, good words, good deeds. 
The Booster page thus became and is 
one of the magazine’s most important 
departments and one highly enjoyed 
by the children. It is through this de
partment that the editors gauge their 
young readers’ growth and interest 
in Truth.

Wee Wisdom seems to forge an 
invisible but unbroken, unbreakable 
spiritual chain between the genera
tions. The editors receive letters from 
parents who read it themselves as 
children and are thankful for what 
it did for them and who now take 
it for their own children. It is also 
read by parents who are just learning 
to know Truth. One man wrote that 
when he and his wife feel inharmo
nious, they take up this magazine 
which they buy for their children and 
find themselves harmonized by read
ing it. They get a truer sense of 
values, and find that the thing they 
have been fretting over does not 
amount to so much after all.

Wee Wisdom—"bits of wisdom 
for growing boys and girls”—teaches 
its young readers to know and use 
Truth through the "Editor’s Letter,” 
the "Good Words Booster Club,” and 
the story material. An acceptable 
Wee Wisdom story must have value 
along character-building lines: it
must present a problem and then

show how the problem is overcome 
through spiritual means. The chil
dren learn that this can be done!

"We like stories that point out the 
value of the fundamentals of right 
living,” says Editor Jane Palmer. 
"We watch the trends of the times, 
and often pick up actual happenings 
out of the newspapers, and have our 
staff writers prepare specific stories 
to 'point’ the spiritual values to meet 
specific juvenile needs. True deeds 
of courage, honesty, truthfulness, jus
tice, fair play, and the like, are 
selected, and the basic fact is drama
tized for Wee Wisdom. For instance, 
not long ago there was a newspaper 
account of how some youthful van
dals had disfigured and mutilated the 
statuary in a beautiful municipal 
park. This actual incident was uti
lized as the basis of a constructive 
Wee Wisdom story teaching respect 
for public property. The story was 
entitled 'The Spirit of Westphalia,’ 
written by Minola Maddy, associate 
editor of Wee Wisdom.

"The effect of these stories upon 
the children is constantly being 
checked and verified through the let
ters that young readers write in. 
They frankly tell us their reactions 
and state their problems and their 
own experiences in using Truth prin
ciples to solve them in school, at 
play, and in the home. Schoolteachers 
also write to Wee Wisdom to ex
press an appreciation that is most 
stimulating and to give suggestions. 
Between eight and ten thousand 
teachers now have the magazine in 
their classrooms. Co-operative letters



from parents are constantly being re
ceived, and these furnish a contin
uous stream of new leads and new 
inspiration to the editors.

"A mother wrote us that her boy 
was now fifteen and ready for 
Progress magazine but that she had 
never taken the time previously to 
tell us just what Wee Wisdom had 
meant to her and to her developing 
son. She told how some years before 
she had overheard a conversation be
tween her boy and a young friend as 
they talked together on the back seat 
of the car as she drove. The neigh
bor’s boy made the remark that he 
intended to be a gangster when he 
grew up. Her own boy replied: 'You 
wouldn’t want to be a gangster if 
you’d read a story I read in Wee 
Wisdom.’

"When she got home the mother 
looked up the story. It was one in 
which a boy learned that honesty is 
the best policy. It related how two 
boys without money went into a res
taurant and ordered a meal, and then

tried to figure out how they could 
get out of the place without paying 
for it. Fate seemed to favor them. 
For the fire department went by, 
bells clanging, people jumped up to 
look, and in the excitement the two 
boys got away without anybody no
ticing them. But the conscience of 
one of the boys brought him back. 
He told the proprietor of the restau
rant the facts, hiding nothing, but 
said he didn’t really want to be that 
kind of boy and asked what he could 
do about it now. The proprietor met 
his honest overtures halfway, let him 
scrub floors and wash dishes; and 
thus one young life was held to the 
right path.’’

Myrtle Fillmore would have been 
thrilled and happy to hear this report 
on the reaction of another mother’s 
boy to a Wee Wisdom tale. And how 
she would have enjoyed answering 
the letter! And how she would re
joice that her treasured service for 
the children is ever and ever increas
ingly being carried on!
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Chapter V I

Unity School: Faith and Works
"All things I am, can do, and he,

Through Christ, the Truth, that is in me.”

T HE real significance of the 
Unity idea cannot be meas
ured by sta tistics . The 

achievements of the Unity organiza
tion cannot be adequately described 
in terms of the number of employ
ees, the amount of literature circu
lated, or the number of letters and 
telegrams and telephone calls re
ceived and answered daily. Nor can 
its growth and influence be measured 
by the outer material changes in its 
physical plant, by the addition of de
partments to promote its varied serv
ice, or by the enlargement and im
provement of its outward resources 
in any other respect. But this tangible 
evidence is most significant and is 
extremely impressive in telling the 
vital tale of Unity’s growth.

As more and more people learned 
of Unity and sought to contact it for 
instruction and prayers, and as the 
organization of adherents and work
ers in Kansas City grew and the need 
grew for additional substance and 
facilities, the workers prayed and 
these things were added. As a result

Unity School of Christianity has de
veloped into a large, well-equipped, 
widely active organization of educa
tional and spiritual service.

It should be noted that the Unity 
Society of Practical Christianity and 
Unity School of Christianity are dis
tinct organizations. The former is the 
name of the Kansas City group of 
Truth students who had banded 
themselves together and who con
ducted regular meetings and religious 
services. The name Unity School of 
Christianity refers to all aspects of 
the educational ministry that was 
gradually formed to serve people 
everywhere who desire spiritual in
struction and help whether through 
Silent Unity’s prayers, the Unity pub
lications, or Unity’s other teaching 
mediums.

Until May, 1897, the publishing 
end of the work was carried on by 
the Unity Book Company. The name 
was then changed to Unity Tract So
ciety, of which Mrs. E. A. Moon be
came the first business manager. 
Charles E. Prather was the second.



The interest in all parts of the 
country was growing so rapidly and 
the quarters on McGee were so 
cramped that the founders and their 
associates began discussing the pos
sibilities of moving. Some one sug
gested, "Why not go somewhere out
side the business district?’’ There 
was a prolonged discussion of places, 
of ways and means. Somebody knew 
somebody who had a house and lot 
to sell at 913 Tracy. The Unity So
ciety of Practical Christianity bought 
the piece of property, the little frame 
house at the latter address was moved 
to the back of the lot, and the Unity 
Tract Society and Society of Silent 
Unity moved with them and occu
pied a part of the building.

The first substantial building at 
913 Tracy Avenue was erected in 
1906 and paid for by the members of 
the Unity Society of Practical Chris
tianity and by donations received 
from readers of Unity literature out
side of Kansas City. This building 
was owned by the local Unity Society 
of Practical Christianity, governed by 
a board of twelve directors. The 
building contained a chapel, healing 
rooms, parlors, and the general offices 
of the Unity Tract Society. It covered 
a ground space of forty by seventy 
feet and was two stories high, with 
a third story over part of it. The two- 
story white frame residence that had 
been moved to the rear of the lot 
was now used as a vegetarian inn.

Before long the new quarters be
came cramped, for the activities of 
the ministry of Silent Unity, and the 
publishing and teaching operations

This building is owned by the Unity So
ciety of Practical Christianity. Back in 
1906 it housed all the departments of 
the Unity School of Christianity as well.

of the Unity Tract Society were ex
panding constantly. In the meantime 
the adjacent lot at 917 Tracy Avenue 
had been bought for the Unity Tract 
Society. But in March, 1910, Otis 
Goddard, an architect who was an 
adherent of Unity, drew plans for a 
fine new building that would carry 
forward the publishing work of the 
Unity Tract Society and the healing 
ministry of the Society of Silent 
Unity in a larger way.

The period beginning about 1909 
or 1910 was one of remarkable prog
ress for the departments that were 
later to be incorporated under the 
name of Unity School of Christianity. 
The removal of the organization and 
the bold determination to construct



a new building had given the move
ment a fresh impetus. In every de
partment the enterprise waxed and 
flourished. In 1909 the Correspond
ence School was instituted to meet 
the requests for more instruction in 
Truth principles.

In the issue of Weekly Unity for 
April 2, 1910, progress on the new 
Unity building at 917 Tracy, the main 
building now housing Silent Unity as 
well as the administrative, publish
ing, and printing activities of the 
School, was thus reported:

The new building for the Unity print
ing plant is growing rapidly. The walls 
of the first story are completed, and the 
floor of reinforced concrete is being put 
in.

The printing department asks that the 
special blessings of all Unity friends be 
poured out upon this work, that the 
books and tracts may reach to the ends 
of the earth and make easy the way for 
tens of thousands of hungering souls.

Occupancy of the new building 
was reported in the September 22, 
1910, issue of Weekly Unity:

The Unity printing plant has been 
moved to its new quarters at 917 Tracy.

The new building is most convenient 
and pleasant. The pressroom, stock room, 
and superintendent’s office occupy the 
basement floor. The bindery, finished 
stock room, and mailing room occupy 
the second floor, and the third floor is 
being fitted up for the Silent Unity 
Society.

A new Optimus press, thirty-nine by 
fifty-five, has been added to the press
room equipment, making it quite com
plete. The entire building is well lighted 
by large double windows, and all the 
woodwork, shelves, and built-in furni
ture is finished in Old English. This num

ber of Weekly Unity is the first piece of 
printing done in the new building.

The November 24, 1910, issue of 
Weekly Unity gave the number of 
employees at Unity headquarters in 
Kansas City as fifty, and the Corre
spondence School had fifteen hun
dred students.

Thus this edifice of service was 
literally built by prayer. A financial 
mortgage had been placed upon the 
enterprise. Whenever, as often hap
pened, payments fell due and help 
had to be paid off and there was not 
sufficient money on hand, the aid of 
Silent Unity would be invoked and 
the workers would join in prayer. 
"We must pray about it” is a deci
sion that has often been reached— 
and acted upon—in the history of 
Unity’s enterprises, and never at the 
required hour has there been a with
holding of what was needed.

In 1912 Unity Tract Society was 
carrying on its work in four build
ings, two of which it owned. Weekly 
Unity for August 21, 1912, reported:

The presses in the printing office are 
working eight hours a day printing noth
ing but Unity literature. Thirty-five 
thousand September Unitys are being 
published, eighty-five hundred Weekly 
Unitys of the present issue, besides Wee 
Wisdom and thousands of books, book
lets, and tracts.

We are always glad to have our out- 
of-town friends come in and see what 
we are doing.

The new three-story building oc
cupied only the rear of the lot at 917 
Tracy, and eventually it was to be 
extended to the street, with another 
story added over all. Meanwhile day



by day faith and vision remained 
with the Unity people; and in the 
issue of Weekly Unity for January 6, 
1915, was reported the dedication of 
the partially completed building that 
now houses the administrative and 
most other activities of the School:

The opening of the Unity administra
tion building was a great success. By 
9 p. m., December 31, the Unity audi
torium was full to overflowing. The 
Guild had ready a multitude of talent 
with which to entertain the assembled 
guests. Near 10:30 the Unity Inn became 
a mecca for the hungry. Apples, sand
wiches, cakes, cocoa, and cereal coffee 
were served to nearly four hundred peo
ple. By the time every one had finished 
his refreshments, the new year was al
most to be born. At the stroke of 
twelve the darkened administration build
ing suddenly flashed into light; the front 
door swung open and the chimes began 
to ring.

All of the Unity workers were at their 
posts. As the gay crowd poured in 
through the vestibule, they entered the 
grand lobby where a large fountain, im
bedded in ferns and palms, played a 
stream of water which was lit by con
cealed electric lights. About the office 
were seated girls, industriously working 
their typewriters, and the subdued light 
cast by the indirect-lighting bowls gave 
the effect of almost a fairyland.

As one passed out of the main office 
he could hear the click of the "writer 
press” which was running off new-year 
greetings for the guests. From the mail
ing room came the scrunch of the plate 
stamper, as it made out addressing plates 
for subscribers. Then across the room the 
automatic mailing machine swiftly un
rolled paper, stamped upon it the name 
plate of subscribers, printed the return 
card and carefully cut the wrapper off 
at just the right length.

Stepping out of the mailing room, one

saw the filing cabinets for the thousands 
of records which are kept.

It is possible to go either downstairs 
to the printing department or upstairs to 
the bindery. In the printing department 
the four presses were actively engaged 
in printing Unity magazine and various 
pamphlets. The linotypist was working 
his almost-human machine, and the throng 
gathered about him to see the type issue, 
cast in metal, just as he had played it out 
on his keyboard. The folding machines 
attracted much attention also.

The bindery, which is on the floor 
above the main office, was gaily decorated 
for the occasion, and although it was 
past midnight, the girls were cheerily 
demonstrating just how the various sec
tions of Unity are put together, stitched, 
the covers pasted on, and trimmed. In 
the front of the bindery the stock room 
was open for inspection. Here one saw 
hundreds and hundreds of feet of shelv
ing crammed full of Unity literature, 
waiting for a call to go forth wherever 
it may be needed.

On ascending another flight of stairs 
one passes to the Silent Unity department. 
Though this is not open to visitors 
ordinarily, on this special occasion it was 
thought best to let the public enter and 
see just what is the work of this de
partment. As one opens the door from 
the stairway, a long corridor confronts 
him. Walking down this one observes 
several doors; these give entrance to the 
Correspondence School, the editorial 
rooms, the record room, and the silence 
room. All of these are finished in har
monious fashion to accord with the high 
type of work which is done in them.

In the silence room no lights are vis
ible, the illumination coming from the 
molding and diffusing through the room 
in a soft glow. The most beautiful sight 
in the whole building, with the possible 
exception of the palm-draped lobby, was 
the Silent Unity correspondence room, 
which occupies the front half of this 
floor. As one enters this he views row



The Unity administration building, as it looked in 1919■ 
The house shown in the clump of trees was then Unity Inn.

after row of orderly desks at which sit the 
workers of Silent Unity.

They are busily engaged in writing 
healing letters of instruction to the hun
dreds of patients throughout the world. 
At one end of the room a fireplace is 
piled high with blazing logs; above the 
desks pure white bowls suspended by 
chains throw light to the ceiling, whence 
it diffuses over these workers. The vis
itors stood spellbound but at last ven
tured to enter, and the workers explained 
to them how every case is taken up, 
carefully considered, and dealt with ac
cording to the special need. . . .

It was after 2 a. m. before the guests 
could tear themselves away, but at last 
the lights began to “blink" one by one, 
and soon the great building stood again 
in darkness, awaiting the first sunrise of 
the new year.

In 1914 the name "Unity School 
of Christianity” was adopted for the 
organization’s widespread education
al, healing, and publishing work. The

issue of Weekly Unity for May 20, 
1914, announced that all the depart
ments including the Unity Tract So
ciety, the Society of Silent Unity, the 
Unity Correspondence School and 
Silent-70 had been incorporated un
der the name of "The Unity School 
of Christianity.”

This was a corporation not for 
profit, and no dividends were ever 
declared or can be declared. All those 
connected with the work, including 
the founders, were on salaries. In 
talking of those intermediary years of 
Unity School’s development Lowell 
Fillmore said a very significant thing: 
"All along Father and Mother had 
faith.”

HOW UNITY SCHOOL IS FINANCED

Unity School of Christianity is an 
educational institution organized to



serve all people everywhere who de
sire its help. It is not organized for 
individual profit. Although it sells 
its books and magazines, the price is 
so low that there is very little profit 
in any of them; and in some cases 
there is a loss. The Unity magazines 
carry no paid advertising, which is 
one of the largest sources of income 
of popular magazines. Many of the 
popular magazines sell at a very low 
price because they depend on this 
paid advertising to make up the dif
ference between cost and selling 
price. The price of Unity magazines 
is nominal, any deficit being made 
up from love offerings. Nor does 
Unity advertise in other publications, 
except for a few advertisements of 
Wee Wisdom in educational maga
zines. Those who enjoy and have 
been helped by Unity School’s maga
zines have shown their appreciation 
by sending subscriptions to their 
friends so that they might also re
ceive like benefits.

Unity is not an endowed institu
tion, but trusts to the divine law to 
have its daily needs provided for.

Unity does not solicit individuals 
for funds, but does let it be known 
that it is financed largely through 
freewill offerings. But no letters are 
ever sent to any one asking for fi
nancial help, nor are solicitors ever 
sent out for this purpose.

Flow then is the work of Unity 
carried on? The answer is, Largely 
through voluntary or love offerings 
from those who desire to help in 
the work. Many persons have been 
helped and desire to contribute so

that others may be benefited also.
It is the desire of Unity to render 

service to others. The healing services 
of the Society of Silent Unity have 
always been given freely. Any one 
who writes, telephones, telegraphs, 
or personally asks for prayers receives 
the best service that can be given 
whether he sends money or not. 
Many ask for help who do not even 
send a postage stamp. But their 
cases are given attention through 
prayer and letters of instruction just 
as if they had sent a large offering.

God moves to help Unity through 
human channels as well as divine; 
and those who have been helped in 
turn help Unity when they can. In 
order to exist and carry on its work 
Unity must of course have financial 
aid. During the past fifty years the 
adherents of Unity and loyal friends 
and readers have voluntarily contrib
uted to keep the Unity movement 
going.

Buildings have been erected and 
the work has been expanded in many 
ways. At this very time, in this year 
of 1939, more buildings are needed 
at Unity Farm to care for the ex
panding work. Unity is confident 
that funds will be provided at the 
right time to pay for these buildings 
as well as for the increased equip
ment necessary.

Unity School receives every offer
ing with thanksgiving to God. All 
donors are given a special silent bless
ing for their gifts. Thus Unity School 
has proceeded to do its work in the 
faith that God directs, trusting in 
Him to supply all the needs of the



work, financial and otherwise. The 
Unity School of Christianity has been 
built upon faith and will continue 
to depend upon God’s laws for its 
support.

A number of friends have remem
bered Unity School of Christianity in 
their wills. The following persons 
have by bequests in their last will and 
testament aided Unity School of 
Christianity in carrying on its work:
Otto Ahlschier, Galveston, Tex.
Mae A. Fisher Allen, Sandwich, 111.
Mary Elizabeth Averill, Worcester, Mass. 
Susan Mildred Barnes, East Orange, N. J. 
Ella Middaugh Beals, Alameda, Calif. 
Mary W. Birnie, Washington, D. C.
Elida V. Blackford, Summit Co., Ohio 
Mae E. Bowers, Los Angeles, Calif.
Alice Brooks, Elkhorn, Wis.
Marietta S. Brown, Concord, N. H.
E. Wayne Buttery, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Caroline Carr, New York City 
Sarah A. Chicker, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mary T. Copper, Newtown, Pa.
Jennie H. Croft, Kansas City, Mo. 
Caroline Augusta DeWolf, 111. & Mass. 
Dr. Calvin K. Ewing, Greenwood, Ind. 
Charlotte L. Freystadt, Queens Co., N. Y. 
Hannah Hanna, New Britain, Conn.
Mary Hoagland, Kansas City, Mo.
Cora J. Howard, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ellen Sarah Jarrett, London, England 
Sara C. Kelly, Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
Lillie L. Kosanda, La Crosse, Wis.
James K. Lacock, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Nellie L. Lamb, Boston, Mass.
Julia A. Lawson, Albany, N. Y.
Mary Lloyd, Lawrence, Kans.
Ella J. Logan, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Laura MacMahon, Kansas City, Mo.
John H. Mayhew, Denver, Colo.
Nellie R. Miller, Spencerport, N. Y. 
Frances G. Moore. Onalaska, Wis.
Mrs. E. Pink Perkins, Brazoria Co., Tex. 
Olie A. Pirn, Lucas Co., Iowa 
Florence E. Protzman, Dayton, Ohio 
Evelyn B. Sawyer, San Francisco, Calif.

Harriett Sayers, Cook Co., 111.
Lily Seitz, Williamsport, Pa.
Mary E. Slater, Southern Pines, N. C. 
Mary Harden Snyder, Baltimore, Md. 
Harrison W. Stone, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Florence Sturdivant, Machias, Maine 
Hetty M. Vorhis, Winchester, Ind. 
Benjamin Vosper, Ionia, Mich.
Mabelle Walker, Collingswood, N. J. 
Mary Wilson, Kansas City, Mo.
James R. Wright, Ontario, Canada

SILENT-SEVENTY

The service of distributing free 
literature where it is vitally needed 
was organized in June, 1910. It 
adopted the name of Silent-70, the 
name being inspired by the verse in 
the 10th chapter of Luke that reads: 
"The Lord appointed seventy others, 
and sent them . . . into every city 
and place.”

The Silent-70 department had been 
one of Unity’s earliest avenues of 
spiritual service. In Charles Fill
more’s column "Notes and Com
ments” in the July, 1889, issue of 
Modern Thought, is found the first 
suggestion of a service providing 
Unity literature to prisons, hospitals, 
and similar institutions where it is 
likely to be most helpful to the sick, 
distressed, and crippled souls of men. 
At that time, fifty years ago, he 
wrote:

No field needs the attention of the re
former so urgently as the prisons of our 
land, and none is more impregnable to 
his efforts. A State prison is a little world 
of its own and its tendency is to prec
edent rather than progress. Thus the 
dungeon and other methods of punish
ment of the dark ages still hold sway.
. . . New methods for the treatment of 
convicts must be adopted. . . . Criminals



are but incorrigible children and not one 
whit more responsible. . . . No man is 
a criminal from choice but from force 
of circumstances. Then why not study the 
causes which produced the effects, and by 
proper education and unfoldment in the 
individual, remedy the evils which false 
conceptions of life have brought about? 
. . . Every inmate of a prison should be 
made to feel that his keeper is his 
brother and that all those in authority 
are interested in making him an honest 
man. . . . This is a department in our 
civilization crying for reform.

In the January, 1890, issue of 
Modern Thought, before the maga
zine or the Unity movement was yet 
a year old, a second editorial note 
revealed how close to Charles Fill
more’s heart were the prisons as a 
field where Truth’s power to stir, re
make, and bless mankind should be 
made available:

May the day be hastened when con
victs shall be instructed by spiritual 
teachers, and thus learn how to clear 
their mental atmospheres of the foul con
ditions that vitiate them. Such instruc
tion would strike at the vital center of 
our criminal population and soon result 
in a purification of the whole stream. 
Special departments should be organized 
by spiritual workers, and teachers put 
into this particular field upon a mis
sionary basis.

By April, 1890, according to a note 
in Modern Thought, the fund for 
free literature was started. The sum 
of five dollars was contributed by a 
Mr. J. Steadman, of Port Angeles, 
Washington, who also sent 150 
copies of a pamphlet on the subject 
that he had written.

This helpful idea grew quickly 
among the readers of Modern

Kate Robertson, the head of the Silent-70 
department since 1915, has seen the work 
grow and spread to all parts of the world.

Thought, as was indicated by an ed
itorial note in the issue for Novem
ber, 1894:

We hope our good friends and helpers 
will appreciate our position as the one to 
whom many appeal for free literature, 
and be sparing in their requests for free 
yearly subscriptions for their acquaint
ances. Our free list now costs us over 
ten dollars per week, and is growing 
very fast. We are not backed by a rich 
Bible society, and please remember that 
the dimes count fast into dollars where 
so many are looking for aid.

The work of Silent-70 should not 
be confused with that of Silent Unity. 
The latter carries on Unity’s healing 
ministry, while the Silent-70 depart
ment does not handle requests for 
prayer. Any one who wishes to do so 
may become a member of Silent-70, 
thus placing himself under the super
vision and direction of this organ
ized department of Unity School.



The members do individual work but 
are instructed to use good judgment 
and to conform to the department’s 
regulations, important among which 
are not to force Truth upon those who 
do not want it, and not to pass out 
Truth literature indiscriminately in 
public places but to work as quietly 
as possible to meet any special need. 
They are to watch the progress and 
results in each case and to report 
back to Silent-70. There are no obli
gations or dues in connection with 
Silent-70 membership. Unity fur
nishes the literature and spiritual co
operation but, as in all the depart
ments of its work, relies upon the 
one Spirit of love for its substance 
and is sustained by freewill love of
ferings.

When Silent-70 receives a prison
er’s name and address, copies of cur
rent periodicals are immediately for
warded to him. If he becomes inter
ested, he is offered a copy of Lessons 
in Truth and a subscription for one of 
the Unity periodicals.

Silent-70 work in prisons adjacent 
to Kansas City headquarters was 
started in 1920. This letter, written 
by a Linked States army chaplain 
stationed at Fort Leavenworth, speaks 
for itself:
Dear Mr. Fillmore:

I am leaving this institution after more 
than four years of happy service, but be
fore leaving I wish to express my ap
preciation and sincere gratitude to Unity 
School for the valuable and generous 
service it has rendered the men of our 
institution during my term of duty here. 
The distribution of your literature, the 
presentation of your spiritual philosophy

and the helpful personal contacts of the 
Silent-70 workers have proved of ines
timable helpfulness in the case of hun
dreds of our men; this is attested by let
ters received in my office as well as by 
spoken testimony. I wish every institu
tion might have a similar ministry of 
service. I trust this work may continue 
to be carried on in the coming years. I 
shall miss it very much.

This letter was highly prized by 
Charles Fillmore and the Silent-70 
department at the headquarters of 
Unity School in Kansas City. The 
following extract from a representa
tive letter written by a convict con
fined within prison walls is firsthand 
testimony to the helpfulness of the 
Silent-70 work.

It is with a grateful heart that I write 
to you to tell you of the wonderful work 
that Unity is doing in this prison, and of 
the great light that I have received while 
studying your books. I now see things in 
a different light, and I thank God, also 
Unity. I feel like a free man, even though 
shut in behind these gray walls. God 
will take care of me! I have had a lesson 
to learn, but I thank God that He is 
showing me the way.

The following letter came from a 
girls’ school on the island of Cyprus:

We bless and praise God for your 
great kindness in offering us Unity lit
erature free of charge. I accept it for the 
school. Every morning Daily Word is 
open on the desk for all our girls; our 
communion is made often with the state
ment for the day. For me it is the food 
for the day, uplifting and helpful.

The Silent-70 department at Unity 
gives thanks for these numerous up
lifted, fortified, rebuilt lives. Through



the years the department has been 
enabled to multiply and enlarge this 
phase of its work to meet the in
creasing demands. Now each year 
about three hundred thousand pieces 
of Unity literature, in addition to 
"follow-up" books and periodicals, 
are sent free of charge to public in
stitutions.

About five thousand public insti
tutions in this country receive this 
literature, as well as six hundred in
stitutions in foreign countries. About 
two thousand libraries, of which two 
hundred are in foreign lands, dis
pense these printed aids to the un
fortunate.

A unique service of Silent-70 has 
been the publication of Unity litera
ture in Ibo, a West African dialect. 
The Ibo dialect is not only the speech 
of a native tribe on the Lower Niger 
River but is also a trade language 
widely understood among the other 
tribes. The publications now circulat
ing in Ibo comprise Finding the 
Christ in Ourselves, The Prayer of 
Faith, and Words of Truth. The lit
erature is supplied free of cost to Oji, 
a native Christian teacher, who dis
tributes it where it is needed.

Royal Fillmore was in charge of 
the Silent-70 department when it was 
organized in 1910. Kate Neville took 
it over in 1913. Kate Robertson, the 
present head of the department, took 
charge in 1915.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

The Correspondence School, an
other important department of the 
Unity School of Christianity was

started in 1909- Classes of instruc
tion in Truth principles had been 
given from the very beginning of the 
Unity movement at its Kansas City 
headquarters, wherever and however 
small and unpretentious those head
quarters might be. There were many 
inquiries from persons at a distance 
who were unable to make the trip 
to Kansas City, and for a long time 
there seemed no way to serve them 
except through the medium of the 
various Unity publications. Then the 
way disclosed itself, and direct in
struction was made available to in
dividuals everywhere.

The issue of Weekly Unity for 
June 5, 1909, carried the announce
ment of the new Unity department 
that was to become known as the 
Unity Correspondence School. This 
announcement said:

For years, requests for lessons in the 
science of Being have been coming to the 
Society of Silent Unity, but the way 
never seemed open to take up the work 
until recently.

Early in April of this year [1909} we 
received a letter from a correspondent 
who asked that we send her imme
diately the first lesson in our correspond
ence course. It was one of those faith 
demands that cannot go unrewarded. She 
took it for granted that we had the les
sons to give, and it was no doubt her 
unquestioning faith that brought our 
Correspondence School into manifesta
tion. We had often considered the mat
ter of opening such a school, but there 
seemed to be so much to do that was 
more pressing that the school remained 
merely an ideal to be fulfilled sometime 
in the indefinite future.

The faith shown in the friend’s letter 
quickened our faith, and we felt moved



to undertake the work at once. So an 
agreement was formulated and sent to 
this friend to sign, and in the few days’ 
time required for the return of the agree
ment, the first lesson was written and 
was ready to be mailed to her when the 
signed agreement came back to us.

Celia C. Ayers, dean of the Unity Corre
spondence School since 1924; also on 
the faculty of Unity Training School.

And so our first pupil was enrolled, 
and so the Unity Correspondence School, 
so long a dream, was at last established 
in the manifest.

When the April number of Unity went 
out, April 15, it carried the first an
nouncement of the school, and in a few 
days applications for membership began 
to come in. At this writing, June 4, the 
enrollment is 268.

In the July 31, 1909, issue of 
Weekly Unity an editorial note re
ported that the Correspondence 
School roll had passed the five hun
dred mark "and new names are be
ing entered every day. We have 
students from all parts of the United 
States and from Canada, Cuba,

Hawaii ,  England,  and Ind i a . ”
By February, 1910, Weekly Unity 

reported that more than nine hun
dred students were enrolled in the 
new school. By November, 1911, two 
thousand persons had been enrolled 
as students. Through the years this 
means of disseminating the Truth 
principles to individuals who were 
geographically far removed from 
Unity headquarters has been steadily 
utilized. Through the study of these 
lessons many have gained a knowl
edge of the fundamentals of Truth. 
Many present-day teachers and center 
leaders received their first instruction 
through the correspondence course.

Charles Fillmore had charge of the 
work of the Correspondence School 
when it was inaugurated in 1909- 
Frank B. Whitney took over this de
partment in 1918 and directed it 
until he became editor of Unity Daily 
Word in 1924. Since that time Celia 
C. Ayers has been in charge.

WEEKLY UNITY

The first number of Weekly Unity 
was published May 15, 1909, with 
young Lowell Fillmore as managing 
editor.

It was soon seen that the small 
weekly paper, devoted at first mainly 
to the activities of the Unity Society 
of Practical Christianity in Kan
sas City, might be of service in a 
wider field. Short, simple articles 
pointing out how the Truth princi
ples might be utilized in everyday 
life were a feature of the paper from 
the start. Weekly Unity has always 
especially desired its contents to be



concise, pointed, practical. In the 
June, 1909, issue of Unity magazine 
an announcement called attention to 
this younger and smaller publication:

We feel that Unity readers at large 
will be interested in some of the items in

Lowell Fillmore enjoys bis home at Unity 
Farm, and raising flowers is a diversion 
of which he never tires.

this publication, and we clip the fol
lowing :

"W eekly Unity, containing all items of 
interest to the Society, reports, readings, 
and so forth will be mailed to any ad
dress fifty-two times a year for one 
dollar.”

In the July 10, 1909, issue of 
Weekly Unity the editor called at
tention to the fact that the little pub
lication was becoming known out
side of Kansas City: "We have one 
subscriber as far east as New York 
and one as far west as California, 
with a sprinkling over the interven
ing States.”

One of the most popular and help
ful features of Weekly Unity, 
"Things to Be Remembered,” writ
ten by Lowell Fillmore, started in the 
March 12, 1910, issue and has con

tinued without interruption steadily 
to the present time.

In the May 10, 1911, issue of 
Weekly Unity announcement was 
made that the paper’s scope was to 
be broadened:

Two years ago Weekly Unity was be
gun as an aid to the work of the local 
Unity Society of Practical Christianity. 
It contained announcements, responsive 
services, and items of interest to the local 
members and attendants.

The little paper has been blessed and 
prospered, and has constantly grown in 
interest and favor. Not long after it was 
started the list of officers and committees 
had to be omitted from its pages, in 
order to allow more room for reading 
matter. A little later a new feature was 
added: extracts from the various ad
dresses delivered in the Unity chapel 
were printed in each issue. Quite often 
an issue appeared with eight pages in
stead of four, in order to accommodate 
the increasing number of good things.

Thus it has gradually outgrown its 
original size and purpose. We begin the 
third volume with a larger page and a 
larger aim. While we will take the same 
interest in the local work as heretofore, 
we will also endeavor to reach Truth 
students everywhere as well, and will de
vote a portion of the paper to reports 
and matters of interest to Unity centers 
and libraries in other places.

In the beginning a good deal of 
space was given to vegetarianism. 
Royal Fillmore edited a column, "The 
Vegetarian,” under the pseudonym 
of "Veg,” and recipes were given 
each week for meatless dishes.

It was in Weekly Unity that the 
prosperity bank plan was first an
nounced by Lowell Fillmore as a 
means whereby people could save for 
their subscriptions for this paper.



In Weekly Unity for May 12, 1910, 
in his "Things to Be Remembered” 
column, Lowell Fillmore wrote: 
"Remember the prosperity banks 
which come with a year’s subscrip
tion to the Weekly.” In the same 
issue an editorial comment explained 
the plan:

Many are taking advantage of the 
offer which was made in last week’s pa
per: Weekly Unity one year, a prosperity 
bank, and a month’s prosperity treatment 
for the asking. One wishing to take this 
combination signs a little card prepared 
for the purpose, and receives from the 
librarian a prosperity bank. His name is 
then entered on the mailing list for 
Weekly Unity for one year and is sent 
to the Silent Unity room for a month’s 
prosperity treatment. He takes the bank 
and deposits a dime in it each week, hold
ing in mind the special prosperity state
ment which is printed on the side of the 
bank. At the end of ten weeks he brings 
the dollar thus saved to the librarian.

The idea of the bank "caught on,” 
and the users had such good results 
that they told others. Unity School 
now considers this to be one of its 
most important activities, as it works 
three ways. It helps the one who 
receives it to develop a prosperity 
consciousness, it helps the ones to 
whom subscriptions are sent, and it 
helps the School.

The plan has been steadily in use 
since it was first conceived, and these 
consecrated little banks are to be 
seen in the homes and offices of per
sons all over the world.

Other features of Unity activity 
that were originated in Weekly 
Unity were destined to be widely in
fluential and helpful. By 1917 Lowell

Fillmore’s column "Things to Be Re
membered” had been considerably 
expanded in scope and significance. 
The "Good Words Club,” in charge 
of Imelda Octavia Shanklin, had a 
wide following, and letters were 
printed from members of the club. 
Silent Unity testimonials were in
cluded in the paper, and other fea
tures were the "Temple Talks” of 
Charles Fillmore and the stenograph
ic reports of his Sunday morning 
and Wednesday evening addresses 
that were given in Unity chapel. Ad
dresses by other Unity workers were 
also printed in the Weekly, including 
talks by E. V. Ingraham, Jennie 
Croft, and Frank B. Whitney. The 
"Some One Prayed” column, com
posed of unsolicited testimonials, was 
started in the August 28, 1926, issue, 
and the weekly healing letter from 
Silent Unity, "A Message to You,” 
was started in its present form in the 
issue of March 13, 1926.

Lowell Fillmore has been editor 
of Weekly Unity continuously since 
it started. In October, 1930, Jane 
Palmer became associate editor, 
which position she still holds.

Several books have been made 
from the material in Weekly Unity, 
including You Can Be Healed and 
New Ways to Solve Old Problems. 
God Is the Answer, Working with 
God, and Truth Ideas of an M. D. 
contain articles published both in 
the Weekly and in Unity magazine.

UNITY IN N

The Unity Inn on Tracy Avenue, 
which for several years has been



known to the general public of Kan
sas City as well as to the local Unity 
students and workers, is a vegetarian 
eating place. As Charles Fillmore 
pursued his studies of scientific 
thought and the science of Being, he 
became convinced of the superiority 
of a vegetarian diet in its effects upon 
the threefold makeup of man, phys
ical, mental, and spiritual. The Unity 
periodicals indorsed vegetarianism, 
expounded its advantages, and fur
nished meatless recipes.

An article that appeared in 
Weekly Unity for February 3, 1915, 
described the growth of the Unity 
vegetarian idea up to that date, and 
also threw an interesting, vivid light 
on earlier aspects of the Unity work 
at its Kansas City headquarters. It 
reported that the Unity Inn idea 
dated back to the early days at 1315 
McGee Street. The few who handled 
the work at that time felt the usual 
twitches of hunger twice a day. The 
cold lunches which they brought were 
not comforting, so a stove was pro
vided for the workers to prepare 
their meals.

They were a jolly crowd, these four 
or five. They strove to make their 
meals harmonize with the high 
thoughts that were being sent out. 
Naturally the idea of meat eating 
was taken up and settled in favor 
of a humane spiritual diet. Visitors 
dropped in to taste the good things. 
Their fame spread and the idea of a 
meatless diet was launched in the 
magazine Unity. So began the Unity 
Inn, exponent and practical demon
strator of the fleshless diet.

Unity Inn Vegetarian Cafeteria. This 
building was erected in 1 9 2 0 .

When Unity moved to a house at 
913 Tracy Avenue, the Inn idea came 
along also. Finally when the frame 
house on the front of the lot at 913 
Tracy was moved to the rear to make 
room for the new building, Unity 
Inn began to take real form. The old 
house was promptly made into an 
Inn. This was Unity Inn from 1905 
to 1913. In 1914 a substantial house 
at 923 Tracy was purchased. It was 
remodeled, renovated, reconstructed, 
decorated, and transformed into a 
cozy, little place of refreshment. It 
was strictly a vegetarian restaurant 
where the Unity folk could meet at 
noon and in the evening and have a 
jolly, social time.

Although a scale of prices was 
suggested on the daily announce
ment, for the convenience of stran
gers, no set price was charged and the 
freewill offering plan was observed 
by most of the Unity people. The 
meals were superintended by Mrs. 
Walmsley, a vegetarian cook of 
twenty years’ experience. She had 
three very able assistants. From sixty 
to eighty people ate daily at the Inn, 
which was designed to demonstrate 
the range of variety that might be 
had in the line of fleshless foods. At



g o l d e n  y e a r s

the same time it provided good, 
wholesome food for Unity workers, 
visitors, and the public at large.

The future was destined to bring 
an expansion of this idea, as of so 
many other ideas evolved by the 
Unity group; for in the August 7, 
1920, issue of Weekly Unity there 
was presented a photograph of the 
new Unity Inn and the following 
description of it:

For the convenience of Unity workers 
and visiting students, Unity has erected 
a large vegetarian dining room and recre
ation hall at Ninth and Tracy. The build
ing is two stories high, and covers a lot 
70 by 150 feet.

The Unity Inn is built in the Italian 
style of architecture, with a terrace bor
dered by a hedge surrounding the entire 
building. The doors of the main dining 
room open directly on this terrace, so 
that the diners have the effect of eating 
out of doors.

This impression is heightened by the 
interior being treated in garden effect: 
red tile floor; numerous bay trees; a large 
fountain in the center of the room. The 
openings are draped with orange-striped 
cretonne. . . .

One of the most distinctive things in 
the handling of the food is that while the 
restaurant is of the cafeteria type, the 
steam tables and all the food service is 
apart from the big dining room and is 
reached through a series of Italian arches.

The kitchen is equipped with the most 
modem machines and is designed without 
square corners; and all walls and ceilings 
are enameled. We will have our own 
bakery.

The second floor is arranged for a 
Unity community entertainment hall, be
ing a complete theater in miniature. The 
second floor also has lounging rooms 
and cloakrooms. . . .

Most of the vegetables and fruits served

at the Inn will be grown at the Unity 
Farm. We shall also have milk, butter, 
and eggs from the country. . . .

The motto of the Inn is "Love,” and 
every one is expected to keep smiling and 
happy while in this place of harmony.

PRINTING DEPARTMENT

When one considers the meager 
material equipment with which 
Charles and Myrtle Fillmore inaugu
rated their publishing enterprise, un- 
questioningly accepting Christ as their 
ever-present, unlimited resource in 
all mundane matters, and then con
siders the big, humming, modern 
presses that now help to convey the 
glad Christ message to seeking souls 
around the whole world, the story of 
the printing department of Unity 
School is indeed a dramatic one.

In the early years of Unity’s 
ministry, as has been narrated in 
earlier chapters, all the work ap
pertaining to the publishing and cir
culating of Unity literature was car
ried on in the Fillmore home or in 
small, makeshift offices. But the faith 
of Charles and Myrtle Fillmore was 
invincible. They stuck to principles, 
they prayed "without ceasing,” and 
the ever-present Spirit did not fail 
them. They managed to publish the 
message they wished to circulate.

As the work grew Mr. and Mrs. 
Fillmore rented space in various 
buildings to meet its increasing needs. 
About 1907 or 1908 W. T. Smith, 
who was head of the printing de
partment, installed the first cylinder 
press. In 1910 William Whitworth, 
who followed W. T. Smith as head 
of the printing department, wrote



Alex Alberg has a record of twenty- 
seven years of service in the Unity print
ing department. In September, 1929, he 
was made manager of the department. 
Among his other activities is teaching a 
class of teen-age boys in the Unity So
ciety Sunday school.

an article that was featured in a cur
rent issue of Weekly Unity and that 
gives an interesting picture of the 
department’s growth and work at 
that time. After twenty-one years of 
development the Unity organization 
was frankly pleased with its printing 
plant, and the head of the depart
ment wrote:

Through the kindness and courtesy of 
the editor, Mr. Lowell Fillmore, space in 
this issue of the Weekly Unity has been 
tendered us for a brief review of the 
business and workings of the printing 
department of the Unity Tract Society 
during the past year.

One year ago the typesetting for the 
different publications was done by hand 
compositors; today we have in use a 
Model No. 5 Mergenthaler Linotype, the 
latest, finest, and most up-to-date type
setting machine on the market. This 
machine gives to each and every publica

tion, tract or booklet, a complete new 
dress for every issue.

A year ago we were printing all pub
lications upon a chain-delivery Cotteral 
press. We have replaced this “old-timer” 
with a new Pony Optimus. . . .

One year ago the magazine Unity con
sisted of sixty-eight pages and had 11,000 
circulation. Today this same magazine 
contains an even on; hundred pages and 
has 16,000 circulation. . . .

The regular monthly publications are 
Unity and Wee Wisdom, the latter being 
strictly a children’s magazine . . . Then 
there is Weekly Unity, a little four-page 
weekly devoted to the local Truth center 
here . . . This publication is not yet a 
year old, but is making a mark for in
fluence and popularity.

As one evidence of the growth of the 
thought propagated from this center, last 
July [in 1909] was placed on the mar
ket an edition of five thousand copies of 
the new book, Twelve Lessons in Chris
tian Healing, by Charles Fillmore, con
taining more than two hundred pages, 
and today the edition is exhausted and a 
second one of twelve thousand is now 
being prepared for the press.

In addition to the above book thou
sands of copies of Lessons in Truth, by 
H. Emilie Cady, and tons upon tons of 
booklets, tracts, and other literature are 
annually being distributed from these 
quarters.

In comparison with the foregoing 
figures cited twenty-nine years ago by 
the head of the printing department, 
it is instructive to note the organ
ization’s growth in terms of some fig
ures furnished by Alex Alberg, the 
present head of the department. 
Unity School now owns and operates 
in its pressrooms at 917 Tracy Ave
nue, Kansas City, nine cylinder 
presses in addition to the job presses. 
All the equipment is modern. Some



twenty-seven million pieces of litera
ture are now printed here yearly; two 
million pounds of paper are used a 
year, and fifteen thousand pounds of 
ink. The workers are Unity students 
with a practical knowledge of the 
Truth teachings. Twenty workers 
have served from ten to fifteen years, 
eleven have worked for Unity for 
from fifteen to twenty years, and 
four have worked here for from 
twenty to twenty-five years and more. 
In the long history of the printing 
plant there have been five heads of 
the department: W. T. Smith, Wil
liam Whitworth, John Chesnutt, John 
Garrison, and Alex Alberg.

Translations of Unity literature in 
several foreign languages are also 
printed in the plant at Unity head
quarters in Kansas City, and sent to 
the various Truth centers in foreign 
countries for distribution.

However the element that thor
oughly permeates and chiefly charac
terizes all the activities at Unity 
School and that is disseminated from 
it throughout the world cannot be 
described or measured in terms of 
mere statistics. Hovering over all the 
various departments at headquarters 
is a serene and happy atmosphere 
that is compounded of the workers’ 
faith, their spirit of co-operation with 
universal love, and their glad spirit of 
service in preparing and sending 
Christ’s vital message out into the 
world. At eleven o’clock each morn
ing, all the workers in the School 
stop their work and join in saying 
the Lord’s Prayer. Then those in the 
bindery bless the magazines that are

ready to mail, using this statement: 
"The Christ consciousness of peace, 

power, and plenty is expressed in all 
the outgoing mail.”

Mr. Alberg says that Myrtle Fill
more used to come to the bindery 
when the mail was ready to be sent 
out and bless it personally. One day 
she asked Mrs. Annie Harris, who 
is in charge of the bindery, to give 
the blessing so that she might hear 
the sound of it. After Mrs. Har
ris had done so Mrs. Fillmore lifted 
her hands over the mail and said: 
"There is nothing more to be said. 
God bless you!” Since that day Mrs. 
Harris has used those same words 
in blessing the mail.

In regard to the requirements for 
obtaining employment as a printer at 
Unity School Mr. Alberg says: "Ap
plicants must have a knowledge of

The cutting machine trims the edges of 
the magazines before they are finally 
blessed and mailed. Here you see just a 
part of one issue of U n ity  magazine.

the Unity teachings, be familiar with 
the purpose of Unity, and express the 
true spirit and willingness to be of 
service to all mankind. For it is



through our literature that the mes
sage of Jesus Christ is promulgated.”

The spirit of co-operativeness and 
the desire to play a useful part in the 
work is strongly characteristic of the 
workers in all the varied depart
ments of the Unity organization and 
is pleasantly exemplified by an act of 
the printing department that was re
ported in the issue of Weekly Unity 
for June 17, 1914, under the heading 
"A Blessed Surprise.” The workers 
in the printing department wished to 
contribute to the fund for the new 
Unity building then in process of 
construction, and the Weekly item 
records:

On Saturday morning, just before clos
ing time, the superintendent of the Unity 
printing department came into the busi
ness office with a small box under his 
arm. A merry twinkle played in his blue 
eyes as he handed the box to the treasurer. 
He said something about an explanation 
being on the inside of the box and then 
hurried away.

When opened the box was found to 
contain twenty envelopes, each bearing 
the name of an employee in the press
room or bindery. They inclosed substan
tial offerings to the new building fund, 
together with blessings and words of 
good will.

It seldom happens that the employees 
of a printing establishment take so great 
an interest in the welfare of the institu
tion for which they are working. The 
Unity printing department is an excep
tional office. Cross words and curses are 
not heard in this busy place. The boys are 
clean, earnest, and possessed of high 
ideals. The girls in the bindery are sen
sible, sweet, and happy. All work to
gether in harmony and unity of purpose. 
These people have the same interest in 
the good of the cause as do the writers

of the articles themselves. In fact, some 
articles are produced by members of these 
departments. Unity literature is written, 
printed, bound, and sent out in an at
mosphere of good thoughts.

Unity is devoted to its mission of 
spreading the Christ gospel of life, 
wholeness, harmony, and abundant 
supply as something continuously 
available to all men here upon earth, 
and it is a friendly, happy institution. 
A visitor quickly senses the atmos
phere of peace and good will that 
pervades the place, and perhaps he 
marvels at the apparent ease with 
which the work is done. But the 
work gets done in a very orderly 
way; and the inevitable pressure of 
the time element has no power to 
disrupt or sully that deep, serene 
faith in the presence of the never- 
failing spiritual power by which 
Myrtle and Charles Fillmore healed 
themselves and their neighbors fifty 
years ago, and which is still the foun
dation and the bulwark of the Unity 
enterprise. Faith, love, good cheer, 
and glad service, these invisible but 
wonderfully potent qualities perme
ate the daily routine and all the ac
tivities at Unity headquarters, and 
without the mighty Christ presence 
the marvels that have been accom
plished by the organization could 
never have come to pass. The gener
ous, spiritually confident spirit that 
occasioned the printing department’s 
contribution to the building fund in 
1914 still motivates and stamps 
every impulse and deed in Unity’s 
routine of work and endeavor today.

The day’s work in the Unity offices



is conducted systematically and is 
ordered by spiritual principles; for 
here the Father is truly at the head of 
the business and is never absent. A 
prayer silence is observed each morn
ing from 8 to 8:05 o’clock, during 
which the current Daily Word state
ment is used. At 10 a. m. the pub
lishing department has a meeting in 
the chapel, with a talk or a silence or 
sometimes a musical program, which 
lasts until 10:30. Time out regu
larly for prayer and spiritual com
munion! Just how faithfully do 
Truth students elsewhere, amid 
their busy material lives, observe this 
spiritual regimentation and schedule 
of soul discipline? It has worked at 
Unity! At 11 o’clock the workers all 
join in repeating the Lord’s Prayer 
and an affirmation for world peace. 
At 3 p. m. there is a rest period for 
tea and wafers served to the workers 
by the school, iced tea in summer, 
hot tea in winter.

Lowell Fillmore is now the head of 
the editorial department, which se
lects, assembles, and edits the mate
rial for all the Unity publications. 
There are seventeen workers in this 
department, and they co-operate with 
Silent Unity in seeking to meet the 
needs of the subscribers and friends 
who write in for help. Before any 
copy is sent to the printers it is 
blessed by these workers, who gather 
in a circle and use the following 
blessing:

"In the name and through the 
power and by the authority of Jesus 
Christ, you carry the light of Truth 
into all the world.”

Nor are these merely spoken words. 
Once again the visitor will sense the 
truth that the Christ Spirit is a living 
presence and actual component in 
every activity and enterprise of this 
place. He abides there and works 
with the workers—in and through 
them and through the work of their 
minds and hearts and hands!

SALES DEPARTMENT

It was not until 1919 that the de
mand for the Unity literature and 
publications became so widespread 
and great that a sales department 
was organized. This department was 
started by E. V. Ingraham and Gar
nett January, and since August, 1919, 
there have been four heads of the de
partment: Garnett January, Douglas 
K. DeVorss, Charles M. Morrow, 
and Nelle Starr Lyman, the last- 
named having served thirteen years 
with Unity School and worked in the 
sales department only.

The purpose of the sales depart
ment is to supply Unity literature at 
wholesale prices for resale by Unity 
centers in the various cities of the 
country, study classes, bookstores, 
and newsstands. When this depart
ment was first organized, only a few 
Truth centers and study classes com
prised the market to be supplied. The 
newsstand distribution was begun in 
a small way a number of years before 
the department was organized, Unity 
magazine being the first Unity period
ical to be made available to news
stand patrons. In December, 1927, 
the other four monthly magazines, 
Good Business (then Christian Busi-



ness), Daily Word, Wee Wisdom, 
and Progress (then Youth) were in
cluded in newsstand distribution. The 
department now supplies literature 
and periodicals for resale to Truth 
centers, study classes, and bookstores 
in every State in the United States 
as well as in Canada, England, Scot
land, Australia, Africa, New Zea
land, Germany, Italy, Hawaii, Ber
muda, South America, Holland, and 
Mexico. Leading newsstands all over 
the United States carry Unity period
icals as do newsstands in Canada, 
England, and Hawaii.

In addition to filling orders the 
sales department supplies Unity cen
ters with order forms, with an
nouncements at intervals, and it 
issues a monthly news bulletin that 
contains up-to-date information re
garding the Unity literature. A defi
nite purpose of this department is to 
co-operate with the various centers 
and study groups so as to enable 
them to spread the Unity message 
as effectively as it can be done by 
means of literature.

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

A significant signboard at the cor
ner of the Unity premises on Tracy 
Avenue bears this inscription: “Every 
employee is a student.” As has al
ready been made clear, the Unity 
workers are happy and contented in 
their work. This is borne out by the 
average length of time that a worker 
remains at Unity School. Among 
those now employed are seven who 
have been here for twenty-five years. 
Six have worked here even longer

than that, and seventeen have worked 
at Unity for more than twenty years.

The present office manager, Retta 
Chilcott, who started to work at 
Unity headquarters in 1914 as a rou
tine office worker, gives some inter
esting comparisons between the work 
then and now:

"In those days our prosperity bank 
files consisted of four small trays of 
cards with one worker in charge. 
Now several large tables bearing row 
after row of cards comprise the pros
perity bank department, and about 
thirty workers are required to handle 
this work; all of which testifies to the 
fact that the prosperity bank plan 
does work!

"In 1914 we had two trunk lines 
on our switchboard and seven in
side stations. Our present switchboard 
has eight trunk lines and sixty-two 
inside stations and is one of the 
busiest in Kansas City.

A total of 3,577,917 letters was 
mailed out from Unity School in 
1938. Unity School prints 1,150,000 
copies of its magazines each month. 
This figure includes regular subscrip
tions, copies ordered by newsstands, 
sample copies sent out free of charge 
by Silent-70, and sample copies sent 
on request.

"Silent Unity had only about 
twenty workers then. Now there are 
more than one hundred workers in 
that department, so grouped that 
there are some present to give spir
itual ministry during each of the 
twenty-four hours of the day.

"One of the happiest recollections 
of those early days is Myrtle Fill-



ROYAL FILLMORE

Royal Fillmore, third son of Charles 
and Myrtle Fillmore, was born on Wabash

Avenue, in Kansas City. He attended the 
Kansas City public schools and then en
tered the University of Missouri. After 
leaving school he became actively engaged 
in the Unity work, helping to organize and 
develop the various departments of the 
School. He was much interested in the 
printing department, which grew under 
his guidance. The Unity Inn was another 
phase of the work that claimed his interest 
and attention. He was a prolific letter 
writer and through his vital, interesting 
letters won innumerable friends for Un’ty 
School and its teaching.

Possessed of a radiant personality, a big 
vision, and an intense love of people, he 
was a prime favorite with his co-workers. 
He understood how to deal with others, 
how to bring out the very best in them. 
When he came into a room he seemed to 
bring with him an atmosphere of friend
liness, harmony, expectancy. His keen 
sense of humor and his remarkable ability 
to organize and direct any type of program 
caused him to be always in demand as a 
leader. Into whatever he undertook he in
fused a quality of confidence that in
variably led to success.

Royal Fillmore belonged to a number 
of Kansas City clubs and organizations, 
but he was especially active and popular 
in the local Rotary club, which appealed to 
his ideals of service.

In September, 1923, this youngest son 
of the Fillmore family passed to the in
visible side of life, leaving behind him the 
indelible impress of his joyous spirit, his 
high ideals, and his devotion to the Unity 
work. His daughter Frances lives with her 
uncle Lowell at Unity Farm.

more’s daily trip through the office, 
at which time she would often pause 
a moment at each desk to give a 
blessing and express a loving interest 
in the individual worker.

"When Unity Inn was first started,

it did not have a staff of trained 
workers as now, and so, to help out, 
some of the girls from the office 
would go over and lend a hand at 
the noon hour. The girls took turns 
at this, serving at the steam table,



clearing the lunch tables, and doing 
whatever was needed. At that time 
the workers had an hour and fifteen 
minutes for lunch. This allowed 
fifteen minutes for the noon pros
perity meeting that all attended, and 
an hour in which to eat and to have 
some recreation.

"When the work on the present ad
ministration building at 917 Tracy 
was started, we did not have any 
funds on hand for the purpose, but 
we started to put up the building, 
and through faith and prayer we 
demonstrated enough funds each 
week to meet our bills and our pay 
roll, which we took care of each Sat
urday. Sometimes even as late as 
Saturday morning Lowell Fillmore 
would come to our desks and remind 
us that we had the pay roll and bills 
for material to meet that day and 
that we needed more funds. 'We 
must pray about it,’ he would say. 
So far as I know it was not necessary 
for us to borrow money at a bank 
or anywhere else to meet those obli
gations.”

This is but one more significant in
stance of how the Unity work has 
been maintained and developed: by 
unwavering faith, persistent works, 
and unceasing, steadfast prayer. Of 
course the answers to prayer became 
manifest through external, material 
channels—as they always do— 
through the awakening of the spir
itual power and resources always 
present within ourselves and every
body everywhere. A great many 
Truth students in all parts of the

country have helped to construct the 
visible physical Unity plant because 
they have been helped by Truth and 
have wished to show their gratitude 
by helping to further the Unity work 
so that its message may be trans
mitted to an ever greater number of 
persons. They feel themselves to be 
a part of Unity and the work, and 
Unity headquarters feels all these 
individuals everywhere to be a part 
of the institution.

"We are just like a big family,” 
Myrtle Fillmore used to say. And this 
is exactly what the term "Unity” 
means. One Spirit, the good omnipo
tent everywhere present, the loving 
Father inherent in the souls of all 
men; and through their common kin
ship to this one Father, never absent 
and constantly proffering good, all 
men are brothers united in spiritual 
kinship.

In the daily routine of work and in 
the transaction of all its affairs Unity 
practices the spiritual faith that it 
teaches. It practices regularly the 
habit of prayer, and its prayers have 
always been answered so as to meet 
its vital needs.

Yes, Unity School headquarters 
while sending Christ’s joyous mes
sage out to the world is a happy 
place to work in. The workers here 
are happy people! In their work for 
Unity and in their own attitudes, as
pirations, experiences, and lives they 
are exemplifying a statement that 
Charles Fillmore once made: "When 
joy is put back into religion, there 
will be more religion in the world.”



THE PRAYER OF FAITH
By Hannah More Kohaus

God is my help in every need;
God does my every hunger feed;
God walks beside me, guides my way 
Through every moment of the day.

I now am wise, I now am true,
Patient, kind, and loving, too.
All things I am, can do, and be,
Through Christ, the Truth that is in me.

God is my health, I can’t be sick;
God is my strength, unfailing, quick; 
God is my all; I know no fear,
Since God and love and Truth are here.



Fayet te  M.  D r a k e  
broadcasts the Lord’s 
Prayer each morning at 
eleven o’clock, a service 
that he has performed 
more than a thousand 
times. Mr. Drake en
tered the department of 
Silent Unity in 1907 
and has the longest 
service record of any 
Unity worker, with the 
exception of Charles 
and Lowell Fillmore.

The Unity service includes the supplying of 
Braille literature free of charge to the blind. 
Here you see a child reading Wee Wisdom.



Chapter V II

Further Works of Unity School
"Light . . . shined in our hearts, to g ive the light of the knowledge of

the glory of God.”

O NE of the most important, 
most helpful, and most ap
preciated services given by 

Unity School is the publication of 
the Truth teaching in Braille, thus 
making the glad Christ message 
available to those who are physically 
blind. One of the most moving tes
timonies to the beneficence of Jesus 
Christ’s ministry upon earth is that 
of the blind man who was healed 
through the power of the Holy Spirit 
and who cried jubilantly, "I see.” It 
has already been mentioned that one 
of Myrtle Fillmore’s earliest acts of 
healing was that of a little boy whose 
eyes were completely glazed with 
cataracts. "It is not God’s will that 
any of His children should not see,” 
said Myrtle Fillmore with utter faith. 
She prayed for the restoration of the 
child’s perfect vision, and the prayer 
was answered. Many healings of de
fective vision, both physical and spir
itual, are recorded in the files of 
Silent Unity, and it is the quickening 
of the spiritual vision that is most im

portant. Through the quickening of 
the Spirit within themselves thou
sands of afflicted persons have re
ceived new courage and hope, a new 
outlook, so that they have been en
abled to live useful, peaceful, and 
happy lives.

To make the Truth message avail
able to the blind was an early desire 
and hope of the founders of Unity. 
According to Fowell Fillmore and 
Kate Robertson, the present head of 
Silent-70, Miss Cady’s Lessons in 
Truth and Finding the Christ were 
published in Braille about twenty 
years ago. These were the first of the 
publications in Braille.

Since that time hundreds of 
copies of Lessons in Truth and 
Finding the Christ have been dis
tributed to the blind. Almost a thou
sand subscriptions for Wee Wisdom 
in Braille are now being sent direct 
to blind children and to schools for 
the blind. More than two thousand 
subscriptions for Daily Word in 
Braille are now being distributed.



The Clovernook Printing House 
for the Blind, located at Mount
Healthy, Ohio, prints the Braille
editions for Unity School. The liter
ature is stereotyped, proofread, and 
bound by the blind women at this 
institution. Georgia D. Trader, who 
is blind, and her sister Florence B. 
Trader are the founders and trustees 
of Clovernook, which was estab
lished for the purpose of providing 
a home and occupation for blind
women.

An average of four to five copies 
of the Unity magazines and books 
published in Braille are to be found 
in almost every library, school, and 
home for the blind. No accurate 
count of how many blind persons are 
actually reading these copies can be 
given, but including Wee Wisdom 
and Daily Word readers, this num
ber can be estimated at well over 
ten thousand.

In the issue of Weekly Unity for 
November 5, 1921, an editorial note 
announced the plan to put Lessons 
in Truth into Braille for the blind:

We are negotiating with a publishing 
house to have Lessons in Truth brought 
out in raised point for the blind.

Our present idea is to present copies 
to as many institutions for the blind as 
will signify their willingness to accept 
them as gifts. Of course we shall also 
offer them for sale.

A heavy expense will attach to this 
initial edition; therefore we are herewith 
making an earnest appeal to our readers 
for contributions.

Let us give to those who are denied the 
sunlight a knowledge of that inner light 
"which lighteth every man, coming into 
the world,” that they may be comforted

and cheered by that ever-burning flame 
of Spirit right at the heart of their being. 
Thus will they be enabled to lay hold of 
the Truth which can restore the vision.

The cost of publishing these 
Braille editions is vastly greater than 
that of publishing the ordinary edi
tions, but faithful to its principles, 
Unity has relied on faith for the 
means. It is needless to say now, after 
twenty years of doing it, that this 
faith has been realized and that the 
means are continuously being sup
plied through the loving co-operation 
of those who wish to join in ex
tending the Braille service. The faith 
of Unity School was again challenged 
when it was proposed that Daily 
Word and Wee Wisdom, which are 
monthly magazines, be published in 
Braille. But that faith too is being 
realized. There is an ever-increasing 
demand for the publication of books 
and of especially helpful articles in 
Braille.

How much this special service of 
Unity School has meant to the af
flicted persons for whose benefit it 
was designed and how great is their 
gratitude is attested by the numerous 
letters that have been received from 
Braille readers. The joy felt by the 
School has been a big part of its 
reward and has inspired it to greater 
and greater efforts. Here are a few 
characteristic examples of these let
ters from the blind.

One is from faraway Japan:
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of 

your kind letter of January 7 and of the 
Braille literature you mentioned in your 
letter.

The students of the upper classes in our



An operator in the Clovernook Printing
House for the Blind, where the Unity
Braille publications are prepared.

school will be very happy to find such 
religious books in our school library.

Two heart-warming letters have 
been received from North Dakota:

I feel very happy to have the oppor
tunity of praying with Silent Unity and 
wish them to continue their spiritual 
work with me. It would be difficult to 
explain how much it has helped me in 
my mental state and attitude toward 
things in general. I see and understand 
things better and know that this clarity 
will work out into my physical seeing. 
My great desire is to express the Christ 
within me perfectly, and I do not want 
to express anything unlike Him, such as 
blindness.

One of my most cherished Christmas 
gifts this year was The Prayer of Faith 
printed in Braille. As I repeat it, it car
ries with it such power and assurance. 
I feel very thankful for this prayer and 
also for the letters that I receive from 
Silent Unity.

I often wish that more of the blind 
would take up the reading of Daily Word. 
I know that if they practiced it faith
fully they would derive a great deal of

benefit from it. There are many people 
without physical sight who allow this 
physical condition to react upon their 
spiritual condition, and when this occurs 
they really are "blind.” Often this phys
ical defect allows such things as resent
ment, envy, and despair to develop. These 
diseases of the mind can truly cloud the 
consciousness to the extent that one feels 
that there is no light either within or 
without. There are so many persons who 
allow these mental conditions to affect 
them, and they do not seem to realize that 
the only thing they have to do is to clear 
them away and let the Truth of Christ 
shine forth. My own experience in prac
ticing Truth is that it gives me great joy 
and a feeling of gratitude. The more I 
can keep my mind from thinking adverse 
thoughts the clearer I am able to think. 
The more I practice Truth and keep my 
mind calm and full of trust the more 
clearly does Truth appear to me. I de
rive so much benefit from these daily 
lessons that I wish all ailing persons 
would allow the Christ within them to do 
His work.

From New York came this letter:
I wish to thank you for sending me 

Wee Wisdom in Braille. I think it is the 
most interesting and entertaining maga
zine for children I have ever read. I 
read it myself and also to many other 
children. They all think it is wonderful. 
You will never know how much enjoy
ment Wee Wisdom  has given me.

And from Missouri came this:
I hardly know how to begin this letter 

to you, for to say that I enjoy Daily 
Word is too mild. It is such food for 
thought that I can say I feed upon it. It 
has been a constant companion in my 
room ever since the first Braille copy. 
My friend and I gave up the ink-print 
books and papers because it was too hard 
to get them read to us, and when the 
Braille issue was announced I immedi
ately sent for it. I have every number



that came—I cannot bear to throw them 
away. I have a friend who reads an ob
solete system better than she does Braille, 
so I am contemplating copying some of 
the choice articles for her.

The last sentence of the above 
letter reveals how the spirit of love, 
service, joy, and helpfulness increases 
and multiplies and spreads! It is no 
wonder that when they read such ra
diant reports the workers at Unity 
School thrill and are grateful that the 
School has been able to continue the 
work.

FOREIGN TRANSLATIONS

Another avenue of service that has 
opened and been developed by Unity 
School is the translation of Unity 
publications into foreign languages. 
Most of these translations are made 
by Truth students in foreign countries 
who wish to help in spreading Truth. 
These translators usually arrange for 
the publication in their own country, 
and Unity School co-operates with 
them by acting as a distributor from 
headquarters.

The following Unity books, book
lets, and leaflets are now available 
in foreign languages:

Books and Booklets
Lessons in Truth....... ........... Spanish,

Italian, German, Dutch, French
Directions for Beginners...........

.......................   Spanish, German
How I Used Truth ...................

........ —Italian, French, German
Christian Healing _______ German
Binding the Christ, German, Swedish
The Sunlit W a y_________ German
What Are Y ou?_________ German
The Great Helper_____  Dutch

Caroline Napier.................. .German
The Christ Way of Living —German 
The Faith That Removes Moun

tains ...........................  German
Forgive Us Our Debts.....—German
The Prayer of Faith......... ..German,

Italian, Spanish, Ibo (African) 
A Transcendent Treatment, Spanish

Pamphlets

Sure Remedy____ German, Spanish
Words of Truth .......Ibo (African)
Enduring Words ................. Spanish
Prosperity Thoughts .....  Spanish
Talk Abundance, Have Abun

dance .............   Spanish
How 1 Found Health ....... —Spanish
Demonstrating Prosperity .... Spanish 
How to Meet Bereavement, German 
A Talk on Christian Healing....

.....................................  German
Lovingly in the Hands of the

Father...... ........................Dutch
RADIO DEPARTMENT

Secure in the knowledge and as
surance that all earthly manifesta
tions derive from Spirit, the one om
nipresent substance and intelligence, 
Unity has always been quick to uti
lize new ways and means of express
ing and radiating the abundant life 
of Spirit and of spreading Christ’s 
glad message. New knowledge, new 
understanding, and modern equip
ment and machinery, the result of tbe 
amazing inventions of the past fifty 
years, all these spell progress, and 
they have been gladly used by Unity 
in its work as soon as the way opened 
to make this possible.

So it is not strange that Radio



Station WOQ, for many years Unity 
School’s broadcasting station in Kan
sas City, was the oldest licensed 
broadcasting station in the Middle 
West. WOQ was not originally 
owned and operated by Unity. The 
station was authorized to use 250 
watts of power and to broadcast 
music, entertainment, and weather 
and market reports. On September 3, 
1924, the Unity School of Christian
ity purchased WOQ and moved the 
station to their buildings at 917 
Tracy Avenue.

But before thus establishing its 
own broadcasting station Unity had 
gained the distinction of being the 
first organization in the country to 
employ the air waves as a means of 
giving religious broadcasts.

Royal Fillmore in those early days 
saw the possibilities of greater serv
ice in the use of radio, and on July 
16, 1922, he asked Francis J. Gable 
to speak on the radio for Unity. This 
first Unity radio talk was in a small 
downtown storeroom that served as 
the studio of WOQ.

At that time the broadcasting de
vice resembled a telephone. The re
ceiving sets used by the listeners were 
of the early crystal type, and usually 
only one or two persons could listen 
in on one set, since the method of 
hearing was through individual 
headphones.

The first Unity radio talk was so 
well received that it became a regular 
Sunday evening feature for the next 
fourteen months, each talk being 
broadcast from the little downtown 
electrical storeroom. At the end of

that time a microphone was installed 
in the Unity chapel at 913 Tracy 
Avenue.

The Unity broadcast then included 
the Sunday morning service of 
Charles and Myrtle Fillmore as well 
as Mr. Gable’s Sunday evening lec
ture.

Fayette M. Drake, one of Unity 
headquarter’s oldest workers in point 
of service, has broadcast the Lord’s 
Prayer from Unity headquarters more 
than a thousand times. His deep, 
resonant voice is known and loved 
by Truth students everywhere. For 
the past four years Mr. Drake has 
preceded the prayer with a special 
broadcast for world peace, using a 
different wording each day.

It would be difficult to estimate 
the actual number of people who 
have learned about the Unity teach
ings through radio broadcasts. A 
check-up which was made some time 
ago disclosed that sixty-three per 
cent of the people who wrote to 
Unity in response to the radio pro
grams were persons who had never 
previously written to Unity. There 
are probably many thousands of 
whom the School has no record who 
have become interested in the Unity 
teaching through radio contact.

When on June 13, 1934, station 
WOQ was discontinued because the 
wave length on which it operated 
was desired for more general and 
commercial purposes, many Truth 
students feared that the loss of 
Unity’s own station would prove a 
serious handicap to the institution. 
Unity immediately began broadcast-



ing through another station, whose 
facilities it rented, and it has contin
ued to broadcast with increasingly 
satisfactory results.

Twelve broadcasting stations lo-

Carl M. Frangkiser, head of the Unity 
radio department; also music editor, choir 
director, and leader of the Unity band.

cated in various cities in the United 
States and New Zealand now carry 
Unity programs regularly. These are 
as follows: Kansas City, Missouri, 
Topeka, Kansas, New York City, 
Louisville, Kentucky, Los Angeles, 
California, Beverly Hills, California, 
San Francisco, California, Cleveland, 
Ohio, Detroit, Michigan, Chicago, 
Illinois, New Haven, Connecticut, 
and Auckland, New Zealand.

The Unity programs broadcast in 
the various cities and listed in Unity 
School’s radio schedule are under the 
direct supervision of the radio depart
ment at Unity headquarters.

In the early days of the station the 
radio work was in charge of Rex

Bettis. Carl M. Frangkiser took 
charge of the work in 1930 and is 
still directing it. He is also director 
of music for the Unity Society of 
Practical Christianity and composes 
several anthems each year for the use 
of the choir. He has a master’s de
gree in music and is leader of the 
Unity Band.

During the last five years Unity 
has five times had charge of the 
nation-wide "Church of the Air’’ pro
gram sponsored by all religious de
nominations over a coast-to-coast 
hookup. The subjects of the Unity 
talks on these national religious 
broadcasts have been "A Letter to 
God,” "Faith for Today,” "Freedom 
for Today,” "Seven Steps Up,” and 
"Three Keys to Prosperity.” Lowell 
Fillmore was the speaker presenting 
"Freedom for Today,” and Dr. Ernest
C. Wilson presented the other four 
subjects.

As a certain Truth teacher has 
expressed it, "new paths to travel, 
new heights to climb, new secrets to 
explore—these are objects of the 
soul’s deep yearning.” As for Unity’s 
efforts to find Truth and apply its 
principles and to discover new ways 
of disseminating the "glad tidings,” 
there would seem to be no end to 
progress, joyous adventure, explora
tion, and achievement.

METAPHYSICAL BIBLE DICTIONARY

The Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, 
which the Unity School of Christian
ity publishes as an aid to Bible and 
Truth students everywhere, is a di
rect outworking of Charles Fillmore’s



I

devotion and consecration to Truth. 
The metaphysical interpretations in 
this work are taken from his com
ments on the International Bible les
sons which have been published in 
Unity magazine almost from the be
ginning.

In the issue of Unity for Febru
ary, 1899, under the nom de plume 
of "Leo Virgo” Mr. Fillmore wrote 
the following metaphysical inter
pretation of the current Bible les
son from the 6th chapter of John, 
under the heading "Christ Feeding 
the Five Thousand” :

Scripture as mere history is not profit
able to the overcoming metaphysician; 
what he looks for is practical instruction 
in mind operation. The lesson today treats 
of the feeding of the five thousand with 
a few loaves and fishes by Jesus. If it 
took place as stated it was a marvelous 
demonstration of an unknown law of 
food multiplication. If it was done by a 
man at a certain time, it may be done by 
other men under like conditions. History 
tells us nothing of these conditions. Thus 
it is not profitable to the practical demon
strator. When we look deeper than the 
mere historical recital we find that there 
is a veiled meaning, which may be under
stood by one who is familiar with the 
operations of his own mind.

All outward conditions are the result 
of ideas that have first appeared in mind. 
The organs of the body are bundles of 
ideas which have organized themselves 
about a working center. They have their 
positive pole in mind, and it is there that 
we should look for the means to move 
or regulate them. All people and things 
that we see around us were first evolved 
in miniature in mind. So all movements 
of things and their relation one to an
other have their impetus in mind. Then 
if a man at any time multiplied loaves 
and fishes so as to feed a multitude, the

ability to do so rests with all men who 
have made the necessary connection be
tween the working idea and its outward 
expression in the matter of power and 
strength. This can be developed by those 
who are willing to commence in a pri
mary way and gradually work up to the 
larger consummation.

In the lesson Jesus represents the I am  
identity in every one. Galilee means ac
tion, which is the first step in every 
demonstration. Don’t expect results un
less you act with promptness and order 
(Tiberias). The "great multitude” is com
posed of your own hungry thoughts. They 
want the influx into your consciousness 
of the truths of the Spirit. "Man shall not 
live by bread alone, but by every word 
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.” 
You go up into "a mountain”—state of 
spiritual realization—and there rest with 
your disciples (faculties). You are then 
near a consciousness of divine ideas 
(Jews) and their fullness of supply 
(feast).

When you have through affirmations of 
Truth lifted yourself into this place of 
divine possibility, you perceive that your 
good must be made manifest through 
the exercise of a certain faculty or dis
ciple—Philip, the power of the word. 
This faculty does not know its power 
when connected with the I am  speaking 
through it. It has been exercised only in 
counting "pennyworths” and "loaves of 
bread,” and has no knowledge beyond the 
realm of symbols. Then the realization 
of your strength (Andrew) speaks up 
and he sees a small way into the demon
stration. But you know that even a slight 
perception of the universal substance 
(bread) and of the idea of increase 
(fishes—fecundity) put together with the 
power of the word and the strength of 
faith (Andrew, brother to Peter) will in
crease until all are filled. After you have 
spoken these words there will be left 
in the consciousness a fullness and com
pleteness (twelve baskets), a rounded-out 
satisfaction which you could never have



got from any outward source of supply.
Surely this is that prophet (promise of 

God) which should come into my world.

Charles Fillmore considered this 
metaphysical interpretation of the 
Scriptures so valuable to persons who 
wished to develop a workable, de
monstrable understanding of Truth 
that long ago he conceived the idea 
of compiling these lessons into one 
volume and making them available 
to the earnest student. Theodosia 
DeWitt Schobert, a gifted metaphys
ical Bible student, deserves a great 
deal of credit for her masterly work 
in compiling the Metaphysical Bible 
Dictionary.

It was first published in 1931, but 
the work of preparation required sev
eral years. Paul M. Rigby checked the 
Plebrew meanings of the names 
found in the Scriptures, a work that 
kept him busy for an entire year. The 
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary is now 
available for the use of Truth teach
ers and students everywhere in a 
complete, compact, convenient form; 
and Unity School is constantly receiv
ing grateful reports from its students 
who have gained from it knowledge, 
understanding, inspiration, and prac
tical aid to demonstration.

The nature, scope, and purpose of 
the Metaphysical Bible Dictionary is 
stated in the preface as follows:

This Metaphysical Bible Dictionary is 
. . . a work setting forth in simple lan
guage the inner, esoteric meanings of 
Scriptural names.

Apart from its being a book of great 
historical and biographical interest, the 
Bible is, from Genesis to Revelation, in 
its inner or spiritual meaning, a record

of the experiences and the development of 
the human soul and of the whole being 
of man; also it is a treatise on man’s 
relation to God, the Creator and Father.

All is mind, and all material forms are 
pictures of ideas. By studying a picture 
we may get a concept of the idea that it 
represents. The Statue of Liberty at the 
entrance to New York Harbor, showing 
the goddess as enlightening the world, 
is the picture of an idea that nearly every
body understands. It was made by man as 
an embodiment of his idea of American 
freedom and its majesty. Divine Mind 
has ideas, and they become embodied 
through natural processes. The Hebrew 
Scriptures give a series of pictures repre
senting those ideas.

The preface then proceeds to give 
specific examples of the hidden mean
ing that underlies every act and man
ifestation in the created world and 
of the terms or words that we use to 
signify it. It sets forth the real sig
nificance of the life recorded in the 
New Testament and gives this key 
to its hidden meanings:

The New Testament is a veiled text
book for the initiate who is seeking de
grees in the inner life. It gives rules for 
working out every mental state that may 
be found in the mind. It is like a text
book on mathematics, a textbook in which 
are acted out by living figures all the 
rules for working every problem that may 
come up in human life.

The key to the mystical theme of the 
New Testament is found in the spiritual 
nature of its star character, Jesus Christ.

Jesus worked out step by step in His 
three years’ ministry spiritual and mental 
formulas that we all can apply and thus 
be healed of our sins and ills of mind 
and body; by following Him as guide, 
teacher, and helper we can finally attain 
the perfect expression of the divine-ideal



man imaged by Elohim in the 1st chapter 
of Genesis. . . . The various processes 
in raising the body to wholeness are sym
bolized in the many healings wrought by 
Jesus. Every so-called miracle of His 
points to the transformation of some func
tion of the body consciousness.

In speaking of the practical bene
fits to be gained from studying 
the Metaphysical Bible Dictionary 
Charles Fillmore told the writer re
cently:

"Early in our work of teaching the 
Truth of Being to mankind, we found 
that it was necessary to give the in
ner spiritual meanings of Bible 
names. These meanings we ascer
tained by opening our minds so that 
they became receptive to entirely new 
interpretations of the Jesus Christ 
mind. This is what makes Christian
ity so infinitely interesting, namely 
that it opens up a new kingdom, the 
kingdom of God.

"Meditating on the inner meaning 
of the life of Jesus Christ, we find 
and gradually realize that it is much 
more than a mere history. It is an 
account of unfoldment—a revelation 
of spiritual principles—that is being 
perpetually carried on and evidenced 
in all life everywhere. Gradually we 
perceive and understand and realize 
these eternal principles. This was the 
order of revelation to my understand
ing: First came Peter, signifying 
'faith’; then John, signifying ’love’; 
and so on. These divine faculties are 
implanted in every man, waiting to 
be quickened, to come alive in him 
and be developed, to function in him, 
to be understood, appropriated, and

used in his whole life experience. 
Then I began to realize that these 
faculties are always present, and to 
perceive how they work in the body.

"That was and is the purpose of 
the Metaphysical Bible Dictionary. 
to explore these 'hidden mysteries,’ 
to comprehend them, and to make 
them available for use amidst the 
vicissitudes of everyday life. This is 
the nucleus or metaphysical founda
tion of the Unity work. Everything is 
given in condensed form in the Meta
physical Bible Dictionary.

"Unity readers and students see 
that Truth is a very mystical study. It 
requires a development of the spir
itual faculties and an understanding 
of Scriptural terminology which this 
condensed book has purposed to set 
forth clearly.

"The Metaphysical Bible Diction
ary may be considered an epitome of 
the entire Unity teaching and point 
of view. It is not concerned with the 
Bible as mere history but with some
thing much deeper, more vital and 
significant: the metaphysical inter
pretation of the Old and the New 
Testament.”

Mr. Fillmore’s eyes were lighted 
with the fire of his own zeal as he 
earnestly told the writer: "If you 
want to know Unity and the Unity 
teaching, get this Dictionary and 
study it. In it you will get the key to 
the spiritual meanings that we advo
cate. This Dictionary explains Prin
ciple: the principles by which we 
have worked and demonstrated. Ev
ery attribute of God and life and the 
way in which it is worked out in the



life experience of man is included in 
this book.

"When Jesus told His disciples not 
to be anxious about what they would 
eat or drink or wear—'for after all 
these things do the Gentiles seek’— 
but to 'seek . . . first his kingdom, 
and his righteousness,’ He was re
vealing to them the ’greater’ things 
that are eternally present to be taught 
and discerned, to be appropriated 
and put into service. After two thou
sand years we are just beginning to 
grasp the true meaning of His mes
sage, to accept it and put it to its 
right use.

"Unity might be defined as 'Chris
tian mysticism practically applied to 
everyday living.’

"Always, to every occurrence, 
name, appearance, or thing, there is 
an inner spiritual meaning. We can 
teach the spiritual life right into 
flesh and blood. You can’t touch this 
life’ or see it, but it is never absent, 
and it is like an electric current. This 
mystical 'life’ is dynamic. The Holy 
Spirit is a dynamo.

"Here at Unity we are working out 
something that sooner or later the 
whole world must recognize. Chris
tianity (which has professed to ac
cept Christ’s divine teaching) today 
is a mere shadow of what is coming. 
The Christian world today is adrift 
because it is not holding to divine 
realities.”

Then quite suddenly Charles Fill
more closed his eyes, and a hush fell 
over the room. There was present 
there one who had unsolved prob
lems, a hidden trouble, inharmonies,

searing stabs of pain, a deep sense of 
uncertainty and unrest. And Charles 
Fillmore must have caught an impact 
of this hidden disturbance, for he 
kept his eyes closed for several min
utes. Not a word was spoken among 
the group. But over the secretly dis
turbed person stole a feeling of in
effable, soothing peace. Then the 
conversation was quietly, matter-of- 
factly resumed. No one mentioned 
that brief interval during which 
Charles Fillmore had dosed his eyes. 
Now people have said of him that 
he is a "living battery” and that 
merely to sit in the room with him 
while he evokes and unites with the 
unseen power is to become charged 
with his deep realization of the om
nipresent life. At all events, one dis
turbed soul went away from that 
conference room calmed, renewed, 
invigorated, healed.

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

Wee Wisdom magazine for chil
dren and the Unity Sunday School 
Leaflet gradually developed so much 
public interest in Truth teaching for 
children that in 1927 Francis J. 
Gable, the editor of the Leaflet, was 
asked by Unity School to organize 
and direct a new division of the Unity 
work. This was the Sunday school 
department. The purpose of this de
partment was to co-operate directly 
with leaders of the Sunday school 
activities in all Truth centers.

Edith Kinley, an enthusiastic work
er of the Unity Society of Practical 
Christianity Sunday school in Kan
sas City, came to the new depart-



merit’s office for a few hours each 
day to answer letters pertaining to 
children and their religious training 
and to encourage the various Unity 
centers in organizing and promoting 
Sunday school work.

Mrs. Kinley is the present director 
of the Sunday school department, 
and she gives a most interesting ac
count of the growth of this phase of 
Unity School’s work.

"Since most of the adult students 
and those of even ten or twelve years 
ago,” says Mrs. Kinley, "had to be
gin the study of Truth by uprooting 
erroneous ideas and since the Truth 
teachings still seemed difficult for 
them to understand, Unity leaders 
were somewhat slow in starting chil
dren’s classes. Adult minds were slow 
to realize that children’s need of 
Truth was equal to their own and that 
young minds were quick and eager 
and more receptive than their own.

"So the Sunday school department 
faced the task first of arousing adult 
interest in Truth Sunday schools for 
children. Next it must help to es
tablish what was at that time (in 
1927) a comparatively new objective 
in religious teaching: that of train
ing the child to seek God within him
self rather than looking for Him in 
the without; of developing spiritual

self-reliance in each child so as to 
strengthen and aid him as he grows 
to maturity in the midst of a world 
full of problems.

"Working toward this objective, 
the Sunday school department was 
constrained to prepare most of its 
own Sunday school material, establish 
its own methods, and train its own 
teachers. Using the Sunday school of 
the Unity Society of Kansas City as a 
testing laboratory, it sends forth for 
use in other Unity centers only such 
ideas as have been proved and found 
to be practical there. The rapidly 
growing number of Sunday schools 
in the field (we now have more than 
two hundred) have the benefit of 
the experience and experiments of 
some sixty-five or seventy consecrated 
Sunday school workers in the Kansas 
City Sunday school.”

The various Sunday schools in the 
field also contribute their full share 
by supplying helpful information and 
advice regarding the literature needed 
and the methods that they find most 
efficacious.

The Sunday school department, 
like many other departments in the 
Unity work, is purely a service de
partment and has no income of its 
own, depending on love offerings for 
its support.



Francis ]. Gable, editor of 
Good Business magazine and 
Unity Sunday School Leaflet; 
Unity field lecturer, and mem
ber of the Unity Training 
School faculty.

Ernest C. Wilson, editor of 
Progress and minister of 
Christ Church, Unity, in Los 
Angeles. Doctor Wilson is an 
author, lecturer, and radio 
speaker, and a member of the 
Unity Training School faculty.

Frank B. Whitney served as 
dean of the Unity Corre
spondence School from 1918 
until July, 1924, when he 
founded and became editor of 
Daily Word. He also wrote 
several books.



Chapter VIII

Later Unity Periodicals
"Our aspirations are the measure of our greatness, for they indicate 
what we would become, the heights we have set ourselves to attain

ALL THINGS therefore whatso
ever ye would that men 

L should do unto you, even so 
do ye also unto them.”

Since most persons are largely oc
cupied with making a living and 
since the world’s affairs are mainly 
run upon a strictly commercial basis 
with scant attention being paid to the 
Truth principles that underlie all suc
cessful living, Unity School had long 
wished to issue a Truth periodical de
voted to the practical needs of the 
average businessman and employee 
in business.

This new Unity periodical was 
launched in July, 1922, under the 
name of The Christian Business Man, 
with Francis J. Gable as editor. In 
July, 1922, Unity magazine an
nounced the imminent publication 
of The Christian Business Man as 
follows:

This month Unity is launching its lat
est publication, a magazine to be devoted 
to the application of Christianity to busi
ness in a practical way.

One by one, idealistic leaders in the

business world, have taken up the clarion 
call "Business is service, not warfare,” 
until today we have a number of books 
and periodicals that treat the subject of 
business ethics from a psychological 
standpoint. That these publications are 
doing a great work in the world of af
fairs is evident in the call for the "square 
deal” and in the greatly increased respect 
for the one who "plays the game fair.”

Attendance in men’s Bible classes all 
over the country is growing apace, and it 
seems that the time is now ripe for men 
to follow the teachings of the Master all 
the way, in business as well as in all other 
walks of life.

Some of the leaders in the business 
world are convinced that the only way to 
stabilize business, to quiet social unrest, 
to equalize conditions of life, is by the 
application of Christian principles—not 
in theory but in practice.

Jesus taught a business code which, 
when put into practice, will "enthrone 
God in the industrial world.”

In this magazine for business people, 
we shall know that business health, busi
ness success, business harmony can be at
tained and maintained when business
men become partners with God—co
workers with Him.



Under the heading "Our Mission’’ 
an editorial in the first issue of the 
new magazine thus stated its purpose 
and its aspirations:

It is with joyous anticipation of service 
that The Christian Business Man enters 
the field of Truth magazines. Pre-emi
nently its mission is to serve God in 
helping to broadcast the practical teach
ings of Jesus Christ among men.

It is devoted to the service of the host 
of men who are believers in these teach
ings and who are seeking light in ap
plying Gods laws in their everyday 
affairs. . . .

Since the announcement of publication 
of The Christian Business Man was made, 
we have received several letters from 
businesswomen, asking why the word 
"man” is used in our title. To such in
quirers we wish to make it clear that the 
word is used wholly in a generic sense. 
The magazine is designed to meet the 
needs of all people engaged in the com
mercial world.

We recognize the important part that 
woman is taking in the world of busi
ness; we rejoice in the fact that she has 
become so active, for her influence will 
help to lift the whole structure of busi
ness to a higher standard.

The first subscription to The Christian 
Business Man was ordered by a woman, 
and we are confident that a host of other 
women will be listed among our sub
scribers, whether or not they are actively 
engaged in business pursuits. Their de
votion to the cause of Truth will call 
forth their active support of any con
structive movement or instrument which 
will further that cause.

In the August, 1922, issue of The 
Christian Business Man an editorial 
note stated:

The editor will be pleased to consider 
for publication manuscripts describing in
stances of applying Christian principles

to business. It is not essential that names 
and places be given in the articles, but the 
articles should be founded on actual ex
periences. We especially desire articles 
that show definitely the manner of ap
plying the Truth to various commercial 
activities, such as securing employment, 
meeting obligations, increasing earnings, 
overcoming inharmony, financing busi
ness operations, increasing output, or any 
other phase of business life.

The name of the magazine was 
changed to Christian Business in 
January, 1926, and then to Good 
Business in July, 1933. The last name 
was chosen because there seemed to 
be some misunderstanding in the 
public mind as to the scope of the 
magazine. Some persons thought that 
Christian Business related to the busi
ness activities of church organiza
tions instead of business in general. 
In the activities and enterprises of 
the workaday world the substance 
and power of the Creator are as in
alienably present as when a congre
gation meets together in a church or 
when a person communes alone with 
the almighty Spirit in silent prayer. 
The express mission of this magazine 
was and is to bring these truths home 
to the practical businessman, to give 
him a working guide whereby he may 
develop a new consciousness and im
prove himself, his affairs, and the 
affairs of his neighbor; in short, to 
demonstrate a new comprehension of 
Christian principles and steadily in
creasing true prosperity in the af
fairs of the world.

From the start until the present 
time the backbone of Good Business 
magazine has been contributions by 
men and women who have applied
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Truth, experienced beneficial results, 
and then have written these experi
ences into articles for the benefit of 
others. One of the most popular fea
tures is "My Calendar of Activity,” 
prepared each month by the editor, 
which gives an active idea to be used 
by the reader each day. It supple
ments the Daily Word, the class 
thoughts, and regular constructive 
prayers in that it adds to the daily 
program of good thoughts and words 
a follow-up program of constructive 
activity.

The following letter, written by a 
salesman, is representative of the 
many testimonials that have poured 
in to Good Business from business 
and professional men and women:

I wish to express to you my apprecia
tion of the help and the inspiration that 
your splendid publication has been to me. 
I am a traveling man selling paint and 
varnish. Only last week I had a splendid 
demonstration of the value of the Christ 
principles in business.

I went to one of the towns where I had 
been promised an order for paint from 
one of the big factories. As I came in 
sight of the buildings, you can imagine 
my disappointment when I saw them shin
ing in a new coat of paint, not ordered 
from me as promised. My first thought 
and impulse was to call on the president 
of the company and tell him just what 
I thought of him for going back on his 
word in such a manner. I was very in
dignant about the injustice shown me, as 
I considered it. But in time I remembered 
the article "The Truth about Selling,” 
which I had read and have followed ever 
since it appeared.

So instead of allowing my resentment 
to gain the upper hand I began to affirm: 
"I am love and good will toward all 
men.” By the time I reached the factory

my attitude had entirely changed.
I called as if nothing had happened, 

was received most cordially, and the pres
ident explained that the man who did 
the job of painting had insisted upon fur
nishing the paint, and he had consented. 
We talked for a time very pleasantly, and 
all my resentment vanished. Before I left 
him I received an order for some roof 
paint, at a higher figure than had been 
quoted to him by another firm. I con
vinced him that my product was of su
perior quality. Had I allowed my feeling 
of resentment to control me, the order 
would not have been placed with me. 
During the entire week my business was 
exceptionally good. I am writing this for 
the assistance it may be to others, and to 
let you know that the good seed you are 
sowing is bearing fruit.

U N I T Y  S U N D A Y  S C H O O L  L E A F L E T  

Be filled with the Spirit.”
The Unity Sunday School Leaf

let, designed for use in Unity Sunday 
schools, was started April 1, 1923. It 
is a four-page weekly paper offering 
helps for the metaphysical under
standing of the International Sunday 
school lessons. Unity School felt that 
it is desirable for children and young 
people to learn and start practicing 
Truth ideas while their minds are 
fresh, alert, and receptive, untainted 
by adverse worldly beliefs.

Francis J. Gable, who was super
intendent of the Unity Society of 
Practical Christianity Sunday school 
in Kansas City for many years, 
has been the editor of the Leaflet 
since it first started publication, and 
writes the contents of the paper 
with the exception of the primary 
lesson. This is contributed by Edith 
Kinley, the present superintendent of



the Unity Society Sunday school in 
Kansas City, who is also director of 
the Sunday school department of 
Unity School of Christianity.

At first the Unity Sunday School 
Leaflet told only the story of the 
current lesson, in simple, understand
able language. It has since been en
larged to include the Unity interpre
tation of the Bible lesson text, and 
several other regular features have 
also been added.

For the intermediate classes there 
is regularly a retelling of the Bible 
story on which the current lesson is 
based and a metaphysical interpre
tation, followed by practical ques
tions on the lesson. An illustrative 
story is added that might easily be an 
account of any child’s own experi
ence and that indicates how some 
significant point in the lesson may be 
practically applied to everyday life. 
There are also included suggestions 
for daily Bible study, which are de
signed to build up in the child better 
knowledge of the Bible itself and of 
the eternal truths that it conveys and 
that are at the same time applicable 
to the life of today. This part of the 
Leaflet, together with a "memory 
verse’’ and a "lesson thought,” is de
signed especially for children of 
grade-school age. The questions for 
older students as well as the re
print of the Bible text, the Bible 
study suggestions, and "What the 
Lesson Teaches” are addressed 
mainly to the classes of high-school 
and adult age.

The "Primary Department” aims 
to teach children the fundamentals

of Truth, an understanding of God 
and of themselves as God’s children. 
It helps them to love all things and 
all people as part of God. It pre
sents a graded course of study for 
children up to about nine years of 
age.

Unity School is very grateful that 
the Leaflet has been found practicable 
for use not only in the Unity Sunday 
schools but also in many Sunday 
schools of the various denominations.

It is very gratifying for the editors 
of the Leaflet to receive letters of the 
kind from which the following is an 
excerpt:

"We are not now directly con
nected with any Sunday school. We 
attend church services together and 
use the Unity Sunday School Leaflets 
in our home together, thereby pro
viding, we believe, a good sound 
religious education. Incidentally I, 
as mother and teacher, benefit quite 
as much as our sons from the clear 
and fine interpretation of the Scrip
tures in your excellent Leaflets.”

D A IL Y  W O R D

"For each new day the right word for 
your inspiration.”

Probably the "daily-word” idea 
first originated in the Unity publica
tions with the "pillow” verses that 
appeared in the earlier issues of Wee 
Wisdom, presenting happy, protec
tive thoughts for children, an idea 
that is still featured in the maga
zine under the heading "Happy 
Thoughts.” In all the other Unity 
periodicals as well and in all its de
partments the School has emphasized



the beneficial results to be attained 
from the regular use of positive, con
structive thoughts, and such thoughts 
have been employed as a practical 
exercise for spiritual development in 
various ways. For a long time the 
School had cherished the idea of 
some day publishing a periodical es
pecially devoted to this purpose, in 
the form of a booklet of convenient 
pocket size, so that readers might 
carry it around with them if they 
chose. The way to producing this in
spirational little booklet finally 
opened up when Frank B. Whitney, 
a brilliant young worker at Unity 
headquarters, became absorbed in the 
idea and expressed a desire to devote 
his energies to writing and editing 
such a periodical. Myrtle Fillmore, 
with her customary enthusiasm in en
couraging young people and helping 
them to find their right place in the 
Truth movement, was delighted with 
the suggestion, Charles Fillmore en
couraged it, and soon another new 
Unity venture was launched.

In the issue of Unity magazine for 
April, 1924, the first announcement 
was made of the forthcoming pub
lication of Unity Daily Word. 
(changed to Daily Word in 1939) :

To meet the needs for a monthly man
ual of daily meditations and instruction 
we are now preparing this new magazine 
for publication.

Unity Daily Word will devote a full 
page to each day, giving the word for 
meditation, instructions for its applica
tion and practice, and relevant passages 
from the Bible and from Unity textbooks.

You can anticipate the arrival of the 
first copy with a joyous expectancy, for

a cheering outlook is assuredly yours. 
This monthly handbook is of pocket size.

This publication will go to press in 
June, so you may begin using the Unity 
Daily Word on July 1. On the opposite 
page we have reproduced a page of the 
magazine, showing a day’s lesson.

In the May, 1924, issue of Unity 
magazine this second announcement 
was made editorially:

For a long time it has been the inten
tion of Unity School to bring out a mag
azine especially devoted to daily use. 
This hope is now on the eve of being 
fulfilled, as the first issue of the Unity 
Daily Word, giving daily lessons for 
July, will be sent to subscribers in June.

Frank B. Whitney, who has been dean 
of the Unity Correspondence School for 
several years, is the editor. His experience 
with Truth students has given him an 
understanding of their needs and a grasp 
of the thought and experience best suited 
to our people.

This is the page from Unity Daily 
Word for Friday, July 18, 1924, 
printed as a sample page at the first 
announcement of its publication:

Word for Today: I behold all men in
their Christ perfection.

S om e o f  th e  m o st m ira cu lo u s  cures ever 
m ade  h ave  been  w h e re  th e  h e a le r  s im p ly  saw  
p e rfe c tio n  in  th e  p a tie n t. H e  saw  w ith  th e  eye 
o f  S p irit  th a t  w h ic h  rea lly  e x is ts .— Christian 
Healing, page 208.

There is no mystery about metaphysical 
healing to one trained to behold the 
Christ man in all men. Before the spir
itualized consciousness of the healer the 
patient must yield the belief that disease 
is a reality; he must stand revealed to 
himself as he is in Truth—whole and 
perfect. The healer gives disease no pres
ence or power. He is not treating disease 
or a diseased body; he is correcting the 
thought by implanting there the spiritual 
thought.



Never think of man as less than per
fect. If the suggestion of physical limita
tion comes to you, lift your spiritual eyes 
to the "mount” (spiritual consciousness) 
and there behold with God the perfection 
of man. You will then be able to present 
the mental image of the Christ man to 
another so vividly that he will readily 
accept its truth and manifest health.

You have power, through beholding 
the perfect man, to restore to wholeness 
here and now those who have thought 
that man is less than perfect.

"If a man be overtaken in any trespass, 
ye who are spiritual, restore such a one 
in a spirit of gentleness.”

"See that thou make them after their 
pattern, which hath been showed thee in 
the mount.”

The September, 1924, issue of 
Unity magazine reported that the 
number of subscribers of Daily Word 
two weeks before the first issue was 
off the press was 5,300.

The early numbers of Daily Word 
contained only the page lesson for 
each day of the month, with per
haps a short poem or a helpful quo
tation on the outside of the back 
cover. In the May, 1925, issue a short 
article, "Concentration and Conse
cration,” was included. It was writ
ten by the editor and appeared at the 
back of the magazine following the 
daily lessons. These inspirational 
brief articles by Mr. Whitney became 
a feature of the little magazine, and 
combined with the daily lessons and 
the inspiring verse also contributed 
by Mr. Whitney, they won for 
the Daily Word a wide circle of 
readers. Today Unity readers and 
students generally feel that, whatever 
may be the other Unity literature 
they have access to, their equipment

for study is not complete without 
Daily Word.

Mr. Whitney remained editor until 
he passed to the invisible side of life 
in July, 1938. Under his direction 
the magazine attained a world-wide 
circulation in the United States and 
foreign countries.

It was Mr. Whitney’s expressed 
desire that the editorship of Daily 
Word pass into the hands of Si
lent Unity. So Unitys’ healing de
partment now has charge of this little 
Truth messenger, and it goes forth 
with its daily messages of faith and 
cheer and hope to the four quarters 
of the world.

P R O G R E S S

"You can succeed if you know the 
power that is in you.”

Back midway in the history of 
Wee Wisdom magazine it began to 
be evident that there was a group of 
readers whose needs were not fully 
met by any of the Unity publications. 
Truth was being adequately pre
sented to children and to adults, but 
there was a very important "in- 
between” age for which no especial 
provision existed.

In the August, 1905, birthday issue 
of Wee Wisdom, Royal Fillmore, 
who was the youthful editor for that 
month, commented:

Many of the "Wees” are growing 
larger and stronger and are reaching out 
for larger and stronger ideas of the truth. 
So we have decided to start a section 
called "The Youths’ Department.” This 
will be for the young folks over fourteen 
years young. We wish to have contribu-



tions and ideas for that column, and when 
you send them, address "The Youths’ De
partment,” Wee Wisdom, 1315 McGee 
Street, Kansas City, Mo. The "Joyful 
Circle” started this idea, for we discov
ered that there were quite a few Truth 
lovers who had outgrown Wee Wisdom  
and found Unity with ideas too far ad
vanced. But speaking of the "Joyful Cir
cle,” it is a club organized to carry out 
its name as nearly as possible. When it 
started it had but three or four members, 
but now it has about twenty-five and has 
been going only ten months. We meet at 
Unity headquarters every Wednesday eve
ning and speak, not of death, as some of 
our little authors did whose stories I 
could not print, but of life and joy, our 
motto being "Joy to the world.” We also 
debate and have programs.

This inaugural of a "Youths’ De
partment” in Wee Wisdom was the 
first expression of an idea that 
twenty-one years later was to take 
form as yet another distinct maga
zine published by the Unity School, 
Youth (now Progress).

Thus was the idea of a Truth min
istry for adolescents expressed at 
Unity twenty-one years before this 
thought seed was to develop into a 
distinct, well-rounded form of service.

For years articles and items par
ticularly suitable for young people 
were dropped into a file in the ed
itorial department that, for lack of 
a better name, was called the 
"Youth” file. Then one day a let
ter came to the School from a man 
who had proved his abilities in other 
fields and was eager to affiliate him
self in some capacity with the Unity 
work. When the letter was handed 
to Imelda Octavia Shanklin, then 
editor in chief of the Unity publica-

tions, she exclaimed, "There is the 
editor for our youth magazine!”

Thus unexpectedly but in divine 
order do ideas germinate, quicken, 
develop, and in due season bear fruit 
at Unity School!

Announcement of the new period
ical was made in a Unity convention 
program for October, 1926:

One of the most important announce
ments that Unity has made in some time 
is that of a new magazine for young 
people. . . . Gardner Hunting, a man 
who has had years of work with young 
people, and who has written several books 
that have proved popular with them, is to 
be its editor. Fiction will be a feature of 
this magazine. . . . The first issue, that 
of January, 1927, will be ready to mail 
about December 15. The name of the 
periodical is Youth. The subscription 
price is one dollar a year.

After editing the first six issues of 
Youth Gardner Hunting was called 
to another field, and in July, 1927, 
Ernest C. Wilson became the editor 
of the magazine and still serves in 
this capacity.

In August, 1928, Youth published 
a story written by Beatrice Pearl, en
titled "Jim’s Treasure Map.” The 
story presented and illustrated an 
idea that immediately appealed to its 
readers, because the principle it con
tained could apparently be utilized 
to help a person master every con
ceivable kind of problem.

Letters poured in to the magazine 
telling how correspondents had been 
induced to develop the idea of the 
"treasure map” to fit their individual 
needs, had tried it out, and had 
demonstrated favorable results in



their own lives. It was this response 
that caused the treasure-map idea to 
be kept alive and extended by the 
editor until it became a regular de
partment of the magazine.

In December, 1933, it was decided 
to broaden the scope of the magazine 
so that it would be of greater help to 
all persons with youthful interests; 
and at that time its name was changed 
from Youth to Progress.

In Progress magazine treasure
mapping has proved to be one of its 
most popular and helpful features. 
It is interesting to note that at Unity 
School many of the workers are now 
treasure-mapping.

Another popular feature of Prog
ress magazine is the "Unfinished 
Business’’ department written by the 
editor, Ernest C. Wilson. This de
partment has evoked widespread in
terest since its inauguration in the 
February, 1937, issue of the maga
zine, and has steadily attracted more 
attention and received more response 
than any other feature in Progress.

Other regular features of the mag
azine are the short human-interest 
discussions based on the International 
Bible lessons and the healing mes
sage "God Is Blessing You Now,” 
which is contributed by Silent Unity.

A. Muir Owens, the magazine’s 
associate editor, when asked to de
fine the ideals and purpose of Prog
ress, replied:

"Our ideal for Progress is to help 
our readers to recognize the power 
of God within them and to rely upon 
it more than anything else. This is 
epitomized in the statement printed

upon every cover: 'You can succeed 
if you know the power that is in 
you.’ ”

In Progress Truth is presented pri
marily in story form. Even its articles 
are written in story style. Its fiction 
is natural and lifelike; its true stories 
from the lives of its readers are con
vincing testimony to the practical 
character of the magazine’s message.

From time to time Progress in
cludes in its pages an interview with 
some prominent person who is show
ing by his accomplishments a very 
practical faith in God. A recent in
terview that the readers especially 
liked was one with Grace Noll 
Crowell, widely known and well
loved poet.

Wholesome humor finds expres
sion in Progress too. For several years 
jokes in dialogue form were used in 
the magazine; now the editors print 
one-line cartoons. Humorous situa
tions are also included in the stories 
and articles.

In March, 1937, the editors of 
Progress published this note:

"What does religion mean to you? 
Write out as precisely as you can 
your answer to this question and mail 
it to Progress. If your answer is pub
lished in Progress we will compensate 
you at our regular rates. No answer 
will be returned, and no answer is 
wanted that is not genuine.”

To date over five hundred readers 
have sent in contributions as a re
sult of the note. Each month Prog
ress publishes one of the articles 
under the title "What Religion 
Means to Me.” Typical of responses



to the articles is this one: "My hus
band and I enjoy the 'What Religion 
Means to Me’ articles. Sometimes it 
seems the layman’s viewpoint is 
easier to understand and use to ad
vantage than the teacher’s.”

In December, 1935, the Progress 
page was increased in size, and the at
tractive format was adopted that is 
characteristic of this magazine today. 
The inspiring photographs and pleas
ing designs decorating its pages tone 
in with the beauty of the Truth mes
sage it presents.

"We believe,” say the editors, 
"that the more graphically Truth is 
presented the more appealing it will 
be to the reader of today. We are 
convinced that this reader inherently 
believes in himself, in an ever-present 
God, and in the goodness of life, 
and that what he needs most of all 
is encouragement.”

The following letter appearing in 
the January, 1939, issue of Progress

is representative of what the readers 
say in return:

Inspired writers in Progress (and every 
Unity publication) seem to anticipate 
every mood of the human heart, every 
doubt and fear that would hold back our 
good, and like beacon lights they point 
the way to God, the supreme help in 
every need.

I always find just the help I need in 
Progress: strength to overcome weakness, 
love to heal every ill of heart, mind, and 
body, and light to transmute the seeming 
darkness on my way.

I think much of the charm of Progress 
consists in the delightful sketches and 
photographs and in the exquisite tinting 
that adorns its pages. These things ap
peal to the eye and furnish an ideal 
background for the beautiful and inspir
ing thoughts appearing there.

For about twelve years I have been 
giving and lending my Unity literature. 
. . . I am always happy to find Unity 
at my door, an unobtrusive friend that 
has the power to lift the soul, as on 
wings, into clearer heights of the love 
and peace of God.”



1. In the open-air amphitheater at Unity Farm 
thousands of persons assemble on Sunday evenings 
during the summer months to enjoy the Unity 
service and band concert.

2. Picturesque Terrace Tea Room, high above 
the roadway, attracts visitors in search of relaxa
tion and refreshment.

3. Looming above the other buildings, the Campa

nile can easily be seen for miles in every direction.

4. The fountain is a popular gathering place for 
delegates to the Youth of Unity Conference.

5. Entrance to the lower floor and banquet hall 
of the Terrace Tea Room.

6. Stone steps garlanded with rambler roses lead 
to the roadway below.



Chapter IX

Unity Farm: Unity Community
Center

”W  ork heartily . . . knowing that from the Lord 
ye shall receive the recompense.”

Y

HEN the Unity move
ment was not yet two 
years old Charles Fill

more prophesied that Jackson Coun
ty, Missouri, would some day be a 
great spiritual center. In much the 
same way that Kansas City was a 
link between the eastern part of the 
United States and the rapidly devel
oping West, so as the home of Unity 
it was to be the bridge between the 
old theological interpretations of the 
orthodox church and the religion of 
the new age. Mr. Fillmore wrote:

That a peculiar mental atmosphere pre
vails here is plain to every one who has 
made any attainments whatever in the 
unfoldment of the spirit. Metaphysicians 
from all parts of the country have sensed 
it and observed its harmonious effect upon 
them. We have carefully noted their sepa
rate testimonies as to its quality, and they 
all agree that they have here a sense of 
freedom and peace.

This would indicate that in the 
very beginning of the Unity work

Charles and Myrtle Fillmore were 
being led toward the building of a 
great spiritual center in or near Kan
sas City.

Unity Farm is situated in Jackson 
County, sixteen miles southeast of 
the city.

When Unity School in 1919 pur
chased the small rural acreage that 
was to become the nucleus of Unity 
Farm, the direct motive was the need 
of more space. In the buildings on 
Tracy Avenue there was not enough 
room nor was there the proper setting 
and facilities for activities of a com
munity nature or for the recreational 
activities that were desired for the 
benefit of the workers. The project 
was discussed at headquarters and it 
was decided to start out in a small 
way. It is interesting to hear W. Rick- 
ert Fillmore, who is now the manager 
of Unity Farm, give the account of 
how the Farm was born and of how 
thereafter it "just grew.”

—



In 1919, recently returned home 
from service in the World War, 
Rickert Fillmore, with his father and 
his brother Lowell, began looking 
around for a favorable location for 
this rural recreational project. One 
Sunday they saw an ad in a paper 
that listed forty acres for sale a few 
miles out southeast of Kansas City. 
They got in a car and drove out to 
investigate, but when they got there 
the piece of land had been sold. 
However the real-estate agent, who 
was a good salesman and alive to his 
own opportunities, asked them what 
they had in mind. They told him in 
effect: "We should like a piece of 
rolling country, good for planting, 
with water on it and some woodland, 
and with fruit trees perhaps or space 
where an orchard can be set out. 
We want a small place that can be 
developed, beautified, and made to 
pay its way: a pleasing, restful rural 
spot removed from city noises and 
confusion and at the same time not 
too far out for quick travel back and 
forth.”

This would seem quite a detailed 
order, but the real-estate man replied, 
"I know just the place you want.” So 
he took them out to the locality 
where Unity Farm now spreads its 
rolling beauty and showed them 
fifty-eight acres that were for sale. 
The Fillmores liked it and made a 
first down payment. Possession was 
taken of the property March 1, 1920, 
and on that date Unity Farm was 
born. To this piece of land adjoining 
acreages were added as further needs 
arose and the opportunity to meet

them came along. After five hundred 
acres had been thus acquired and put 
to use United States Highway No. 
50 came through, traversing the State 
from Kansas City to St. Louis. It 
passed by the very entrance to U.vity 
Farm, thus making it conveniently 
accessible. Then came Colborn Road, 
which crosses No. 50 just beyond the 
entrance to the Farm, which from 
being once an isolated spot is now a 
veritable crossroads.

When asked how Unity Farm has 
been financed, Rickert Fillmore made 
an extremely significant reply. "The 
Farm has been financed and devel
oped,” he said, "in the same way as 
all the other Unity projects of serv
ice: Namely, go ahead and do what 
you see to do, with what you have at 
hand to do it with—and the Lord 
will supply the funds.” This remark 
might well be considered by all Truth 
students and all persons everywhere, 
of whatever occupation and condi
tion. In Rickert Fillmore’s reply lies 
the key to Unity’s growth and suc
cess. Some people have the mistaken 
idea that Unity is a materially rich 
institution, heavily endowed by some 
wealthy Bible society or other 
wealthy patron. But this is not the 
case. Unity’s riches lie in its recep
tivity to strong, positive ideas, in the 
promptness with which it acts upon 
these ideas, and in its complete trust 
in the ever-present bounty of God, 
which, as man works in the right 
consciousness, comes into expression 
at the proper time and through the 
proper channels to meet whatever the 
need may be.



As Unity Farm developed and be
gan to take tangible form, new op
portunities arose for bringing into 
manifestation God’s unlimited re
sources of beauty, supply, and serv
ice. Possessed of an artistic bent and 
training, Rickert Fillmore has worked 
with professional experts in the de
signing and execution of the land
scaping. The buildings on the Farm, 
as they began gradually to be con
structed, were designed by him in 
collaboration with architects who 
caught his vision and carried out his 
ideas. The first buildings erected 
were of the English Cotswold type, 
which fitted harmoniously into the 
topographical setting. These were 
mainly the residences of Unity lead
ers and workers who lived at the 
Farm and of the employees who did 
the work there. The larger buildings, 
including a campanile, that were 
later erected near the front entrance 
of the Farm to house various Unity 
activities were designed in the Italian 
style.

Nearly all the work done at Unity 
Farm to develop its natural possibil
ities and improve its service and to 
manifest the hidden vision of joy, 
plenty, and beauty has been done by 
employees living on the Farm and 
has been accomplished through utiliz
ing the resources at hand. For in
stance, the drought of recent years 
was killing off the black-walnut trees 
on the large tract of timberland that 
had been one of the natural beauties 
of the place. Rickert Fillmore was 
quick to see and utilize the possibil
ities for good that were present

" Grandma” Fillmore, mother of Unity’s 
cojounder, was not only beloved by her 
grandson Rick, who is giving her a big 
bear hug, but was also a favorite with 
the Unity workers. It was she who kept 
the Fillmore home going in the early days 
of Unity when Charles and Myrtle spent 
all their time working on their new
found idea.

even in this seemingly deplorable sit
uation. Workmen were put on the 
job, and the dying trees were cut 
down and sawed into boards in the 
Farm’s own sawmill. From the trees



that Unity workers had learned to 
love there has thus been salvaged 
some fifty thousand feet of black- 
walnut lumber, which is now aging 
to make beautiful furniture for the 
new buildings that Unity envisions 
to house its Truth-spreading enter
prises at Unity Farm. And new trees 
have been planted to replace the 
dead ones.

The visitor to Unity Farm is struck 
by the number of buildings con
structed of stone, by the long 
stretches of stone walls, by the flights 
of stone steps that climb up and 
down the slopes leading to and from 
the buildings. All this stone is quar
ried at the Farm. The trim on the 
buildings, steps, and pillars is of 
native Jackson County limestone, 
which has a texture resembling trav
ertine. (Travertine is an Italian stone 
used in many of the finest buildings 
in Italy, and for use in this country 
in buildings of the Italian type it has 
frequently been imported.) Unity’s 
use of the native limestone in this 
way is the only case of such archi
tectural use in the vicinity of Kansas 
City, although the famous Nelson 
Art Gallery building has polished col
umns of it. Unity Farm has used it 
so lavishly that one man has been 
employed there working full time 
preparing this stone. He is now 
working on a quantity to be used 
for a fountain and balustrades.

All the decorative plasterwork in 
the Terrace Tea Room was made by 
employees on the premises. Unity 
Farm even has its own upholsterer. 
All the iron grillwork so extensively

used throughout the buildings, as for 
flowerpots, the iron framework of 
the chairs in the tearoom, for chan
deliers, light fixtures, and tables has 
been hand wrought at the Farm ac
cording to Rickert Fillmore’s design

This building was the first one erected at 
Unity Farm after the property was ac
quired by the Unity School of Christian
ity. "Grandma” Fillmore is the figure at 
the right.

and under his supervision. The large 
map of the Farm and its roads which 
for the convenience of visitors is 
mounted near the front entrance is 
framed in this hand-wrought grill- 
work.

It is extremely interesting to dis
cover how many of the noteworthy 
features of Unity Farm were not 
planned in the beginning but just 
"grew.” The Unity Campanile or 
tower is an example. This structure, 
165 feet tall, is already a land
mark in the region, as it is visible for 
many miles up and down the high
way in either direction. Many per
sons inquire what is the purpose, sig
nificance, and practical value of this 
eye-arresting structure. Rickert Fill
more gives the answer:

"While the tower was built for 
utilitarian purposes, it is something



more than that. It is a symbol of 
universal supply. We needed water 
to operate the Farm, and every time 
we drilled for water we got oil and 
gas. So across the railroad tracks on 
our property we made an artificial 
lake. The lake covers about twenty- 
two acres, and has a drop of fifty 
feet at the dam. We did all the con
crete work on the dam ourselves, and 
it is the only one of its kind in Jack- 
son County. This was in 1927. Then 
we had the water, but we had to get 
the elevation and the pressure in 
order to distribute it where needed. 
So we built the Campanile with its 
huge water tank at the top. It is a 
symbol and a delight to the eye, of 
course, but it also makes available 
a continuous supply of one hundred 
thousand gallons of water without 
which the Farm could not be run and 
provides seven stories of rooms for 
office use.”

"The Arches” was built for 
Charles and Myrtle Fillmore about 
1925 as a sort of retreat to be used 
for week ends, and sometimes Myrtle 
Fillmore spent weeks there in writing 
and concentrating. She used to call 
it her "fairy house” and greatly en
joyed sitting on the porch—entirely 
surrounded by apple trees—or look
ing down the gravel walk that led 
through a garden of old-fashioned 
flowers and issued in an ornamental 
gate. She often entertained overnight 
guests there, and the house is used 
today as the home of teachers and 
special visitors to the Farm. Designed 
by Rickert Fillmore primarily for the 
comfort of its occupants, "The

Arches” in general is an English type 
of house, though it follows no par
ticular architectural style.

The open-air theater is as lovely 
a thing of its kind as one can find in 
America. Its acoustic properties are 
perfect, and when a few years ago 
the late DeWolf Hopper performed 
there in a series of his Gilbert and 
Sullivan successes, he commented on 
this and said that he had never found 
a stage or theater so inspiring. A wall 
of tall Lombardy poplars encircles 
the amphitheater. And when one sits 
there in the cool evening air and 
listens to music, speakers, or per
formers, while watching the multiple 
lighting effects produced by the in- 
candescents over the gateways and 
the stage, the dimming twilight and 
the deepening purple-blue of the 
heavens, and the glory quietly spread 
by the stars and the climbing moon, 
the experience is an unforgettable 
one.

But let Rickert Fillmore continue 
his account of how the plan of this 
amphitheater "just grew” naturally 
out of the smallest and most prosaic 
of beginnings:

"We needed a garage to take care 
of the cars of the workers at the 
Farm. There was a steep bluff at the 
most convenient location, so we built 
the garage up against this almost per
pendicular bluff. When later we 
wanted a place for an open-air gath
ering, we found that we could use 
the flat roof of this garage as the 
floor of a platform or stage. The 
gentle rise of the ground eastward 
from this point made it possible to



oqore 11 was improved. nere is evidence 
of the vision that has gone into making 
Unity Farm a home for the Unity work.

use it for our outdoor meetings, and 
seats were set out. When we wanted 
to use it for larger gatherings we 
graded it and built a regular stage, 
which rises about four feet above the 
front level of the ground. Then we 
added the lighting system, set out 
the encircling wall of poplars, and 
so on. Maybe the wall of trees has 
something to do with the acoustic 
excellence; I do not know. But I do 
know that they are beautiful, and 
Lombardy poplars pointing heaven
ward have been planted all over the 
place so that they are one of the 
most distinctive features of the Farm. 
I wish DeWolf Hopper might have 
seen the green 'wings’ of mulberry 
trees that have been added since his 
visit. For stage settings we now have

arborvitae planted in tubs on rollers 
so that we can move them around 
just where we need them.”

Ideas! growing, developing, acted 
upon to serve the current purpose 
and to meet the new need!

The beautiful Terrace Tea Room, 
Rickert Fillmore disclosed, grew 
from the original little tearoom that 
was located in the basement of the 
apartment building to take care of 
the food needs of resident workers 
and transient Truth visitors. Soon it 
outgrew its quarters; and in order to 
meet the requirements a commodious 
modern addition was constructed ad
joining the apartment building.

The original swimming pool on 
the Farm was a dam across a creek. 
Now it is a modern, sanitary pool in

r



a lovely setting, supplied with fil
tered water from the artificial 22-acre 
lake, and surrounded by landscaped 
grounds with walks and shrubs. In 
response to demands for increased 
use the pool "just grew.”

"We have our own corps of main
tenance workmen on the Farm,” con
tinued Rickert Fillmore, "plumbers, 
electricians, carpenters, stonecutters. 
Every kind of skilled and unskilled 
work demanded on the Farm is taken 
care of right here. Now we have our 
own cold-storage plant to take care 
of the apples from our orchards. We 
make our own apple butter, and eat 
it, and sell it” ; and the Farm’s man
ager smiled proudly as he added, "It 
is the most wonderful apple butter 
in the world.

"For our gas and oil wells we have 
our own well-drilling outfit. We burn 
gas in all the houses. We have a rock 
crusher, crush our own rock, build 
our roads, and oil them with our 
own oil. We have our own flour 
mill—which was sent us as a love 
offering—for milling the wheat that 
we raise for our use.

"There are now fifty-three opera
tions carried on daily at the Farm. 
We have our street department, po
lice department, fire department. The 
chimes in the tower were built by our 
own man, who has had wide radio 
experience and is an expert. Our own 
engineers put in our light plant. 
Our waterworks system, with filtra
tion equipment, is capable of supply
ing a community of four thousand 
persons. In our dairy we make our 
own ice cream. There are spraying

and pruning crews for the two hun
dred acres of apples, cherries, plums, 
peaches, grapes, and other fruits. We 
have our own automobile repair 
shop, for in the many operations of 
the Farm there is a lot of machinery 
involved.”

Each Sunday evening during the 
summer band concerts are given in 
the amphitheater by the Unity Band 
under the direction of Carl Frang- 
kiser, Unity’s musical director. A 
short inspirational address is given 
on these occasions by Francis J. Ga
ble, and there is special music and 
singing either by the Unity Quartet 
or by guest artists. These summer 
evening concerts are often attended 
by several thousand people. Other

The dedication of the Unity Campanile 
in July, 1927, was an occasion of great 
rejoicing, for it meant another step in 
Unity’s growth.

entertainments, musical and theatri
cal, are given in the amphitheater 
from time to time.

The Jackson County Unity Society, 
a Unity center organized by workers 
living on Unity Farm and neighbors, 
conducts a Sunday school each Sun-



day morning in the Training School 
building, with classes for children 
and adults. Immediately after Sunday 
school there is a broadcast of the 
services of the Unity Society in Kan
sas City. This comes over the loud
speaker in the top of the tower, and 
can be heard from every part of 
the thirteen-hundred-acre Farm. The 
eleven-o’clock peace statement with 
the Lord's Prayer is similarly broad
cast every day, and it is customary at 
that time for every one to stand dur
ing a two-minute silence period.

It is Unity’s vision and plan to 
make Unity Farm the real home of 
Unity School and to move the pub
lishing plant and all the other ac
tivities of the School to this delight
ful and inspiring spot.

TRAINING SCHOOL

The bulletin of the Third Annual 
Convention, in session from October 
4 to October 17, 1925, gave a full 
description of Unity Farm and closed 
with this paragraph:

"It is hoped that within the next

Before the Unity Training School build
ing was entirely completed the dedication 
service was held in this spacious room, 
which is now used as a study hall.

few years there will be a summer 
school session at Unity Farm, con
ducted similar to a Chautauqua.”

This hope has already been real
ized, for since 1931 the Training 
School sessions of Unity School have 
been held at Unity Farm.

The history of the Training 
School, whose function is to develop 
teachers and center leaders for the 
Unity work, dates back in spiritual 
reality to the very start of the Unity 
movement in Kansas City, which was 
founded upon the principle of divine 
help and resources ever present and 
available. The idea of giving prac
tical instruction in the Truth doc
trine to whomsoever might be inter
ested and attracted has been prac
ticed steadily at Unity headquarters 
throughout its years of development 
and growth. Classes, lectures, and 
courses of spiritual instruction have 
always been a main feature of the 
Unity movement. As the work wid
ened and grew it became more and 
more important that teachers and 
leaders should be adequately trained 
and prepared to serve the groups of 
Truth students that were forming 
throughout this country and all over 
the world. These informal groups 
of Truth students gradually took 
shape as centers of spiritual service 
in their several localities, and work
ing harmoniously in conjunction with 
and under the supervision of Unity 
School of Christianity in Kansas City, 
they now constitute the Unity centers 
the world over.

In 1931 the Unity Training School 
was organized for the specific pur
pose of offering a definite course of 
study to consecrated students, and its 
first session at beautiful Unity Farm



extended from May 4 to October 16 
that year. Center leaders and pro
spective leaders were especially in
vited to attend, but a cordial welcome 
was also extended to every one in
terested in the Truth teaching.

E. V. Ingraham, a Unity worker 
and field lecturer of many years’ 
standing, was in charge of this first 
session of the Training School at 
Unity Farm, and the teachers were 
E. V. Ingraham, Charles and Myrtle 
Fillmore, H. B. Jeffery, Ernest C. 
Wilson, Francis J. Gable, Marie P. 
Handly, and Celia C. Ayers.

The enrollment for the first term 
was 238. During this 1931 session 
there were pupils from almost every 
State in the union. In 1937 students 
attended from Ireland, England, and 
Canada.

There have been 139 teachers or
dained at the Training School at 
Unity Farm. Two terms’ attendance 
over a period of two years is re
quired of Unity teachers, who must 
also complete the correspondence 
school course and a course in meth
ods and ideals as part of their train
ing.

The present Board of Governors 
of the Training School are Charles 
Fillmore, president; W. Rickert Fill
more, chancellor; Lowell Fillmore, 
Clara May Rowland, Francis J. Ga
ble, Celia C. Ayers, Elsie Shaw, and 
Louis E. Meyer.

The faculty of the 1939 session 
at Unity Farm consisted of these 
teachers from Unity School of Chris
tianity: Charles Fillmore, president 
of Unity School; Cora Fillmore,

author of Christ Enthroned in Man; 
Louis E. Meyer, minister of the Unity 
Society of Practical Christianity at

Students of the Unity Training School en
joy this cloister on the west side of the 
building, facing Unity Campanile.

Kansas City; Lowell Fillmore, man
ager of Unity School; Clara May 
Rowland, director of Silent Unity; 
Celia C. Ayres, dean of the Unity 
Correspondence School; George E. 
Carpenter, associate editor of Unity 
magazine; Richard Lynch, Unity 
teacher, lecturer, and author of 
Usable Truth; Ralph E. Johnson, a 
member of Silent Unity; Ernest C. 
Wilson, editor of Progress magazine; 
Francis J. Gable, field lecturer and 
editor of Good Business magazine; 
Florence Harling, a worker in the 
field department; Ida Palmer, min
ister of the South Side Unity Center, 
Kansas City, Missouri; Ethel C. 
Meyer, assistant minister of the Unity 
Society of Practical Christianity at 
Kansas City, Ralph O’Day, registrar 
of Unity Training School, and Elsie 
Shaw, director of field department.

The following center leaders and



1

The Unity Training School building with the Campanile at the 
right. This picture was taken from the east side of the building.

lecturers from the field served as 
guest teachers in 1939: Frederick E. 
Andrews, of Wichita, Kansas; Cecelia 
Cardwell, of Louisville, Kentucky; 
Rose Emery, of Oakland, California; 
Margaret Ann Feldt, of Washington,
D. C.; Irwin E. Gregg, of Detroit, 
Michigan; Norma Knight Jones, of 
Los Angeles, California; Lila Weber 
Ranney, of Minneapolis, Minnesota; 
and May Cornell Stoiber, of Miami, 
Florida.

In its prospectus for 1938 the 
Unity Training School briefly out
lined the purpose and nature of its 
work as follows:

Four terms of study are offered each 
summer, one each in June, July, August, 
and September. The courses presented 
are varied enough to meet the needs of 
both beginners and advanced students. The 
subject matter of all courses is carefully 
chosen to fit into a completely rounded 
program of metaphysical education.

The Training School gains each year

in attendance and interest as people every
where are seeking spiritual unfoldment. 
Many students take the courses for the 
sake of their own development without 
reference to any plans to become teachers. 
Schoolteachers, clerks, secretaries, and 
professional people of various kinds find 
the school an ideal place to combine a 
month’s vacation with a study of Truth 
that helps them to master conditions in 
their everyday life.

Leaders and teachers of Unity find the 
Training School a place of spiritual re
treat and come year after year for the 
inspiration and fellowship it offers. Sun
day schoolteachers and ministers come for 
the same reasons and find new inspiration 
for Christian service.

Unity School acknowledges the value of 
the services and teachings of all Chris
tian workers and of other schools and 
courses. However the one objective of the 
Training School is the presentation of 
the Unity teaching, and we ask the co
operation of every student in avoiding 
the discussion of other doctrines and the 
expression of personal beliefs during 
class periods. Those who are truly inter
ested in the Unity teaching and come



from great distances to learn it certainly 
have a right to expect only the Unity 
teaching to be presented. The Unity view 
is broad and tolerant, but only the most 
essential, fundamental principles can be 
presented in these short intensive courses.

Each sincere student and seeker makes 
a definite contribution to the high spir
itual consciousness of the school when he 
holds fast to the Christ consciousness that 
guided the founders of the Unity move
ment and led them to the establishment 
of Unity Training School. To that con
sciousness all our work is joyously conse
crated and dedicated.

Here are some of the courses of
fered at the Unity Training School in 
1939: "Prosperity Course for Truth 
Teachers,” "Lessons in Truth,” 
"Prayer and Its Answer,” "Christian 
Healing,” "How to Use Truth,” "The 
Key to Business Success,” "Mystic 
Christianity,” "Basic Principles of 
Truth,” "Mysteries of Genesis,” 
"The Sermon on the Mount,” "Bible 
Interpretation,” "Practicing the Pres
ence of God,” "The Beatitudes.”

Each year Unity leaders and teach
ers from all over the world meet at 
Unity Farm in the Unity Annual 
Conference. This conference is sched
uled so as to follow the June term 
of the Training School and precede 
the July term. It is an organization 
composed of Unity center leaders 
working in co-operation with the 
field department of Unity School of 
Christianity.

The delegates from the various 
Youth of Unity chapters in the 
United States and Canada also meet 
each summer at Unity Farm for an 
annual conference.

The building that provides the

Training School classrooms, study 
hall, and office is situated beside the 
famous campanile, just inside the 
entrance to Unity Farm. Living facil
ities amid most beautiful surround
ings are available to visitors at Unity 
Farm. There are women’s dormitory 
quarters, a men’s dormitory, a resi
dence hotel and hotel annex, an 
apartment building adjoining the 
Terrace Tea Room, and several cot
tages. A camping ground is provided 
for those traveling in trailers.

Although serious study is the pri
mary object of the Training School, 
the value of recreation is recognized 
and has been liberally provided for 
at Unity Farm. The modern swim
ming pool is one of the most beauti
ful in the environs of Kansas City, 
and there is a good nine-hole golf 
course and two tennis courts. All 
recreational activities and sports are 
under the supervision of the Unity 
Country Club. At Unity Farm is ex
emplified Charles Fillmore’s state
ment "When joy is put back into re
ligion, there will be more religion in 
the world.”

The beautiful Terrace Tea Room, 
of English Cotswold architecture and 
stone construction designed and dec
orated by Rickert Fillmore is a mod
em dining place that has proved at
tractive and convenient to Truth 
students visiting from afar. It is also 
a Mecca to Kansas Citians who drive 
out to enjoy good food amid pleasant 
surroundings and to listen to the glo
rious open-air concerts that are given 
in the amphitheater, which is also a 
creation of Rickert Fillmore.





Chapter X

Unity Centers World Over
”Preach the gospel to the whole creation.”

U NITY centers and classes 
are now established in the 
principal cities in the United 

States, Canada, England, Hawaii, and 
Africa. These centers co-operate with 
Unity School of Christianity in offer
ing instruction in the Unity teaching 
to all who are interested in Truth. 
The majority of them are open daily 
for teaching, healing, devotional serv
ices, and the sale of Unity literature. 
A list of the centers and their location 
is given in each issue of Unity maga
zine under the heading "Unity An
nual Conference Members and Li
censed Teachers.”

The field ministry is far-reaching, 
and it is of course impossible to rate 
at their exact value the blessings dis
seminated through the ministry of 
the Unity leaders who have conse
crated their lives to the Lord’s work. 
Thousands of people in every walk 
of life are daily given new under
standing, new courage, and new 
faith. As a result of the prayers and 
services offered, physical, mental, and 
financial difficulties are overcome, 
and people everywhere are living

more joyous and better-rounded lives.
Daily as Unity School offers a 

prayer for world peace the Unity cen
ters throughout the field unite with 
it in this prayer, and the word of 
Truth spoken radiates to all the 
world, uplifting, renewing, and har
monizing.

The Unity centers in the field are 
independently organized and are not 
branches of Unity School of Chris
tianity, but through its field depart
ment Unity School offers an advisory 
service to Unity teachers and leaders 
in the field and authorizes the estab
lishment of Unity classes and centers. 
The leaders receive much of their 
training at Unity headquarters, and 
the constant co-operation of Unity 
School is extended to them.

It has become a well-known prac
tice of the Unity ministry to conduct 
all services on the voluntary offer
ing plan. The Unity centers through
out the field are all conducted on this 
basis. While the Unity leaders go out 
to serve without scrip or purse, 
through their understanding and ap
plication of the principles taught by



Jesus they have a richness of spiritual 
understanding and faith in God as 
their supply. Each Unity center in 
the field is supported by love offer
ings and tithes given directly to it in 
appreciation of the ministry given.

As has been pointed out repeatedly 
in this book, the whole Unity move
ment dates back to the time in 1886 
when Myrtle Fillmore, expecting 
soon to die of a so-called "incurable” 
disease, received from a lecturer this 
clear, uplifting, redeeming idea: 
"You are a child of God and do not 
inherit disease.” From this one defi
nite new idea born into the conscious
ness of Myrtle Fillmore the Unity 
movement sprang, and its whole his
tory is the story of the growth, ex
pansion, and ramifications of this 
great spiritual idea. Every phase of 
the organization’s development has 
been the outgrowth of related spir
itual ideas equally vivid, compelling, 
and powerful. The children of God 
do not inherit sickness, neither do 
they inherit poverty, strife, limita
tion, or any other so-called "evil” 
recognized in the worldly concepts 
and fabrications of men. This divine 
truth taught by Jesus Christ has been 
disseminated and spread through the 
Unity ministry until now there are 
consecrated groups scattered through
out the world, seeking to know and 
live the Truth that makes men free.

The first of these local groups, 
already referred to as the Unity So
ciety of Practical Christianity, was 
naturally located at Kansas City, and 
it has grown steadily in membership, 
strength, and the scope of its activities

along with the larger organization 
that became Unity School of Chris
tianity. Unity Society of Practical 
Christianity is the first and oldest 
local Unity center.

The consecrated little Kansas City 
group led by Charles and Myrtle Fill
more, which first held its devotional 
and study meetings in the Fillmore 
home, then in a small office in the 
Hall Building, and finally in the 
chapel of the building at 913 Tracy, 
was not incorporated until 1903. 
As early as April, 1890, mention was 
made in the Modern Thought maga
zine of a temple to be built in Kansas 
City, a temple dedicated to God only, 
"where the true God, the all-good 
Father, might be worshiped and the 
results of such a worship demon
strated.” The Society of Practical 
Christianity bought the lot at 913 
Tracy Avenue and there erected the 
building that housed its first chapel 
in 1906. The business of this Society 
is transacted by a board of twelve 
directors elected by its membership.

The membership and activities of 
the Unity Society of Practical Chris
tianity in Kansas City steadily grew. 
Truth classes and Sunday school 
classes were formed and maintained 
to develop the membership spiritual
ly, and these have functioned regular
ly for the elucidation of Truth prin
ciples.

Eventually the subjects dealt with 
in the various classes were assembled 
and incorporated in a course of study 
providing for three years of system
atic instruction. A similar course of 
study is also followed in many of



Charles and Cora Fillmore spend much of their time preparing meta
physical material for class instruction. Here they are shown on 
the lawn of their home, not far from the entrance to Unity Farm.

1939 was well over one thousand. 
This Sunday school is divided into 
seven departments and forty-seven 
classes, and has outgrown the avail
able space in the chapel building. 
The classes are held in corners, in 
healing rooms, in the church par
lors, and grouped around office desks. 
One adult class meets in the Unity 
Inn, and six adult classes meet in a 
rented building across the street from 
Unity School. Space on four floors 
of four different buildings is used 
to accommodate the Sunday school. 
The vision now before the Unity 
Society of Practical Christianity is a 
suitable temple large enough to meet 
all needs. Ground has already been 
purchased in the convenient Plaza 
district of Kansas City, and the mem
bers of the Unity Society of Practical 
Christianity are looking gratefully to 
the Father for the Unity Temple that

the other Unity centers. Subjects of
fered in the 1938-39 season of the 
three-year study course at Kansas 
City included "Self-Expression,” 
"Christian Healing,” "Metaphysical 
Bible Interpretation,” "The Open 
Door to Heaven,” "Prosperity,” 
"Bible History,” "The Inner Teach
ing,” and "The Silence.” Similar 
courses are offered in the other 
Unity centers in the United States 
and other countries. The purpose of 
the three-year course is to provide 
systematic instruction in practical 
Christianity for those who desire a 
working knowledge of Truth in ap
plication to everyday living. The 
course also offers primary training 
for students who wish to become 
teachers, healers, and center leaders.

The enrollment in the Sunday 
school of the Unity Society of Prac
tical Christianity at Kansas City in



is to house them when completed.
The Sunday school of the Unity 

Society of Practical Christianity was 
organized in 1904 by Jennie H. Croft, 
who was the first superintendent. 
Those who have since then served 
successively as superintendents of the 
school are Lowell Fillmore, Edith 
Haseltine, Louise Newman, Francis 
J. Gable, and Edith Kinley.

Only three ministers have served 
Unity Society of Practical Christianity 
in Kansas City in a regular capacity 
during its fifty-year existence. Charles 
Fillmore, who was founder, leader, 
and minister during the beginning 
years, served continuously from a 
time several years before the chapel 
was erected in 1906 until he relin
quished the pulpit in 1933. Myrtle 
Fillmore served as associate minister 
until her passing in 1931. Through
out those busy years Mr. Fillmore de
livered his forceful Truth sermons 
each Sunday in addition to conduct
ing innumerable other meetings and 
classes in connection with the pro
gram of the Society and the activities 
of Unity School. In the early days of 
radio he and Myrtle Fillmore con
ducted a midnight service. They lit
erally gave not only their time but 
themselves to their ministry. In De
cember, 1933, Mr. Fillmore retired 
from the Kansas City pulpit in order 
to give his time and energies to fur
ther metaphysical research and to 
travel and lectures in the field.

On December 31, 1933, Charles 
Fillmore and Cora G. Dedrick were 
married. The ceremony was per
formed by Ernest C. Wilson at the

home of Lowell Fillmore at Unity 
Farm. Miss Dedrick had for many 
years served Charles and Myrtle Fill
more as private secretary. The bridal 
couple left for California the next

Louis E. Meyer, minister of the Unity So
ciety of Kansas City, and his wife Ethel 
C. Meyer, who is associate minister. Both 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer are members of the 
Unity Training School faculty.

day and spent the rest of the winter 
lecturing on the West Coast.

In January, 1934, Ernest C. Wil
son became the minister of the Kan
sas City Unity Society of Practical 
Christianity, assuming this activity 
in addition to his duties as editor in 
chief of the Unity publications, as 
editor of Progress magazine, as a 
writer of articles and books, and as 
a regular radio speaker. After an 
extremely active period of service 
Doctor Wilson went to California in 
April, 1938, to serve as Unity’s West 
Coast representative. In the fall of 
1938 he organized a Unity center 
ministry under the name of Christ 
Church, Unity, Los Angeles.

Louis E. Meyer, trained as a work
er in the Silent Unity department



and for several years the leader of 
the First Unity Society of Rochester, 
New York, followed Doctor Wilson 
as minister of the Society. His wife 
Ethel C. Meyer became associate min
ister. The Reverend Meyer is also a 
member of the Unity Training School 
staff.

The Unity centers in other cities 
have enjoyed growth and progress, 
as has the Unity Society of Practical 
Christianity. Many of the Unity lead
ers are conducting large and flourish
ing centers, some serving over a thou
sand people at each devotional serv
ice.

FIELD DEPARTMENT

Unity study classes continued to 
spring up as a result of requests from 
Unity students for some kind of ac
tivity in their community. The field 
department of Unity School of Chris
tianity was started in 1915 in order to 
supervise field lecturers and to assist 
local centers who were asking for 
counsel in carrying on their work. At 
that time the lecture staff consisted 
of one speaker, Kate N. Nevill, but 
within a short time E. V. Ingraham 
and Jennie H. Croft also joined the 
staff. Lowell Fillmore directed the 
activities of the field department in 
its early years, and he was followed 
in turn by E. V. Ingraham, Ralph
E. Boileau, and Marie P. Handly. 
Elsie Shaw is the present director.

"Notes from the Field,” in Weekly 
Unity, listed the following as among 
the great variety of local groups 
served by the field department in 
1917:

First Unity Society of Chicago;

Truth Center, Portland, Oregon; 
Unity Class of Columbus, Columbus, 
Ohio; Unity Class, Indianapolis, In
diana; Nashville Truth Center, Nash
ville, Tennessee; Lessons in Truth 
Class, Atlanta, Georgia; Metaphys
ical Library, Portland, Oregon; study 
classes in Galveston, Texas, Mount 
Vernon, New York, and Atascadero, 
California; a Bible class at Topeka, 
Kansas, and Truth and Health meet
ings, Washington, D. C.

In the May 11, 1918, issue of 
Weekly Unity announcement was 
made of a more definite plan of co
operation in the field work on the

Richard Lynch grew up at Unity head
quarters, later going to New York City 
to take charge of a Unity center. Well- 
known author and world traveler, Doctor 
Lynch now lectures for Unity in the field 
and teaches at the Unity Training School.

part of Unity headquarters: "The 
Unity School of Christianity is now 
prepared to send competent teachers 
into the field to help establish cen
ters and to aid centers already es-



tablished in extending their work.”
Among the lecturers and teachers, 

besides Kate M. Nevill, whose serv
ices were made available to the local 
groups through the held department 
were Jennie H. Croft, E. V. Ingra
ham, Mary C. O’Neill, Richard 
Lynch, and Ida M. Mingle. Francis J. 
Gable started lecturing for the depart
ment in 1924, and since that time he 
has lectured in nearly all the Unity 
centers in this country. He has trav
eled in nearly all the States and in 
Canada. He has addressed local 
Truth groups and hundreds of men’s 
clubs, sales groups, chambers of com
merce, and the like.

Ernest C. Wilson has been a mem
ber of the Unity lecture staff since 
1927, and since that time he has lec
tured in all the principal cities of the 
United States as well as in England 
and Hawaii.

The number of lecture series given 
each year in the field by the Unity 
lecture staff averages something like 
180, comprising approximately four 
hundred lectures.

Those who now serve on the lec
ture staff as their time permits are 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fillmore, 
Francis J. Gable, Dr. Ernest C. Wil
son, Louis E. Meyer, and Dr. Richard 
Lynch.

Before the Unity Annual Confer
ence was organized in 1925 annual 
conventions were held in Kansas City 
beginning in 1923.

Announcement of the Second An
nual Convention of all Unity people 
was made in the April, 1924, issue of 
Unity magazine:

The Second Annual Convention of 
Unity people will be held at Kansas City, 
Missouri, June 15 to 28, 1924.

Every one of the Unity centers should 
send a representative to this conference. 
A great work for the uplift of the whole 
world is being inaugurated, and the mas
ter mind of our race, Jesus Christ, wants 
us to get together in His name that we 
may be unified in the divine law and ob
serve it.

Prophetic minds the world over tell us 
that we are on the verge of a great crisis 
in the evolution of the human family, 
and that religion is the one and only 
thing that will save us from the havoc 
of human selfishness. The great religions 
of the day are not being looked to as a 
saving agency; a new interpretation of 
Christianity is needed.

Let us get together in the name of the 
Lord, with open minds, trusting hearts, 
and an understanding of the power of 
God in the world. This call is to every
body who has faith in the power of God 
to heal, not only the ills of the individ
ual, but to heal a sin-sick world. Remem
ber the promises of Jesus Christ: "Where 
two or three are gathered together in my 
name, there am I in the midst of them.”

This convention of Unity people will 
consider the work of putting before the 
world the religion of Jesus Christ in all 
of its aspects. We are expecting a Pente
costal outpouring, and we shall have it if 
the spiritually minded, who are being 
moved by the Christ to do the work of 
God, will heed this call.

In an article appearing in the pro
gram of the Third Annual Conven
tion that was held at Kansas City 
October 4-17, 1925, evidence was 
presented of the increasing need for 
supervision of the growing field 
work:

Hundreds of requests come to us for 
notices concerning study classes, and the 
campaign to establish a study class in



The ordination service is a very impressive one. Here in the center, 
standing, you see a group of candidates for ordination to the 
Unity ministry. They are flanked on each side by teachers of the 

Unity Training School.

every community has created a demand 
for equipped teachers.

While Unity School does not control 
centers or study classes, when a notice 
concerning a class appears in Weekly 
Unity, readers of that periodical get the 
idea that we have virtually indorsed the 
work of that class or center. When these 
notices and similar announcements are 
published and our readers are led to at
tend, how can we be assured that they will 
receive inspiration and help measuring up 
to Unity standards?

It seems necessary and justifiable that 
a certain amount of preparation be re
quired from those who would conduct a 
study class, before we invite Unity readers, 
through published notices, to attend that 
class. . . .

Before notice of a class is given in 
Weekly Unity, or any other announcement 
is made, the teacher of the class should 
have completed the course in methods and 
ideals for conducting centers and study 
classes, and at least half of the corre
spondence school course. Before asking 
for such a notice a class should show evi
dences of permanency.

At this third annual convention 
held at Unity headquarters in Oc

tober, 1925, the Unity leaders formed 
the "Unity Annual Conference” and 
outlined the requirements for Unity 
leaders. In October, 1934, this body 
was reorganized, retaining the name 
of Unity Annual Conference but 
adopting a definite membership plan 
so that those interested in maintain
ing a high standard for Unity cen
ters might through this organization 
adopt and enforce the standard that 
seemed best.

Members are accepted in the Unity 
Annual Conference only after they 
have been ordained by Unity School, 
or their ordination has been approved 
by Unity School.

Before a teacher is eligible for 
ordination he must complete satis
factorily the correspondence school 
course and a course in methods and 
ideals of center organization and 
management, besides completing two 
terms of work—over a period of two 
years—in the Unity Training School 
and earning eight credits for written



A banquet at Terrace Tea Room for delegates to the Youth of 
Unity conference. This young people’s organization is an impor

tant adjunct to the Unity work.

work. In addition to fulfilling these 
requirements it is necessary for a 
teacher to prove his or her ability in 
conducting a center ministry satisfac
tory to the ordination committee. The 
distinction of ordination is conferred 
by invitation only upon those who 
have proved their worthiness by their 
training and by the character of their 
work.

The members of the Unity Annual 
Conference come together each year 
at Unity headquarters for an ex
change of ideas and for communion 
and fellowship in order that all in 
the ministry may co-operate in serv
ing the Father more perfectly.

In recent years the president of 
the Unity Annual Conference has 
been devoting some time to travel 
and lecture work among the centers 
in the field. Those who served in this 
way in addition to carrying on their 
own center ministry have been Louis 
E. Meyer (1937), Unity Society of 
Practical Christianity, Kansas City, 
Missouri; Georgiana Tree West 
(1938), Unity Society of Practical

Christianity, New York City; and 
Irwin E. Gregg, Detroit Unity Asso
ciation, Detroit, Michigan, who was 
president in 1939- The others who 
formerly served as president of the 
Unity Annual Conference are Fred
erick E. Andrews, Wichita, Kansas, 
1933; Louise C. Newman, Long 
Beach, California, 1934; Rex Mor
gan, Saint Joseph, Missouri, 1935; 
and Jessie G. Maloney, Akron, Ohio, 
1936.

The young people's groups in 
Unity centers throughout the world 
united in 1936 to form a federation 
which they called the "Youth of 
Unity.’’ The purpose of the federa
tion is to interest young people every
where in the Truth movement. Each 
Youth of Unity chapter is a part 
of a recognized Unity center and 
conducts its own local meetings. 
Once each year delegates from these 
chapters meet at Unity Farm for a 
conference. More than two hundred 
young persons attended the 1938 
conference. At present there are 
more than fifty chapters of the Youth



of Unity in the United States, Eng
land, and Canada.

How widely the seed of the Truth 
teaching has been scattered is indi
cated by Unity activities in Nigeria, 
British West Africa. Reports re
ceived in 1938 show that the Unity 
teaching was spreading throughout 
that country, and that among its fol
lowers it numbered natives from all 
classes, farmers, teachers, clerks, and 
traders, as well as many other quick
ened souls who were finding a new 
courage, strength, and purpose along 
with their uplifted conception of life 
and its possibilities.

A letter from the local native Unity 
leaders in Nigeria set forth their 
conception of the Unity belief and 
submitted it for the approval of the 
Unity School of Christianity at head
quarters. This letter also reported 
that the leaders had obtained per
mission from the local government 
to erect buildings for study purposes.

While perhaps there is no other 
calling that requires so much faith, 
love, understanding, and mental 
poise as that of a Truth teacher, 
neither is there perhaps any other 
calling that brings such rich rewards 
of inner satisfaction. The Unity lead
ers throughout the field give of them
selves generously and wholeheartedly 
to the will and the work of Jesus 
Christ and serve with joy and enthu
siasm. This fact is made clear by 
excerpts from letters written by cen
ter leaders and teachers.

One leader writes: "I feel hon
ored to serve in this Jesus Christ min
istry. I am busy beyond words to

express, but I never tire. It is rather 
a new joy with each hour. I love the 
work and am grateful for the co
operative spirit prevailing through
out every phase of the center activity.
I only ask your prayers that I may 
prove more and more worthy each 
day, and may the power of the 
Father’s qualities enable me to do 
entirely His glorious will.”

Another Unity representative in 
the field expresses the joy of serving 
in this way: "There is something very 
wonderful about the Truth we seek 
to share. It is like a perfume some of 
which remains with us when we seek 
to pass it on so that we ourselves in 
the last analysis are the most richly 
blessed of all—even more than those 
to whom we minister.”

Many letters are also received in 
the field department from students 
who express appreciation of the cen
ter ministry. This is evidenced by the 
following extracts from the letters 
of such individuals in different sec
tions of the country:

"I am so happy to state that the 
teaching presented in the Unity cen
ter here these past several months, 
and which I have taken to heart, has 
renewed my spirit. I have new 
strength and courage and am released 
from much fear. You cannot imagine 
what this means to my home.” 

"Comfort, help, and blessings are 
mine as I continue my study of Unity 
through my regular attendance here 
in the Unity center. Our leader is a 
fine teacher and healer.”

"It speaks well for our leader’s 
message that I walk from nine to ten



miles to hear him. I have no other 
way of getting to the center, and 
while it takes a total of six hours it 
is worth it, because I can listen and 
take away with me the Truth of 
God.”

"I attend the Unity center here, 
and with the help of the leader I 
am acquiring peace and poise such 
as I never knew before. I thank God 
for the change that has come into 
my life.”

To Unity School of Christianity 
the outlook for the future work in 
the field, which now comprises the 
whole world, is rich with promise. 
Elsie Shaw, director of the field de
partment, presents a heartening 
glimpse of this ever-widening and 
developing vision. Below she sets 
forth the ideas of Charles Fillmore, 
the field department, and the direc
tors of Unity School with reference 
to the ideals upon which the work 
has been founded and the vision of 
those who are engaged in the Unity 
ministry:

"The purpose of Unity School of 
Christianity and the Unity centers 
throughout the field is to teach the 
principles of Jesus Christ and to show 
how they may be applied by all peo
ple to their everyday affairs and to 
every department of their life. Its 
purpose is also to give instruction in 
the particular technique that enables 
man to make conscious contact with 
the Spirit of truth; for it is this Spirit 
that guides man into the knowledge 
of all Truth; that enables him to 
reach wise decisions and take the 
right steps in his life; that brings

him illumination, health, and pros
perity, 'all . . . things . . . added.’

"The ideal of the Unity movement 
is not to form a new sect or church 
but to give helpful service to people 
of every faith and creed, to give in
struction in Christian living to men 
and women of every church and to 
those who have no church affiliation, 
and to set forth the truth underlying 
all religions while being critical of 
none. During the past fifty years the 
ideals and the purpose of the move
ment have remained unchanged, and 
today the literature is read and used 
by people of nearly every faith.

"In the orthodox churches are 
numbers of ministers who are Unity 
readers and who make use of Truth 
ideas in their ministry. At one time 
it was estimated from a check of the 
records that there were fifteen thou
sand ministers subscribing for Unity 
literature. Recently a woman who 
attends the services at the Unity So
ciety in Kansas City attended a 
church service in the East. When 
after the service she shook hands 
with the minister—who is well 
known throughout the country to 
radio audiences—she mentioned the 
fact that she was a Unity student and 
that from his message she felt he 
might know something of the teach
ing. His answer was 'I have been a 
subscriber for Unity literature for 
years.’ This is an illustration of how 
ministers are using Truth and carry
ing out the great ideal of serving 
people of every church.

"Unity School is a laboratory de
voted to the searching out and prov-



ing of the things of God necessary 
for the abundant life in the present 
day. Out of this laboratory come not 
only proved principles of Truth but 
Christ-disciplined leaders, teachers, 
and healers prepared to establish 
Unity Truth laboratories or centers 
in other cities and countries.

"It is the purpose of Unity School 
to perfect its headquarters ministry 
so that our literature and our trained 
students, all that goes out from it, 
may be well qualified to impart the 
teachings that qualify others for suc
cessful living.

"While Unity centers are individu
ally organized and conducted and are 
not branches of Unity School of 
Christianity, they have its constant 
co-operation. It is the responsibility 
and privilege of the Unity School of 
Christianity to supervise as many 
Unity centers, leaders, and teachers 
as the Spirit of truth orders, and 
carefully and prayerfully to train and 
equip them spiritually to maintain 
the same Christ standard of teaching 
and service that Unity School does. 
Our ideal in serving is to inspire 
rather than dictate, to point the way 
rather than dominate the activities 
of the leader.

"We do not attempt to give de
tailed rules for the conduct of the 
ministry day by day but rather to 
share ideals and standards that have 
been found fundamentally sound and 
true, allowing the leaders to express 
their own individuality in the work
ing out of these principles.

"All Unity centers are members 
of the Unity Annual Conference, and

Elsie Shaw, director of the Unity Field 
department and teacher on the staff of the 
Unity Training School.

it is the vision of Unity School to 
make each member strong with the 
strength of Christ: through prayer, 
through direct contact by means of 
its literature, and through the co
operation of the field department, the 
Unity Annual Conference, the Unity 
Training School, the Correspondence 
School, and personal representatives.

"While it has been the Unity ideal 
through the years not to form 
churches, it has become necessary for 
leaders and centers to perform many 
of the functions of a church. There
fore leaders are ordained, and they 
are doing some of the things that the 
churches are doing. It is still Unity 
School of Christianity’s ideal however 
to be known primarily as a school 
whose function it is to interpret the 
Jesus Christ teaching and present 
practical instruction for the develop
ment of the Christ nature in the soul



of the individual. It is also the pri
mary purpose of each Unity center 
in the field not to build an independ
ent organization but to work as a 
school with an educational program 
designed to further the evolution of 
the individual. The outer organiza
tion of each center should be kept in 
the background, since it is simply a 
means toward serving better the pur
pose for which the center stands. W e 
are organized in Christ and joined 
in the spiritual unity of the Christ 
body, through which the kingdom 
of God is to be made manifest among 
men on earth.

"Our doctrine is that proclaimed 
by Jesus Christ: complete redemp
tion of the whole man, spirit, soul, 
and body. This does not call for the 
establishment of a new sect but 
rather for the assimilation of the 
sects in the all-embracing doctrine of 
Jesus Christ that He proclaimed in 
the decree 'Ye therefore shall be per
fect, as your heavenly Father is per
fect.’

"It is the conviction of those who 
have studied the Unity principles 
that they present a most complete 
and comprehensive summary of the 
practical teaching of Jesus. It is well 
known that His teaching emphasizes 
principles that are of universal ap
plication to the spiritual man in his 
ongoing.

"W hat the Unity leaders are now 
doing is the beginning of a world 
educational process. Unity has a great 
future, and the trained workers, 
those who understand the funda
mental principles, are carrying the

Christ word forward and presenting 
it to the people the world over 
through their missionary efforts. 
Jesus said, 'I am the way, and the 
truth, and the life,’ and the signifi
cance of this statement is just be
ginning to dawn upon the race.

"The new race is now being 
formed, and the new race will dem
onstrate in a practical way all the 
ideals that Jesus taught and that are 
found in religions the world over. 
In other words, the principles that 
Jesus taught are as dependable and 
valid in the mind realm, in the realm 
of thoughts and words, as the prin
ciples that govern numbers are in the 
field of mathematics.

"Any one who studies the princi
ples of Christ’s teaching in the Spirit 
cannot help but see how universal 
they are and to what a high standard 
they must lead when they are put 
into practical use. Our ministry, 
whether at Unity headquarters or in 
the field, is not confined to the par
ticular group with which we are as
sociated, but extends to all mankind 
and to all the world, for its purpose 
is to lift man above the sense of lim
itation into the spiritual conscious
ness that was his in the beginning. 
In order to accomplish this the leader 
must remember that the work is that 
of Jesus Christ and that he must 
wholly consecrate and dedicate him
self to the will and the work of Jesus 
Christ, following the divine plan. 
That is, he must take the attitude 
that it is not my work or your work 
but the work of the Lord Jesus 
Christ.”



I I

Students enjoy relaxation and friendly in
terchanges when classes are over.

Mrs. Shaw points out some of the 
important Unity teachings, as they 
are presented and emphasized in the 
work of the Unity centers in the 
field:

"The outstanding Unity teaching 
is that of the redemption of man. 
W e teach eternal life in the body, in 
which teaching we are pioneers. 
Some medical men say that they see 
no reason why man should grow old 
and die. They say our body is made 
to live on eternally, and in this con
clusion they are right in line with Je
sus Christ’s teaching of immortality.

"W e teach salvation through the 
'blood’ of Jesus Christ, the blood’ 
representing eternal life, and the 
'flesh’ of Jesus Christ representing 
the pure, incorruptible, universal sub
stance of Spirit. W e 'eat the flesh’ 
and 'drink the blood’ when we accept 
in heart and mind, and by our word 
and actions affirm, the flesh and 
blood of Jesus Christ as the real eter
nal life and substance of our body. 
In this process is the redemption of 
the body: it redeems it from mate
riality and transforms it into the 
body of light, banishing from con

sciousness the death idea, the last 
enemy’ to be overcome.

"Jesus was known as the great 
apostle of love, revealing the Father
hood and Motherhood of God and 
the brotherhood of man, and He 
showed us how to apply these prin
ciples. The trained teachers in the 
Unity centers know how to apply 
these principles in restoring man to 
health, in attaining prosperity, and 
in evolving within the kingdom that 
Jesus said was the kingdom of God. 
There is a certain very necessary 
technique in applying these princi
ples, and the Unity teachers need to 
know this technique and apply it in 
their work. For this reason it is very 
essential that they study the lessons 
sent out by Unity School, especially 
the correspondence course and the 
general course of instruction recom
mended and furnished by Unity 
School.”

Complete devotion and consecra
tion is required of the successful 
leader of a Unity center, and Mrs. 
Shaw spoke of the responsibility that 
these teachers and leaders assume. 
She said:

"Those who serve as Unity teach
ers and leaders assume a great re
sponsibility. It is necessary to have a 
deep desire to serve and to share 
Truth. In addition it is necessary to 
have a true and practical understand
ing of the teaching we present and 
be able to demonstrate its truth in 
health, spiritual understanding, and 
supply.

"Ours is an educational work; our 
School teaches the Christ discipline,



Our teachers and leaders first be
come well grounded in the teaching, 
just as teachers in the public schools 
and colleges do who continually 
study to be well equipped in what 
they teach. Every teacher in Unity 
should endeavor constantly to in
crease his understanding and ability 
and to keep abreast of the teaching 
as it is applicable to present-day liv
ing. There is no limit to the spiritual 
unfoldment to be attained.

"Through the Unity classes and 
centers in the field the Jesus Christ 
work reaches far, and we are deeply 
grateful for those serving as field 
representatives. The Unity centers 
are strong in consciousness, and many 
are strong in number. A good many 
of the centers have developed work
ers who go into neighboring cities 
to conduct classes. This is fulfilling 
the ideals of a progressive center 
ministry. Here at Unity School are 
students and workers preparing for 
the field ministry, and as we con
tinue to instruct individuals in the 
principles of Jesus Christ there will 
be more earnest and devoted souls 
capable of ministering in the field.

"Just as one part of the human 
body is important to all the others, so 
each part of the Unity body is im
portant to the progress of the work 
as a whole. The Unity center leaders 
are Unity School’s spiritual repre
sentatives in the field. They are au
thorized teachers and affiliated with

the School; and our vision for the 
field is the same as our vision for 
each department of the work, that 
each member of the Unity body may 
be transfigured as a glorious body 
of light and life.

"W e see each member of this Unity 
body purified and enlightened until 
he stands forth radiating its light 
to all the world. W e see each one 
purifying his own consciousness, en
lightening it, resurrecting it into 
newness of life through receiving 
into the mind and flesh living cells 
of the risen, glorified substance of 
the Lord’s body. W e see the units 
of this Unity body casting off all 
dead cells and becoming radiant with 
light and healing, resurrected from 
sin and death through partaking of 
the substance and life of Jesus’ re
deemed flesh and blood.

"Our vision is of the transforma
tion of the mind and the transfig
uration of the whole body, a new 
heaven, new conditions; the setting 
up of His kingdom on earth.

"As we celebrate the fifty years 
of our Unity ministry may there be 
such perfect agreement in this vision 
that we may receive a baptism of the 
Holy Spirit power as on the day of 
Pentecost.

" 'Behold, the tabernacle of God 
is with men, and he shall dwell with 
them, and they shall be his peoples, 
and God himself shall be with 
them.’ ”



F I F T Y  YE AR S
By Grace Noll Crowell

T f

Fifty years of service to our King!
Fifty years of high ideals that climb 

Forever in the heart’s remembering!
Beyond the borderland of space and time 

Clean words have flown; clean actions that endure 
And hope and faith held high that all may see 

Have borne rich fruitage; and reward is sure 
To those who labor for humanity.

Fifty years of service! Looking back,
We pray Thee, Lord, where we have failed, forgive. 

Looking ahead, we see the shining track
Left by Thy sandaled footsteps. As we live 

Help us to follow where those footprints lead;
Help us to serve Thee daily as we should.

We pray for years to meet the human need;
And, Lord, we kneel to Thee in gratitude.
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